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ABSTRACT
Moving object detection is a ﬁrst step towards many computer vision
applications, such as human interaction and tracking, video surveillance, and
traﬃc monitoring systems. Accurate estimation of the target object’s size and
shape is often required before higher-level tasks (e.g., object tracking or recog-
nition) can be performed. However, these properties can be derived only when
the foreground object is detected precisely.
Background subtraction is a common technique to extract foreground
objects from image sequences. The purpose of background subtraction is to
detect changes in pixel values within a given frame. The main problem with
background subtraction and other related object detection techniques is that
cast shadows tend to be misclassiﬁed as either parts of the foreground objects (if
objects and their cast shadows are bonded together) or independent foreground
objects (if objects and shadows are separated). The reason for this phenomenon
is the presence of similar characteristics between the target object and its cast
shadow, i.e., shadows have similar motion, attitude, and intensity changes as the
moving objects that cast them.
Detecting shadows of moving objects is challenging because of problem-
atic situations related to shadows, for example, chromatic shadows, shadow
color blending, foreground-background camouﬂage, nontextured surfaces and
dark surfaces.
Various methods for shadow detection have been proposed in the liter-
ature to address these problems. Many of these methods use general-purpose
image feature descriptors to detect shadows. These feature descriptors may be
eﬀective in distinguishing shadow points from the foreground object in a speciﬁc
problematic situation; however, such methods often fail to distinguish shadow
I
points from the foreground object in other situations. In addition, many of these
moving shadow detection methods require prior knowledge of the scene condi-
tions and/or impose strong assumptions, which make them excessively restrictive
in practice.
The aim of this research is to develop an eﬃcient method capable of
addressing possible environmental problems associated with shadow detection
while simultaneously improving the overall accuracy and detection stability.
In this research study, possible problematic situations for dynamic shad-
ows are addressed and discussed in detail. On the basis of the analysis, a ro-
bust method, including change detection and shadow detection, is proposed to
address these environmental problems. A new set of two local feature descrip-
tors, namely, binary patterns of local color constancy (BPLCC) and light-based
gradient orientation (LGO), is introduced to address the identiﬁed problematic
situations by incorporating intensity, color, texture, and gradient information.
The feature vectors are concatenated in a column-by-column manner to con-
struct one dictionary for the objects and another dictionary for the shadows. A
new sparse representation framework is then applied to ﬁnd the nearest neighbor
of the test image segment by computing a weighted linear combination of the
reference dictionary. Image segment classiﬁcation is then performed based on
the similarity between the test image and the sparse representations of the two
classes.
The performance of the proposed framework on common shadow detec-
tion datasets is evaluated, and the method shows improved performance com-
pared with state-of-the-art methods in terms of the shadow detection rate, dis-
crimination rate, accuracy, and stability. By achieving these signiﬁcant improve-
ments, the proposed method demonstrates its ability to handle various problems
associated with image processing and accomplishes the aim of this thesis.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Shadows play an important role in our understanding of the world and provide
rich visual information about the properties of objects, scenes and lights. The
human vision system is capable of recognizing and extracting shadows from
complex scenes and uses shadow information to automatically perform various
tasks, such as perception of the position, size and shape of the objects and
understanding the structure of 3D scene geometry and the location and intensity
of light sources.
In past decades, researchers working in computer vision and related ﬁelds
have been trying to develop a mechanism for machines to mimic the human vision
system in handling visual data and performing associated tasks. However, the
problem is far from being solved, and all the tasks remain challenging.
Shadows are involved in many low-level computer vision applications and
image processing tasks, such as shadow detection, removal, extraction, correc-
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Figure 1.1: Examples of shadow applications; (ﬁrst column) detection of moving shad-
ows in a frame of the sequence HwyI using the method reported in [1], (second column)
manual detection of shadows of a building in still image, (third column) manual detec-
tion and correction of shadows for a still image, and (fourth column) manual detection
and mapping of the shadow for an outdoor still image.
tion and mapping. In many video applications, shadows must be detected and
removed for the purpose of object tracking [2], classiﬁcation [3][4], size and po-
sition estimation [5], behavior recognition [6] and structural health monitoring
[7]. In a still image processing, shadow feature extraction is applied to obtain
features that will be useful in object shape estimation [8], 3D object extraction
[9], building detection [10], illumination estimation [11] and direction [12], and
camera parameter estimation [13]. Shadow detection and correction (i.e., shadow
compensation or deshadowing) involves complex image processing techniques to
produce a shadow-free image that can be useful in many applications, including
reconstruction of surfaces [14], illumination correction [15] and face detection
and recognition [16]. In constrast to shadow detection, some applications, such
as rendering soft shadows for 3D objects [17] and creating shadow mattes in cel
animation [18], require rendering shadows to add additional spatial detail within
and among objects and to produce images with a natural realistic look. Shadow
detection and mapping must also be considered in some recent image processing
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applications, such as PatchNet [19], Timeline editing [20] and many other visual
media processing applications [21]. Examples of these applications are shown in
Figure 1.1.
1.2 Existing Shadow Detection Methods
The detection of moving shadows in videos has been the subject of considerable
research, discussion and debate among the computer vision research community.
Many algorithms have been developed to address these two problematic situa-
tions by utilizing either color information or taking advantage of geometric infor-
mation of the foreground and/or shadow orientations. Recently, Sanin et al. [22]
divided the existing cast shadow detection methods into four main categories:
geometry-based, chromaticity-based, physical-property-based and texture-based
methods. This classiﬁcation is based on the primary features that are used to
identify shaded points. As stated in [22], this type of classiﬁcation results in a
high quality inﬂuence on the shadow detection results compared to the selection
of algorithms [23].
In this thesis, the existing methods are divided into two main categories:
object-shape-property-based and shadow-property-based methods. Shadow-property-
based methods are further subdivided into light-direction-based and image-feature-
based methods.
Light-direction-based methods analyze geometric information, such as lo-
cation and direction, of cast shadows and the light source to ﬁnd useful geometric
features to detect possible shadows in the background.
By contrast, image-feature-based methods analyze 2D images to extract
various image features, such as color, texture, and edges, independent of the
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scene type, object type, and other geometric features. Image-feature-based
methods are further subdivided into pixel-based and region-based methods with
respect to the spatial features used in their ﬁnal classiﬁcation.
Regardless of the type of image features, such as color, edge, and texture,
used in the analysis stage, the ﬁnal classiﬁcation in both cases is performed
on individual pixels. The three image-feature-based methods, i.e., color-based,
gradient-based, and texture-based methods, are studied separately.
Region-level methods eﬀectively utilize contextual information and seg-
ment images into regions. These methods can be broadly subdivided into segmentation-
based methods and block-based methods.
In the following, shape-based, light-direction-based, color-based, gradient-
based, texture-based, segmentation-based, and block-based methods are dis-
cussed brieﬂy along with their advantages and disadvantages. These methods
are discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
Shape-based methods assess the geometric features, such as shape and size, of
the foreground moving objects to eliminate their cast shadows. These methods
are designed to detect shadows in speciﬁc applications and can provide accurate
results when all the geometric features, along with their assumptions, are valid.
In addition, these methods can be used to detect shadows of foreground objects
in still images as such methods do not depend on the background. However, the
applications of these methods are limited, and they may fail when the geometric
relationships are changed.
Light-direction-based methods rely heavily on the shadow/light direction to
detect shadows. These methods can provide good results when a strong single
light source is present in the scene. However, these methods are not reliable in
other situations, especially when multiple light sources exist in the scene.
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Color-based methods utilize color information to deﬁne the change in inten-
sity and appearance of a pixel when a shadow occurs. These methods usually
perform well for simple achromatic shadows and smooth surfaces; however, they
may fail in other problematic shadow situations and suﬀer from image pixel
noise.
Texture-based methods explore the texture formation of the regions under
the cast shadow and compare these regions to their corresponding backgrounds.
These methods are the best choice among pixel-level analysis methods for detect-
ing shadows of moving objects. Additionally, such methods provide reasonable
results in situations with chromatic shadows and camouﬂage.
Gradient-based methods identify background patches using gradient and/or
edge information. Gradient and/or edge information can be useful when a pixel
in the current frame has similar brightness or intensity values to that in the
corresponding background. These methods can provide good shadow detection
results in situations with chromatic shadows; however, they may fail in other
situations.
Segmentation-based methods perform classiﬁcation on the region level. These
regions are formed using the similarity measurements among various image fea-
tures, including intensity, color, and texture. In general, the performance of
these methods is better than that of other methods for all possible scenarios in
a scene.
Block-based methods perform classiﬁcation on independent image blocks.
For each block, features are extracted in the current frame and compared to the
corresponding block in the background image. Block-based methods perform
better than pixel-level methods in scenes with nontextured and dark surfaces.
These methods can be used to detect shadows in low levels of illumination.
5
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 1.2: Examples of problematic situations for shadow detection; (a) chromatic
shadow (cast shadow and background surface are shown in the normalized rgb colour
space for better comparison), (b) shadow colour-blending (parts of the moving person
are reﬂected by the background surface), (c) foreground-background camouﬂage, (d)
non-textured surfaces, and (e) dark surfaces. A frame is shown on the left where
regions with the problem are highlighted by a red rectangle. A magniﬁed section
in the given frame is shown on the top-right corner, and the same section in the
background surface is shown on the bottom-right corner.
1.3 Problem Statement
Shadows are problematic because they cause local intensity/color changes on
background surfaces. When a 3D object is placed between a direct light source
and the background surface, the object partially or totally blocks light from
reaching adjacent regions of the background surface, which causes a change in
illumination in that region. The darker region of the shadow, where the direct
light is completely blocked and only ambient light is available, is called the
umbra. The lighter region of the shadow, where both ambient light and part of
the light are available for illumination, is known as the penumbra.
Detecting shadows of moving objects using low-resolution surveillance
cameras is challenging because of problematic situations associated with shad-
ows, including chromatic shadows, shadow color blending, foreground-background
camouﬂage, nontextured surfaces and dark surfaces, as shown in Figure 1.2. The
ﬁrst two problems relate to regions of shadows that can be easily misclassiﬁed
as moving objects. The latter three problems relate to regions of objects that
can be misclassiﬁed as shadows. Each problematic situation is addressed brieﬂy
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in the following.
  A chromatic shadow occurs when parts of the shadow in the umbra are
illuminated by colored light (mainly blue for outdoor environments), which
is diﬀerent from direct light and causes color bleeding to the underlying
region.
  Color blending is another problem in shadow detection where the re-
ﬂectance of the background surface is high, which causes some parts of
the foreground object to be reﬂected by the background.
  The problem of camouﬂage arises when parts of the foreground object have
similar intensity and color to their corresponding backgrounds.
  Nontextured surfaces, where texture information is not available, are an-
other common problem in moving shadow detection.
  Dark surfaces, where some parts of the foreground have low reﬂection
properties, are a major problem in many computer vision tasks, including
shadow detection. As a result, these foreground parts are often misclassi-
ﬁed as parts of shadows.
1.4 Research Aim
The aim of this research eﬀort is to develop an eﬃcient method to solve these
environmental problems in shadow detection while simultaneously improving
the overall accuracy and detection stability. To measure the eﬀectiveness, the
proposed methods, including the proposed feature descriptors, will be assessed in
terms of common quantitative metrics, including shadow detection rate, shadow
discrimination rate, accuracy, and stability. A large number of ground truth
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images have been either manually segmented or obtained from diﬀerent resources
to make this comparison possible (e.g., [24, 25, 26, 27]).
In the following, the four common quantitative metrics are deﬁned as they
will be used to evaluate moving shadow detection methods in Chapter 2.
Shadow detection rate (η) refers to the percentage of shadow points correctly
detected and classiﬁed as shadows by a method. This metric assesses the ro-
bustness of a method under the presence of two related problematic situations,
namely, chromatic shadow and shadow color blending.
Shadow discrimination rate (ξ) indicates the percentage of object points suc-
cessfully detected as objects. This metric investigates problems associated with
object parts, in particular, the problems of foreground-background camouﬂage,
nontextured object surfaces, and dark surfaces.
Accuracy evaluates the overall performance of a moving shadow detection
method in detecting moving foreground objects. This metric is used to test
the method under all the problematic situations discussed earlier.
Stability determines whether the method is stable in producing a constant
detection result over time. The diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum
accuracy for a number of individual frames is used as a measure of stability. This
metric is used to evaluate the performance of only the proposed moving shadow
detection method.
1.5 Scope of the Research Study
The scope of this thesis is summarized below.
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  This research addresses moving shadow detection and removal in image
sequences for both outdoor and indoor environments.
  The research focuses on studying various eﬀects of cast shadows and reﬂec-
tions from images obtained by static low-angle cameras. Detecting moving
shadows from top-down view images (sometimes called aerial images) is
considered a diﬀerent study ﬁeld and is not considered in this study.
  Detecting static shadows or those shadows that are caused by objects of
no interest (such as shadows from waving trees or clouds) is beyond the
scope of this study.
  Due to its importance, detecting changes in background scenes is a subject
of this thesis. A background subtraction method is developed to obtain
change detection masks for most of the sequences used in this thesis. A
review of change detection methods is not considered to be a main part of
this thesis; thus, the performance of the proposed change detection algo-
rithm will be evaluated only as part of the complete framework proposed
for shadow detection in this thesis.
1.6 Method Outline
In this thesis, a new feature-based image patch approximation and multi-independent
sparse representation technique is presented to address the environmental prob-
lems listed in Section 1.3. The method has been designed to detect shadows of
various moving objects in outdoor and indoor environments.
Figure 1.3 shows a general block diagram for the proposed moving shadow
detection method developed in this thesis. The methods consists of two main
stages, namely, change detection and shadow detection. In the ﬁrst stage, the
9
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Figure 1.3: Block diagram of proposed moving shadow detection.
moving object is detected using a new background subtraction technique. A new
set of pixel-level feature descriptors, global intensity consistency combined with
normalized hue, saturation, value color space HSV, is proposed to successfully
cope with global illumination changes in the background scene. The classiﬁcation
is ﬁrst made on the pixel level using Euclidean distance measurements. Region-
level classiﬁcation is then performed using the total number of foreground pixels
detected from the pixel-level classiﬁcation. The output from the ﬁrst stage is
a binary image, called the change detection mask (CDM), that contains the
moving objects and their cast shadows.
The second stage consists of two phases: training and running. In the
training phase, two overcomplete reference dictionaries, one for objects and the
other for shadows, are constructed using sample patches taken from four diﬀerent
sequences. In the running phase, the current frame and the background image are
divided into nonuniform segments. Then, a set of three features, binary patterns
of local color constancy (BPLCC), light-based gradient orientation (LGO), and
intensity reduction histogram (IRH), are extracted for each segment. Given a
new image segment, the best approximation for a number of iterations is found
from each dictionary. For each iteration, an independent class assignment is
performed by ﬁnding its distances from the reference dictionaries. The patch is
then assigned to a class based on its probability of occurrence.
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1.7 Contributions
A number of contributions have been made throughout this research, as sum-
marized below:
  Problematic situations within shadow detection are addressed, and a new
way of analyzing these problems is described in detail.
  A new taxonomy of moving shadow detection, which includes a review of
published moving shadow detection methods, is introduced.
  Two new illumination-invariant features, namely, BPLCC and LGO, are
proposed to eﬃciently address problematic situations associated with shad-
ows.
  A generalized model of the standard sparse representation-based classi-
ﬁer, namely, the multi-independent sparse representation-based classiﬁer
(MSR), is proposed to deliver conﬁdent class assignments to the segments.
  A novel method for moving shadow detection, which is capable of accu-
rately distinguishing two classes, objects (people/vehicles) and shadows
under possible scenarios occurring in real video sequences, is developed.
  An extensive qualitative and quantitative evaluation is performed to prove
the capability of the proposed framework in addressing the identiﬁed prob-
lematic situations associated with shadows. In addition, the proposed fea-
ture descriptors are evaluated and compared with state-of-the-art features.
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1.8 Thesis Outline
In this study, the proposed research is presented in a thesis consisting of seven
chapters, as outlined below.
Chapter 2 presents a literature review of the various methods for moving
shadow detection and brieﬂy discusses the diﬀerent types of change detection
algorithms. The shadow detection methods are analyzed and tested to deter-
mine their advantages, disadvantages, limitations and assumptions. The main
drawbacks of the existing methods are outlined at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 3 discusses various problematic situations for moving shadow detec-
tion. These problematic situations are analyzed in detail, and examples are
given. Methods for classifying datasets with respect to these problematic situa-
tions are discussed at the end of this chapter.
Chapter 4 presents the proposed change detection and background modeling
method. The method is described in detail, and the underlying assumptions and
limitations are discussed.
Chapter 5 introduces a new general-purpose moving shadow detection method.
The method can be used to distinguish moving objects, including humans and
vehicles, from their shadows. In this chapter, details of the two image feature
descriptors, BPLCC and LGO, are provided. In addition, a proposed classiﬁ-
cation technique is discussed.
Chapter 6 evaluates the experimental results of the proposed shadow detection
framework. In the ﬁrst part of this chapter, the shadow detection datasets used
for evaluation, the parameter settings, and the evaluation metrics are discussed
in detail. In the second part, the results from the proposed framework and the
proposed feature descriptors are compared with the results of current state-of-
12
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the-art algorithms.
Chapter 7 includes a summary, conclusions and recommendations of further
study.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a detailed background review of the existing moving
shadow detection methods and their assumptions and limitations. In addition,
these methods are classiﬁed based on properties used for classiﬁcation and are
evaluated with respect to possible problematic situations in complex scenes.
These methods are discussed in Section 2.2.
2.2 Existing Shadow Detection Methods
Many shadow detection and removal algorithms, in which diﬀerent techniques
are used to accurately extract the foreground object from its shadow, have been
proposed in the literature. Prati et al. [23] surveyed shadow detection methods
based mainly on the type of algorithm used. They organized the contributions
reported in the literature into four main classes, namely, parametric, nonpara-
metric, model-based and non-model based. Al-Najdawi et al. [28] proposed
15
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a four-layer taxonomy survey complementary to that in [23]. The survey is
based mainly on the object/environment dependency and the implementation
domain of the algorithms. Sanin et al. [22] stated that the selection of features
has a strong inﬂuence on the shadow detection results compared to the selec-
tion of algorithms. Thus, they classiﬁed shadow detection methods into four
main categories: chromaticity-based, geometry-based, physical-property-based
and texture-based methods.
This research study introduces a diﬀerent systematic method to clas-
sify existing shadow detection algorithms based on the type of properties used
for classiﬁcation. Since the properties of the two main components in the
CDM, i.e., the moving object and the cast shadow, have important features
that separate them, the existing methods can be divided into two main cat-
egories (Figure 2.1): object-shape-property-based and shadow-property-based
methods. Shadow-property-based methods can be further subdivided into two
groups depending on the main type of features used: light-direction-based and
image-feature-based methods. Light-direction-based methods use the geometric
formation of cast shadows and the light source to determine useful geometric
features, such as the location and direction of the light source and the location
of the shadow cast in the background. Meanwhile, image-feature-based methods
directly analyze 2D images and extract color and texture independent of the
scene type, object type or other geometric features.
Because the vast majority of the work belongs to this category, the image-
feature based methods are further subdivided into pixel-based and region-based
methods based on the spatial features used in their ﬁnal classiﬁcation. Regard-
less of the type of image features, such as color, gradient, edge, and texture,
used in the analysis stage, the ﬁnal classiﬁcation in both cases is performed on
individual pixels. Due to the importance of the three features, the color-based,
16
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Figure 2.1: Classiﬁcation of moving shadow detection.
gradient-based and texture-based methods are studied separately. Region-level
methods eﬀectively take advantage of contextual information to segment the im-
age into regions. These methods can be further subdivided into segmentation-
based methods and block-based methods.
When compared to other types of classiﬁcation, the proposed classiﬁca-
tion provides a good understanding of the existing shadow detection methods
by considering more features in the classiﬁcation to cover more papers in the
literature and by analyzing and evaluating the methods under all major prob-
lematic situations in shadow detection. In the following, the shape-based, light-
direction-based, color-based, gradient-based, texture-based, segmentation-based
and block-based methods are discussed in detail.
17
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Illustration of shape-based moving shadow detection as reported in [31];
(a) the center of gravity and orientation of a shaded object R, and (b) object and its
contour information.
2.2.1 Shape-based Methods
Shape-based methods utilize the properties of the foreground objects, such as
shape and size, to detect cast shadows. These methods model foreground ob-
jects using various object-geometric features that can be obtained by having a
priori knowledge about the foreground object or extracted from the input images
without depending on the background reference. Such methods are designed to
detect shadows cast by a speciﬁc foreground object, such as a human [29] or
vehicle [30]. Typical shape-based methods are summarized in Table 2.1.
Hsieh et al. [31] proposed a coarse-to-ﬁne Gaussian shadow algorithm
to eliminate the shadows of pedestrians. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, several
geometric features are utilized in this model, including the object orientation,
center position of the shadow region and the intensity mean.
Yoneyama et al. [30] utilized vehicle-shadow orientations to distinguish
shadows from moving vehicles. The method is based on a joint 2D vehicle/shadow
model that is projected onto a 2D image plane. They explicitly divided the 2D
vehicle/shadow model into six types, as shown in Figure 2.3. Each type refers
to one location of the shadow in the foreground mask. The geometric properties
18
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Figure 2.3: Illustration of shape-based moving shadow detection as reported in [33].
Six possible shadow locations are shown.
are then estimated from input frames without a priori knowledge of the light
source and the camera calibration information.
Sheng et al. [32] introduced a shadow detection method based on human
body geometrical existence and its approximate location. In the ﬁrst step, the
human body shape property is analyzed and used to determine the location of
the cast shadow. In the second step, an image orientation information measure
is used to classify the image pixels into smooth and edge regions. The two
measurements, shape analysis and the ratio of pixels, are then fused in the ﬁnal
classiﬁcation.
Fang et al. [35] exploited spectral and geometrical properties to detect
shadows in video sequences. In the ﬁrst stage, candidate shadow points are seg-
mented using the spectral properties of shadows. Feature points of the occluding
function are then detected using wavelet transform. In the last stage, the oc-
cluding line, formed by the feature points, is detected to separate objects from
their shadows.
Chen et al. [29] proposed a 3-stage algorithm to detect cast shadows
of pedestrians who are posed vertically. In the ﬁrst stage, a support vector
machine (SVM) classiﬁer is trained and applied to the foreground mask to
19
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Table 2.1: Summary of shape-based methods for shadow detection.
Paper Year Main
feature
Other
feature(s)
Results
Methods
compared
with
Summary
Hsieh et
al. [31]
2003
Object
orientation
Intensity
histogram
[34]
Quantitative analysis are based
on the results from 12 frames
using Precision Rate (PR) and
False-Alarm Rate (FAR) as fol-
lows: PR (average)=95.76% and
FAR=1.76%
Yoneyama
et al.
[30]
2005
2D joint
vehicle-
shadow
model
- -
False-Alarm Rate is given for four
diﬀerent situations with an aver-
age of 2.17%
Sheng et
al. [32]
2007
Ellipse-
shape
ﬁtting
Intensity
ratio
- Some visual results are given
Fang et
al. [35]
2008
1D
Wavelet
transform
Intensity
reduction
- Some visual results are given
Chen et
al. [29]
2010
Log-polar
coordi-
nates
Colour,
pix
location,
HOG
transform
-
ROC graph is given for the pro-
posed method with various fea-
tures
compute possible shadow points. A linear classiﬁer is then adopted to divide
the foreground mask into human and shadow subregions. In the last stage, the
shadow region is reconstructed with the aid of the background image.
2.2.2 Light-direction-based Methods
Some methods utilize geometric information, such as location and direction,
of the light source(s) and shadows to detect shadows cast by moving objects.
These geometric measures can be extracted from the input images or from prior
information about the scene. These methods depend on geometric features and
use other image features to enhance the detection results. Typical light-direction-
20
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: Illustration of light-direction based for moving shadow detection as re-
ported in [36]; (a) eight directions of illumination, and (b) direction of illumination,
the green arrow, is determined by the model.
based methods are summarized in Table 2.2.
Nicolas et al. [37] stated that estimating the position of a light source can
improve the detection results. Thus, they proposed a method that enables joint
estimation of the light source projection on the image plane and segmentation
of moving cast shadows in natural video sequences. The light source position
is estimated by exploring the geometric relations between the light source and
the object/shadow regions on the 2D image plane. For each incoming frame,
the shadow-foreground discrimination is performed based on the estimation of
the light source position and the video object contours. This method is based
on two assumptions: (i) the light source is unique and (ii) the surface of the
background is ﬂat.
Wang et al. [36] presented a method for detecting and removing shadows
that is based on the detection of the cast shadow direction. In the method, the
shadow direction is computed using a number of sampling points taken from
shadow candidature. An edge map is then used to isolate the foreground object
from its shadows. The researchers applied rules to recover parts of the vehicles
that are (i) darker than their corresponding backgrounds and (ii) located in the
21
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Table 2.2: Summary of light direction-based methods for shadow detection.
Paper Year
Feature
used for
light direction
estimation
Other
feature(s)
Results
Methods
compared
with
Summary
Wang et
al. [36]
2004
Boundary
pixels
Intensity
reduction,
edge
information
- No quantitative results are given
Nicolas
et al.
[37]
2006
Geometric
informa-
tion
Intensity
reduction,
object
contours
-
Shadow detection rate (η), False
Positive Rate (FPR) and Shadow
discrimination Rate (ξ) are given
for the method in three sit-
uation: Light source estima-
tion (η=91.62%, FPR=6.32%,
ξ=2.12%), no light source estima-
tion (η=90.82%, FPR=8.55%,
ξ=2.12%) and no modiﬁcation of
initial segmentation (η=81.25%,
FPR=6.5%, ξ=not given)
Meher et
al. [4]
2013
Principal
component
analysis
(PCA)
Image
segmentation
[38]
The quantitative comparison is
performed using Average Accu-
racy measurement with 90.2% for
the method and 90.52% (for three
datasets). No qualitative results
are given for comparison
self-shadow regions. This method is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
Meher et al. [4] used light source direction estimation to detect the cast
shadow of a vehicle for classiﬁcation purposes. In the ﬁrst step, image segmen-
tation is performed on the moving regions via a mean-shift algorithm. Principal
component analysis (PCA) is then used to determine the direction of shadow
region movement and to separate shadow regions from vehicle regions.
2.2.3 Color-based Methods
Color-based methods use color information to describe the change in the value
and appearance of a pixel when a shadow occurs. In these methods, two fea-
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RGB Nrgb HSV c1c2c3
LUV YCbCr YUV Lab
Figure 2.5: Diﬀerent colour spaces used for moving shadow detection.
tures, namely, the intensity and invariant measures, are combined to identify
those points that become darker than their corresponding background while
maintaining their color consistency. Algorithms based on color techniques at-
tempt to use suitable color spaces for separating the brightness of each pixel from
its chromaticity. Examples of common color spaces used for moving shadow de-
tection are shown in Figure 2.5. Comparative surveys on diﬀerent color spaces
used for shadow detection can be found in [39], [40] and [41]. Table 2.3 shows the
common color spaces used in shadow detection algorithms. The formulas used
for calculating the two terms, the shadow detection rate (η) and the shadow
discrimination rate (ξ), are given in Chapter 6.
Cucchiara et al. [42] introduced the HSV color space as a good choice
for shadow detection compared to the RGB color space. Their method is based
on the observation that shadows lower the pixel’s value (V) and saturation (S)
but barely change its hue component (H).
Guan [43] proposed a shadow detection method for color video sequences
using multiscale wavelet transforms and temporal motion analysis. The method
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exploits the HSV color space instead of introducing complex color models.
Similarly, Salvador et al. [44] adopted a new color space model, c1c2c3,
for detecting shadow points in both still images and videos. In the method, the
features of the invariant color c1c2c3 of each candidate point from a predeﬁned
set are compared with the features of the reference point. Thus, a candidate
point is labeled as shadow if the value of its c1c2c3 has not changed with
respect to the reference.
Melli et al. [45] proposed a shadow-vehicle discrimination method for
traﬃc scenes. They asserted that the YCbCr color space is more suitable for
shadow-foreground discrimination, namely, for separating the road surface from
shadow regions.
Cavallaro et al. [46] used normalized rgb (Nrgb) color space to obtain
shadow-free images. The main idea of using this color space is that the values of
the normalized components (usually labeled as rgb) do not change substantially
for points under local or global illumination changes.
Similar to Nrgb, normalized r-g (nR-G) was proposed by Kuo-Hua et
al. [47] to separate brightness and color for each pixel in the foreground mask
region. The researchers stated that the normalized values of the two channels
(red and green) remain roughly the same under diﬀerent illumination conditions.
Sun et al. [48] proposed a method for detecting the cast shadows of
vehicles using combined color spaces. In the method, hue, saturation, intensity
HSI and c1c2c3 color spaces are used to detect possible shadow points. An
approximate result is then obtained by synthesizing these two results. In the
ﬁnal step, morphological operations are applied to improve the accuracy of the
detection result.
Ishida et al. [49] used the UV components of the YUV color space and
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the normalized vector distance, peripheral increment sign correlation and edge
information to detect shadows from image sequences. They stated that the dif-
ferences in the U and V components of each shaded pixel and the corresponding
backgrounds are small, whereas the diﬀerences in a moving object region are
large.
Dai et al. [57] introduced a method to detect shadows using multiple
color spaces and multiscale images. Their color features include chromaticity
diﬀerence in HSV, invariant photometric color in c1c2c3 and salient color in-
formation in RGB.
Wang et al. [61] proposed a method for shadow detection using online
subscene shadow modeling and object inner-edge analysis. In the method, ac-
cumulating histograms are computed by means of the chromaticity diﬀerences
in hue, saturation and intensity HSI between the foreground and background
regions.
2.2.4 Texture-based Methods
Textures in the background do not change under varying illumination. More-
over, the foreground object produces diﬀerent patterns and edges than that of
its shadow or the corresponding background. Texture can provide helpful in-
formation to recognize background regions when shadows occur. This powerful
image feature descriptor is illustrated in Figure 2.6, where two test patches, be-
fore and after a shadow occurs, are extracted and magniﬁed for visualization.
The intensity values of the center pixel p and 8 other pixels in each patch are
shown to test the intensity consistency of the patch. The intensity value of the
center pixel is larger than the intensity values of q1, q2, q3, q6, q7, and q8 and is
less than the intensity values of q4 and q5, before and after a shadow occurs.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: Illustration of texture feature information; (a) a small patch of the back-
ground image extracted and magniﬁed before shadow occur, and (b) the patch is
occluded by shadow at a diﬀerent time.
This model of the intensity value comparison can be formulated using advanced
feature extraction techniques. In this section, various texture-based methods are
discussed. A summary of these methods is given in Table 2.4.
Leone et al. [64] presented an approach for shadow detection of moving
objects in visual surveillance environments. Potential shadow points are de-
tected based on adaptive background diﬀerence. The similarities between small
textured patches are then measured using the Gabor function to improve the
detection results.
Yang et al. [65] proposed a method to detect shaded points by exploiting
color constancy among and within pixels, as well as temporal consistency be-
tween adjacent frames. The method has good performance compared to other
pixel-based methods in which the interpixel relationship is used as an additional
metric to support classiﬁcation.
Qin et al. [66] proposed a shadow detection method using local texture
descriptors called scale invariant local ternary patterns (SILTP). Texture and
color features are learned and modeled via a mixture of Gaussian distributions.
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The contextual constraint from Markov random ﬁeld (MRF) modeling is applied
to obtain the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability estimation of the cast
shadows.
Yiyang et al. [70] proposed a texture-based method to detect shadow
points in video. Potential shadow points are ﬁrst detected using intensity re-
duction features. A gradient conﬁdence weight is used to describe the texture
formation within a window of 3×3 pixels (centered at the point under the test).
Khare et al. [72] used the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to describe
the texture information in horizontal and vertical image dimensions. The shadow
points are detected through computing several wavelet decompositions in the
HSV color space.
Local binary pattern (LBP) is used in [75] as a local texture descriptor for
detecting shadows of surveillance scenarios. In addition to LBP, features such
as the intensity ratio and color distortion are utilized in the statistical learning
framework to enhance the detection results.
Huerta et al. [77] proposed a multistage texture-based approach to detect
shadows in video. In the ﬁrst stage, candidate shadow regions are formed by
means of intensity reduction. Chromatic shadow detection is then performed
using gradients and chrominance angles.
2.2.5 Gradient-based Methods
The gradient distribution is another useful image feature complementary to tex-
ture that is potentially very eﬀective in detecting cast shadows in still images
and videos since the structure of the background surface does not change under
varying illumination. The gradient indicates how much the gray levels in an im-
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age change in the horizontal and vertical directions. Based on that information,
two gradient components can be extracted, the gradient magnitude GM(p) and
the gradient direction GD(p), as computed below:
GM(p) =
√
ΔX(p)2 +ΔY (p)2 (2.1)
GD(p) = arctan
ΔY (p)
ΔX(p)
(2.2)
where ΔX and ΔY are the diﬀerences in intensity between two pixels in the
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Gradient information has been used to design various edge detection al-
gorithms for images, including the Prewitt edge operator, Sobel operator, and
Canny operator. The two closely related feature descriptors, gradient and edges,
are capable of identifying a foreground object pixel in the current frame that has
a similar brightness or intensity value to that in the corresponding background.
Figure 2.7 shows the edge detection results using the Prewitt edge operator, So-
bel operator, and Canny operator. The gradient magnitudes and directions of
the two images, obtained by applying Equations (2.1) and (2.2), are also shown.
In this section, a number of moving shadow detection methods that use
gradient and edge features are discussed. These methods are summarized in
Table 2.5.
Xu et al. [78] used static edge correlation and seed region formation
to detect shadow regions for indoor sequences. The method implements vari-
ous techniques, including (a) generation of the initial CDMs, (b) application of
Canny edge detection on the given frame, (c) detection of moving edges using
multiframe integration, and (d) the use of morphological dilation to enhance the
30
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(a1) (b1) (c1) (d1)
(a2) (b2) (c2) (d2)
(a3) (b3) (c3) (d3)
Figure 2.7: Visualization of gradient orientation and edges detection obtained using
diﬀerent operators; (a1 - a2) same image under two diﬀerent illumination conditions,
(b1 - b2) edge detection using Perwitt operator, (c1 - c2) edge detection using Sobel
operator, (d1 - d2) edge detection using Canny operator, (a3 - b3) gradient magnitude
and direction of image (a1), and (c3 - d3) gradient magnitude and direction of image
(a2).
output results.
Zhang et al. [79] proved that the ratio edge is illumination invariant.
In the ﬁrst stage, the possible shadow points are modeled in a mask based on
the intensity constraint and the physical properties of shadows. The ratio edge
between the intensity of a pixel and its neighboring pixels is then computed
for the given frame and the background image. In the ﬁnal stage, geometric
heuristics are imposed to improve the quality of the results.
Xiao et al. [80] used Sobel edge detection to eliminate the shadows of
the moving vehicles. The Sobel edge detector is applied to the binary CDM (to
detect the boundary of the whole mask) and the given frame masked with the
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Table 2.5: Summary of gradient-based methods for shadow detection.
Paper Year
Edge/
Gradient
model
Other
feature(s)
Results
Quantitative
performance
(%)
Methods
compared
with
Summary
η ξ
Xu et al.
[78]
2005
Canny
operator
Morphological
dilation
- - [81]
No quantitative re-
sults of the method
are given.
Zhang et
al. [79]
2007
Ratio
edge
Intensity and
geometry
constrains
82.50 92.37
[58] [82]
[50] [51]
[52] [53]
ROC graphs are
provided for fur-
ther quantitative
comparison.
Xiao et
al.[80]
2007
Sobel
operator
Spatial
veriﬁcations
- - [83] [36]
No quantitative re-
sults of the method
are given.
Joshi et
al. [38]
2008 Gradient
Colour and
Intensity
90.4 96.2 [23]
3 datasets are used.
Classiﬁcation accu-
racy graph is provided
along with quantita-
tive results.
Panicker
et al.
[84]
2010
Sobel
operator
- 70.38 84.92
[50] [51]
[52] [53]
No results are shown
for qualitative com-
parison.
Huang et
al. [85]
2011
SUSAN
algo-
rithm
Histogram
analysis
- - -
No quantitative re-
sults of the method
are given.
Elham et
al. [86]
2013
Canny
operator
DWT 86.25 85.45
[67] [31]
[64] [42]
No results are shown
for qualitative com-
parison.
CDM (to detect inner edges of the vehicles). The edges from the vehicles are
then extracted from the two results. In the ﬁnal step, spatial veriﬁcations are
applied to reconstruct the vehicle’s shape.
Similarly, Panicker et al. [84] proposed a method that uses edge informa-
tion to detect moving shadows for traﬃc sequences. In the ﬁrst stage, the edge
information for both the foreground and the background masks is extracted by
using the Sobel operator. The two edge maps are then correlated to eliminate
the boundary of the cast shadow, thereby preserving the internal edge of the ob-
ject. In the ﬁnal stage, the object shape is reconstructed by applying horizontal
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and vertical gradient operations.
Joshi et al. [38] proposed a semisupervised learning technique to solve the
problem of achromatic and chromatic shadows. Their method can be divided
into two phases: the feature phase and the training phase. In the feature phase, a
set of useful features is extracted from the input image sequence by exploiting the
pixel gradient distribution and color and intensity information. In the training
phase, an SVM is trained from a set of manually labeled images. A co-training
algorithm is employed with the SVM for shadow-foreground classiﬁcation.
Huang et al. [85] proposed a simple edge-pixel statistic histogram analysis
to detect and segment the shadow area for traﬃc sequences. The statistic char-
acteristics of edge pixels, detected using SUSAN’s algorithm [87], are analyzed
to detect shadow pixels.
Elham et al. [86] introduced a shadow detection method base mainly
on edge information. In the ﬁrst step, static edges of the CDM are detected
using the Canny operator. In the second step, a wavelet transform is applied
to obtain a noise-free image followed by the watershed transform to segment
diﬀerent parts of the object, including shadows. The segmented parts are then
marked as shadows or foreground based on the chromaticity of the background.
2.2.6 Segmentation-based Methods
Segmentation-based methods attempt to ﬁnd similarity in intensity, color or tex-
ture among neighboring pixels to form independent regions. In general, these
methods consist of two main stages: candidate shadow points and region cor-
relations. Usually, the selection of candidate shadow points is performed on in-
dividual pixels by employing spectral features, such as intensity reduction [88],
chromaticity [2], luminance ratio [62], and intensity-color [1]. These candidate
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points often form one or more independent candidate shadow regions. In the
next stage, region correlation is performed based on various measurements, in-
cluding texture, intensity, and color. Typical segmentation-based methods are
summarized in Table 2.6.
Javed et al. [88] proposed a ﬁve-stage algorithm for detecting shadow
points in RGB color space. First, a shadow mask containing all the pixels with
their intensity values reduced signiﬁcantly is created. In the second stage, the
vertical and horizontal gradients of each pixel are computed. Shadow candidate
regions are then formed based on color segmentation. In the fourth stage, the
gradient direction of each region in the current frame is correlated with that of
the background. The classiﬁcation is conducted in the ﬁnal stage by comparing
the results of the correlation with a predetermined threshold. Regions with a
high gradient correlation are classiﬁed as shadows.
Toth et al. [54] proposed a shadow detection method based mainly on
color and shading information. The foreground image is ﬁrst divided into sub-
regions using a mean-shift color segmentation algorithm. Then, a signiﬁcance
test is performed to classify each pixel as foreground or shadow. The ﬁnal clas-
siﬁcation is then obtained based on whether the majority of the pixels inside
each subregion, in the previous stage, are classiﬁed as shadows. The subregion
is considered to be shadow if the total number of shaded points exceeds 50% of
the total number of the pixels inside the subregion.
Sanin et al. [2] stated that selecting a larger region, which ideally contains
all the shadow points, provides better texture information than selecting smaller
regions. Therefore, chromaticity information is used to select possible shadow
points. Connected components are then extracted to form candidate regions,
and gradient information is computed to remove foreground regions that are
incorrectly detected as shadows. Some assumptions are made in this method:
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Table 2.6: Summary of segmentation-based methods for shadow detection.
Paper Year Segmentation
type
Colour
space
-feature(s)
Results
Quantitative
performance
(%)
Methods
compared
with
Summary
η ξ
Javed et
al. [88]
2002 Mean-shift RGB - - -
Some qualitative re-
sults are shown.
Toth et al.
[54]
2004 Mean-shift LUV - - -
Some qualitative re-
sults are shown.
Sanin et
al. [2]
2010
Connected
components
HSV 92.05 97.85 [88][89]
Visual results are
shown for one dataset.
Amato et
al. [62]
2011 GSCN
RGB
Intensity
ratio
84.00 89.66 [67][68]
Qualitative results are
not given for other
compared methods.
Russell et
al. [1]
2013 Mean-shift Nrgb 91.52 92.50 [44][65]
4 datasets are used for
evaluation. A frame
from each dataset is
shown for qualitative
comparison.
(i) the candidate shadow regions are assumed to be isolated from each other and
do not have common boundaries, and (ii) each region contains either shadow
points or foreground object points.
Amato et al. [62] proposed a method to detect moving achromatic and
chromatic shadows. Their method is based on the fact that a local constancy
exists for any pair of pixels belonging to the shadow region, while foreground
pixels do not have this property. In the method, the intensities of the background
pixels are divided by the intensity of the given frame in the RGB space, and
regions are formed using the gradient-space-connected neighborhoods algorithm
(GSCN). Gradient constancy is then applied to detect possible shadow regions.
In the ﬁnal stage, regions with low gradient constancy are considered to be
shadows. Similar to other approaches, this method assumes that the foreground
object has a diﬀerent texture than that of the shadow region.
Russell et al. [1] used color segmentation to divide the detected moving
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regions into sub-regions. Three features, namely, intensity, spatial color con-
stancy and temporal color constancy, are used to distinguish shaded regions
from objects. An initial clustering of the CDM is used to divide the mask into
subregions; then, three quantities, i.e., intensity mean, invariant color constancy
measurement and temporal color constancy measurement, are computed for each
region. The initial classiﬁcation is based on these three measurements, and the
inter-region relationships among neighboring regions are used to enhance the
ﬁnal detection result.
2.2.7 Block-based Methods
In contrast to segmentation-based methods, regions in block-based methods are
manually formed by ﬁxed-equal-size blocks without relying on color or texture
information. The color and texture information among the pixels and their
corresponding backgrounds is exploited to determine whether the block is located
under a cast shadow. Typical block-based methods are summarized in Table 2.7.
Zhang et al. [90] assumed that the normalized coeﬃcients of the or-
thogonal transform of image blocks are illumination invariant. Based on this
assumption, they used the normalized coeﬃcients of ﬁve orthogonal transforms,
namely, discrete Fourier transform (DFT), discrete cosine transform (DCT),
singular value decomposition (SVD), Haar transform, and Hadamard trans-
form, to distinguish between a moving object and its cast shadow. The intensity
and geometry information is utilized to reﬁne the detection results.
Song et al. [60] developed a shadow-region-based statistical nonparamet-
ric approach to construct a new model for shadow detection of all pixels in an
image frame. The color ratio between the illuminated regions and the shaded
regions is utilized as an index to establish the model for diﬀerent shadow pixels.
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Table 2.7: Summary of block-based methods for shadow detection.
Paper Year
Block
size/
No. of
blocks
Techniques
-feature(s)
used
Results
Quantitative
performance
(%)
Methods
compared
with
Summary
η ξ
Zhang et al.
[90]
2006 8× 8 Orthogonal
transform
86.27 95.53 -
Quantitative comparison is
performed using diﬀerent or-
thogonal transforms including:
DFT (η=84.85%, ξ=95.94%),
DCT (η=86.27%, ξ=95.53%),
SVD (η=80.27%, ξ=92.38%),
Haar transform (η=83.62%,
ξ=97.29%), and Hadamard trans-
form (η=84.46%, ξ=96.18%).
Best result is recorded for DCT.
Song et al.
[60]
2007 Various
Colour
ratio,
boundary
detection
77.50 72.20 [52] [42]
Quantitative comparison results
are given, no qualitative compar-
ison results are given.
Celik et al.
[91]
2008
8
blocks
Brightness
ratio
histogram
72.87 91.42
[53] [52]
[50] [51]
Two visual results from the
method are shown, quantitative
comparison results are given for
some datasets.
Bullkich et
al. [76]
2012 7× 8 Tone
mapping
- - [50] [92]
Precision rate (average)
=93.47%, Recall rate (aver-
age)= 93.20% and F-measure
(average)=93.35% are given.
Cogun et al.
[93]
2013 8× 8 Cepstrum
analysis
77.65 88.40
[50] [51]
[52] [53]
No visual results are given for
comparison between the methods.
Dai et al.
[94]
2015 Various
Aﬃnity
propaga-
tion
71.28 96.00
[42] [44]
[60] [76]
Qualitative results from all meth-
ods are given using a frame in
each dataset.
Celik et al. [91] divided images into 8 nonoverlapped homogeneous blocks.
The brightness ratio histogram of each block is used to determine whether the
block is part of the moving object or shadow.
Bullkich et al. [76] assumed that shadow pixels are associated with back-
ground pixels through a nonlinear tone mapping. A model of matching by tone
mapping (MTM) is developed to evaluate the distances between suspected fore-
ground and background pixels. Regions with low MTM distance are considered
to be shadows.
In [93], the CDM is divided into 8 × 8 blocks, and the 2D cepstrum
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is applied to check whether the current frame preserves the background texture
and color. Pixel-based analysis is performed within each shaded block for further
classiﬁcation.
Dai et al. [94] used aﬃnity propagation to detect moving cast shadows in
videos. In the ﬁrst stage, the foreground image is divided into nonoverlapping
blocks, and the color information in the HSV color space is extracted from
each block. Aﬃnity propagation is then utilized to cluster foreground blocks
adaptively, and subregions are generated after coarse segmentation. In the last
stage, texture features from irregular subregions are extracted and compared
with the corresponding backgrounds to detect those with similarity.
2.2.8 Drawbacks
Table 2.8 presents a quantitative performance evaluation in terms of the average
shadow detection rate (η) or average shadow discrimination rate (ξ) for each
class of method with respect to problematic shadow situations. These rates are
calculated according to the stated results of the original publications. Clearly (as
indicated in Table 2.8), the shadow detection rate is aﬀected by the presence of
achromatic shadow, chromatic shadow, foreground-shadow camouﬂage, shadow
color blending and multiple shadows. Furthermore, problems of foreground-
background camouﬂage, nontextured surfaces, dark surfaces and shadow aﬀect
the shadow discrimination rate.
The ﬁrst two classes, shape-based methods and light-direction-based meth-
ods, rely mainly on the geometric relationships of the objects and shadows in
a scene. These methods can provide accurate results when the geometric fea-
tures and their assumptions are valid (maximum shadow detection rate (η)=
92.3% and maximum shadow discrimination rate (ξ)=93.5% are reported for
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the light-direction-based method in Table 2.8). However, these methods may
fail when the geometric relationships change. Moreover, these methods impose
strong geometric assumptions that limit their applicability to speciﬁc situations
and they may require human interaction or prior knowledge about the scene and
the moving objects.
Color-based methods provide a reasonably high shadow detection rate
(η= 86.5%) for indoor environments in which only achromatic shadows are
present; however, color-based methods fail to recognize most shadow points in
other problematic situations. For example, from Table 2.8, the average shadow
detection rates (η) obtained for the color-based method are 63.1% and 71.9%
in cases of chromatic shadows and background color blending. Further quan-
titative results for the shadow discrimination rate are obtained to examine the
performance of the method in situations with other problems that are directly
related to the foreground objects. Except for nontextured surfaces, color-based
methods fail to cope with the problems of foreground-background camouﬂage
(ξ=64.1%) and dark surfaces (ξ=61.2%). In general, color-based methods are
easy to implement and are applicable in real-time applications due to their low
computational complexity.
Gradient-based methods can provide better results than color-based meth-
ods in cases of chromatic shadows (η=73.6%) and foreground-background cam-
ouﬂage (ξ=78.9%). However, these methods are not suitable for other situations,
such as dark surfaces (ξ=68.9%) and nontextured surfaces (ξ=70.1%).
Among the pixel-based methods, the performance of the texture-based
methods is better than that of the color-based and edge-based methods in terms
of the shadow detection rate and discrimination rate for all the problematic
situations, except nontextured (ξ=69.8%) and dark surfaces (ξ=70.9%).
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Region-based methods are designed to address noise, camouﬂage and dark
surfaces by taking advantage of the spatial image features and forming indepen-
dent regions. Region-based methods are computationally expensive and are gen-
erally not suitable for real-time applications. Compared to pixel-based methods,
region-based methods provide good results in situations with achromatic shadow
(η=90.7%), nontextured surfaces (ξ=85.4%), and dark surfaces (ξ=74.2%).
Among all the methods, segmentation-based methods achieve the highest
performance in all scenarios except achromatic shadows (η=86.2%) and nontex-
tured surfaces (ξ=77.0%). The results illustrate the ability of these methods to
handle the problems of chromatic shadows (η=87.7%), foreground-background
camouﬂage (ξ=89.5%), shadow color blending (η=84.2%), and dark surfaces
(ξ=77.9%).
In general, many of the abovementioned moving shadow detection meth-
ods use general-purpose image feature descriptors to detect shadows. These
feature descriptors may be eﬀective in distinguishing shadow points from the
foreground object in speciﬁc problematic situations; however, the methods often
fail to distinguish shadow points from foreground objects in other situations. In
addition, many of these moving shadow detection methods require prior knowl-
edge of the scene conditions and/or impose strong assumptions, which make the
methods excessively restrictive in practice.
2.3 Summary
Various moving shadow detection methods are reviewed in this chapter. These
methods are classiﬁed into several categories according to the type of proper-
ties used for ﬁnal classiﬁcation. The diﬀerent techniques include shape-based,
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light-direction based, color-based, texture-based, gradient-based, segmentation-
based, and block-based methods. The performance of each category is evaluated
under various environments and problematic situations associated with moving
shadows.
The ﬁrst two types of methods, shape-based and light-direction-based
methods, impose strong geometric assumptions that make them applicable in
only speciﬁc situations, such as foreground objects posed vertically and scenes
with a single light source. These assumptions are not valid in many cases and
may result in failed shadow-foreground discrimination.
The major weakness of the existing image-feature-based methods is that
they do not consistently perform well in diﬀerent scenarios. For instance, segmentation-
based methods, with an average of η=86% and ξ=81.4%, perform well compared
to all other methods; however, they may fail to identify dark and nontextured
object regions and to distinguish them from their backgrounds.
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Chapter 3
Problematic Situations
Detecting shadows of moving objects is diﬃcult due to several environmental
problems related to shadow detection. These problems can cause signiﬁcant
degradation in overall performance. Therefore, analyzing image sequences un-
der various environments and identifying these problems can help in developing
eﬀective algorithms to discriminate between objects and shadows.
This chapter addresses problematic situations present in real-world scenes
and discusses their impacts on classiﬁcation. These problems are discussed in
further detail in Section 3.2. Examples are provided along with the data analysis
to clarify the problems. In addition, the general concept of shadow formation
and modeling and the properties of shadows are discussed in detail in Section
3.1.
3.1 Understanding Shadows
Understanding the physical formation of shadows is an essential key to solving
many problems in the applications mentioned in the previous section. The basic
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idea of shadow formation and modeling is discussed in Section 3.1.1, and the
main properties and assumptions of moving shadows are summarized in Section
3.1.2.
3.1.1 Cast Shadow Model
Shadows are considered to be a case of local or regional illumination changes.
In other words, when an object is placed between a light source and a back-
ground surface, the object blocks the light from reaching the adjacent region(s)
of the foreground object, causing a change in illumination in that region. Due
to the multilighting eﬀects, changes in illumination (with respect to the back-
ground) are more substantial in the center regions of the shadow (areas linked
to the self-shadow of the foreground object) than in the outer boundaries. In
this case, shadows can be further classiﬁed into two regions, namely, umbra and
penumbra. The umbra is the darker region of the cast shadow where direct
light (dominant light) is completely blocked and ambient light illuminates the
region. The penumbra is the lighter region where both light sources (dominant
and ambient lights) illuminate the area. An example of cast shadow analysis is
illustrated in Figure 3.1.
These parts of the detected foreground mask can be analyzed in terms of
the illumination of the light sources and the surface reﬂections of these regions.
Thus, Kubelka-Munk theory [95] can be used to express the intensity of each
pixel St(p) in an image plane obtained by a camera as:
St(p) = it(p)rt(p) (3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Shadow model
where 0 < it(p) < ∞ is the irradiance term, which indicates the amount of source
illumination received by point p on surface S at time t, and 0 < rt(p) < 1 is a
coeﬃcient measuring the amount of illumination reﬂected by the same point.
Based on the Phong model [96] and assuming that the light source is far
from the object, the irradiance term it(p) can be further expressed with respect to
the incident angle θ of the dominant light source (the angle between the direction
of the light source
−→
L=(lx,ly,lz) and the point surface normal
−→
N=(nx,ny,nz)), the
intensity of the dominant light source cD, and the intensity of the ambient light
cA:
it(p) = cA + T (p) · TD · cD · cos(θ) (3.2)
The coeﬃcient 0 <TD<1 measures the amount of light energy available from
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the dominant light at time t. This value represents the global change in illumi-
nation of the dominant light source over time. T(p) determines the amount of
available light energy of the dominant light source received by point p at time
t. This value represents the local change in illumination at point p over time.
Theoretically, point p belongs to a cast shadow when the value of the coeﬃ-
cient T(p) <1. Furthermore, point p is considered to belong to the penumbra
region of the cast shadow when 0 <T(p)<1 or to the umbra region when T(p)=0.
3.1.2 Shadow Properties
Many properties are associated with shadows; however, only properties that are
directly related to the ﬁeld of moving shadow detection are discussed here. Each
method in the literature relies on at least one of the following properties to de-
tect shadows:
  Intensity reduction: The intensity of a background point is reduced when a
shadow occurs because the irradiance term it(p) in Equation (3.1) receives
less light from the dominant light source. The strength of the ambient
light sources around the object determines how much darker the point will
be.
  Linear attenuation: When the spectral power distributions (SPDs) of the
dominant and ambient light sources are similar, the background color will
be maintained when a shadow occurs. In other words, linear attenuation
exists for the three color channels (R,G,B); that is,
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[RSH < RNSH ] ∪ [GSH < GNSH ] ∪ [BSH < BNSH ] (3.3)
where [RNSH, GNSH, BNSH] and [RSH, GSH, BSH] are color vectors for the
same point in nonshadowed (NSH) and shadowed (SH) background regions,
respectively.
  Nonlinear attenuation: When the SPDs for the dominant and ambient
light sources are diﬀerent, the background colors, depending on the color
of the ambient light, will be changed when a shadow occurs.
  Reﬂectance constancy: The textures and patterns of background regions
do not change over time, i.e., the object reﬂectance term rt(p) in Equation
(3.1) does not change when a shadow occurs.
  Size property: The size of the shadow depends mainly on the direction of
illumination, the size of the moving object, and the number of available
light sources.
  Shape property: The shape of the shadow depends on the shape of the
object that casts the shadow and the direction of the illumination.
  Shadow direction: For a single point light source, only one shadow direc-
tions exist; however, multiple shadow directions occur if more than one
light source is present in the scene.
  Motion attitude: Shadows follow the same motion as the objects that cast
them.
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3.2 Problematic Situations
Many problematic situations of shadow detection must be considered when de-
veloping an algorithm for shadow detection. These problematic situations can
be deﬁned by one of two factors: (i) the color and intensity of the lights that
illuminate the shadow and nonshadow regions and (ii) the reﬂectance properties
of foreground objects, shadows and background regions. Examples of problem-
atic situations include chromatic shadows, shadow color blending, dark surfaces,
foreground-background camouﬂage, and nontextured surfaces. The ﬁrst two
problems relate to regions of shadows that can be easily misclassiﬁed as mov-
ing objects. The latter three problems relate to regions of objects that can be
misclassiﬁed as shadows.
Careful consideration should be given to these problematic situations
when developing an algorithm for shadow detection because these scenarios often
cause large intraclass variations and lead to misclassiﬁcation.
In the following subsections, the most common problematic cases for mov-
ing cast shadows are addressed. Although not considered to be a problem in
recognizing shadows, achromatic shadows are discussed ﬁrst to understand the
concept of a chromatic shadow.
3.2.1 Achromatic Shadow
Achromatic shadow occurs when two light sources, the dominant light and the
ambient light, have similar SPDs for both the penumbra and umbra regions.
This type of shadow is common for almost all indoor environments, where the
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: An example of linear attenuation of achromatic shadows; (a) a frame in the
sequence (top) and the corresponding background (bottom) with an area (highlighted
in blue) under the test, and (b) the intensity of the three channel for the tested area
with red (red channel), green (green channel) and blue (blue channel) for a number of
frames.
colors of the lights are similar. An example data analysis of an achromatic
shadow is given for an indoor sequence in Figure 3.2. The intensity of the RGB
channels of a selected area (highlighted in blue) of a given frame is monitored for
a period of time, and clearly (as indicated in Figure 3.2-(b)), the intensity of the
three channels (RGB) decreases when a shadow occurs; however, the order of the
three channels is maintained. On the basis of the ground truth shown in Figure
3.2-(b), the real distribution of the points belonging to the foreground object
(highlighted in red) and the shadow (highlighted in green) is plotted in Figure
3.3. The ﬁgure shows the joint distributions of two channels. The distribution
for each color is calculated in normalized RGB color space using:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R = | RBG
RBG +GBG +BBG
− RCF
RCF +GCF +BCF
|
G = | GBG
RBG +GBG +BBG
− GCF
RCF +GCF +BCF
|
B = | BBG
RBG +GBG +BBG
− BCF
RCF +GCF +BCF
|
(3.4)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.3: Discriminating the two classes, shadows and moving objects, for achro-
matic shadows for an area highlighted in blue; (a) the background frame, (b) a current
frame in the sequence, (c) the ground truth image of (b), (d) red-green joint distri-
bution in normalized RGB space, (e) red-blue joint distribution in normalized RGB
space, and (f) Green-Blue joint distribution in normalized RGB space.
where [RBG, GBG, BBG] and [RCF, GCF, BCF] areRGB color vectors for the same
point in the background image and the current frame, respectively. Notably,
most of the shadow points (green dots inside the black rectangle) are distributed
near the origin of the three planes (red-green, red-blue, and green-blue), where
an optimal threshold can be estimated to eliminate these shadow points from
the foreground objects.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.4: An example of non-linear attenuation of chromatic shadows; (a) a frame in
the sequence (top), the corresponding background (bottom) with an area (highlighted
in blue) under the test, and (b) the intensity of the three channel for the tested area
with red (red channel), green (green channel) and blue (blue channel) for a number of
frames.
3.2.2 Chromatic Shadow
A chromatic shadow occurs when some parts of the shadow are illuminated by
light of a diﬀerent color than that of the dominant light. As a result, the colors of
the RGB channels for the shadows are diﬀerent from those in the corresponding
backgrounds. Chromatic shadows occur mainly for outdoor sequences, where the
SPD of the ambient light (blue color reﬂected from the sky) is diﬀerent from
that of the dominant light (the sun), causing color blending to shadow region
points.
An example of this case is shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4-(b) shows the
intensity of the three channels (RGB) for an area of the background (highlighted
in blue in Figure 3.4-(a)) for 60 frames in a traﬃc scene. Clearly (as indicated
in Figure 3.4-(b)), the background color becomes more bluish when a shadow
occurs.
Additional analysis of chromatic shadows is visualized in Figure 3.5-(d)-
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.5: Discriminating the two classes, shadows and moving objects, for chromatic
shadows for an area highlighted in blue; (a) the background frame, (b) a current frame
in the sequence, (c) the ground truth image of (b), (d) red-green joint distribution in
normalized RGB space, (e) red-blue joint distribution in normalized RGB space, and
(f) green-blue joint distribution in normalized RGB space.
(f), where the distribution of each channel is calculated using Equation (3.4).
Most shadow points (highlighted in green) are spread over the two axes and have
a distribution similar to the object points (highlighted in red). In contrast to
chromatic shadows, even an optimal threshold (highlighted in black rectangle)
cannot diﬀerentiate between the two classes (the object and its shadow).
3.2.3 Shadow Color Blending
When the reﬂectance of the background surface is high, some parts of the fore-
ground object reﬂect oﬀ the background, causing color blending in the back-
ground. Figure 3.6 shows an example case of shadow blending where an area
(highlighted in white in Figure 3.6-(a)) has been tested over time. Clearly (as
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.6: An example of shadow colour blending; (a) a frame in the sequence with an
area (highlighted in white) under the test and (b) the intensity of the three channel for
the tested area with red (red channel), green (green channel) and blue (blue channel)for
a number of frames.
indicated in Figure 3.6-(b)), the intensity of the blue channel increases when
a shadow occurs because parts of the foreground object are reﬂected by the
background.
3.2.4 Foreground-background Camouﬂage
Foreground-background camouﬂage is a serious problem in all image processing
and computer vision applications, including moving object detection [97]. Some
moving object detection methods have limited their scope to detect moving ob-
jects from the background in scenarios with foreground-background camouﬂage
[98, 99].
The problem occurs when parts of the foreground region have similar ap-
pearance in terms of color and intensity to the corresponding background. That
is, the intensity diﬀerence between the foreground and background for all chan-
nels of the color image is very small, and the foreground cannot be accurately de-
tected. An example of this case is illustrated in Figure 3.7, where a camouﬂaged
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.7: An example of RGB intensity diﬀerences for a foreground patch (high-
lighted in black) aﬀected by camouﬂage; (a) a given image under the test, (b) back-
ground image, (c) ground truth image of (a), (d) intensity histogram, calculated for
red channel, for all points belong to the patch in the background image (blue bars)
and the current frame (red bars), (e) intensity histogram for green channel, and (f)
intensity histogram for blue channel. Euclidean distance (ED) is used to measure the
diﬀerences.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.8: An example of foreground-background camouﬂage; (a) a given image under
the test masked with CDM, (b) background image masked with CDM, (c) ground
truth image (camouﬂage area for the foreground object is highlighted in blue, non-
camouﬂage area is highlighted in red and the shadow cast is highlighted in green),
(d) the red-green joint distribution in normalized RGB space, (e) the red-blue joint
distribution in normalized RGB space, and (f) the green-blue joint distribution in
normalized RGB space.
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patch is taken from the current frame (the points belonging to the yellow shirt)
and the background image (the points belonging to the yellow cabin) and ana-
lyzed using RGB intensity histograms. Since yellow is a combination of mainly
red and green, the intensity values for the red channel and green channels of most
points fall into high bins (bin numbers 27 to 32), as shown in Figure 3.7-(d)-
(e). The intensity diﬀerence for each channel is calculated using the normalized
Euclidean distance (NED)1 to measure the similarity between the two patches.
The foreground patch, with an NED=0.084 for the red channel, NED=0.122
for the green channel, and NED=0.097 for the blue channel, has high similarity
in intensity and color distribution to the corresponding background; therefore,
the patch may be misclassiﬁed as part of the background.
The previous example is considered to study the eﬀect of camouﬂage
on moving shadow detection, as shown in Figure 3.8. The camouﬂaged region
of the yellow shirt is highlighted in blue in the ground truth image. As the
two camouﬂaged surfaces have similar color and intensity, most of these points
(highlighted in blue) are distributed near the origin of the three plots (Figure 3.8-
(d)-(f)). Although optimal thresholds are used to distinguish the shaded points
(highlighted in green), the camouﬂaged points are misclassiﬁed as shadows.
3.2.5 Nontextured Surfaces
Textures can be a useful tool to detect and eliminate shadows of moving objects.
However, in many cases, texture information is not available because some in-
ternal parts of the foreground object or the background surface are nontextured
or ﬂat. Figure 3.9 shows the distributions of points belonging to three classes
(textured surface in red, nontextured surface in blue, and shadowed surface in
1The normalized squared euclidean distance gives the squared distance between two vectors
where there lengths have been scaled to have unit norm
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green). Most nontextured points are located near the origin and are spread in
a similar way as the shadowed points. The axis of the histogram is calculated
using:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
R(p) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
|RCF (p)
RBG(p)
− RCF (p− n)
RBG(p− n) |
G(p) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
|GCF (p)
GBG(p)
− GCF (p− n)
GBG(p− n) |
B(p) =
1
N
N∑
n=1
|BCF (p)
BBG(p)
− BCF (p− n)
BBG(p− n) |
(3.5)
where [RBG, GBG, BBG] and [RCF , GCF , BCF ] are RGB color vectors for the
same point in the background image and the current image, respectively. (p−n)
is the neighboring point of p, and the total number of neighboring points is N .
3.2.6 Dark Surfaces
Dark surfaces occur when parts of the foreground have low reﬂection. As a
result, these foreground parts are often misclassiﬁed as shadows. An example
of this case is shown in Figure 3.10, where a person wearing a black suit is
walking under a large shaded area. Due to having similar intensities to those of
the shadow points, these dark points (highlighted in blue in Figure 3.10-(c)) are
detected as shadows, even though an optimal threshold is used (area under the
black rectangle in Figure 3.10-(d)-(f)). The axis of the histogram is calculated
using Equation (3.4).
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.9: An example of non-textured surfaces; (a) the image under the test masked
with CDM, (b) the background image masked with CDM, (c) ground truth image
(non-textured area for the foreground object is highlighted in blue, textured area is
highlighted in red and shadow cast is highlighted in green), (d) the red-green joint dis-
tribution in normalized RGB space, (e) the red-blue joint distribution in normalized
RGB space, and (f) the green-blue joint distribution in normalized RGB space.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3.10: An example of dark surfaces; (a) the frame under the test, (b) the
background image, (c) ground truth image (dark area for the foreground object is
highlighted in blue, bright area is highlighted in red and shadow cast is highlighted
in green), (d) the Red-Green joint distribution in normalized RGB space, (e) the
Red-Blue joint distribution in normalized RGB space, and (f) the Green-Blue joint
distribution in normalized RGB space.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.11: Labelling the two classes, objects and shadows, for dataset classiﬁcation;
(a) a CDM, (b) ground truth image of (a) consists of moving object O and its shadow
S, (c) background image BG masked with CDM, and (d) current frame CF masked
with CDM.
3.3 Dataset Classiﬁcation
The ability to identify problematic situations within datasets (or a sequence)
is extremely useful since moving shadow detection methods are analyzed and
evaluated using these datasets. In general, any dataset may contain at least one
of the deﬁned problems.
To determine whether a dataset (or a sequence) contains any of the prob-
lematic situations discussed in the previous section, a number of samples from
the dataset is taken, and further investigation is performed. Each sample con-
sists of the CDM, ground truth image, background image, and current frame.
These images, along with the class labels, are shown in Figure 3.11. After an-
alyzing the samples, the sequence is considered to contain a problem if at least
75% of the selected samples are aﬀected by that problem. All parameters in this
section are set using Otsu’s method [100].
Table 3.1 summarizes the methods used to identify these problems in the
datasets. For simplicity, let OCF , SCF , OBG, and SBG be four blobs represent-
ing the moving object O and its cast shadow S in the current frame CF and
background image BG, respectively. The whole procedure for identifying each
problem is explained in the following.
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Table 3.1: Summary of dataset classiﬁcation methods
Problem case
Aﬀected
class
Colour
space
Method used
Chromatic
shadows
Shadow Nrgb
Comparison of mean values of
blue channel in the current frame
and background image.
Colour
blending
Shadow Nrgb
Comparison of mean values of red
and green channels in the current
frame and background image.
Camouﬂage Object Gray-scale
Euclidean distance is measured
for all pixels in the current frame
and background image.
Non-textured
surfaces
Object Gray-scale
Pixel-level and object-level local
texture descriptor are used.
Dark surfaces Object Gray-scale
Intensity means for all pixels in
the object-blob are calculated.
A Chromatic shadow
The shadow blob SCF in the current frame is compared to that of the corre-
sponding background SBG. The comparison is performed by calculating the
mean intensity of the blue channel in normalized RGB color space.
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
bCF =
1
N
N∑
i=1
bCF (i) ∀i ∈ SCF
bBG =
1
N
N∑
i=1
bBG(i) ∀i ∈ SBG
(3.6)
where b is the blue channel of normalized RGB color space and N is the total
number of pixels belonging to shadow blob S. If the intensity of the blue channel
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is increased with respect to the background, i.e., bCF > bBG, the shadow blob is
considered to be under chromatic shadows.
B Colour blending
Shadow blob SCF in the current frame is compared to its corresponding back-
ground SBG. Using red r and green g channels of normalized RGB color space,
the mean intensities rCF , gCF , rBG, and gBG are calculated using Equation (3.6).
Shadow blob SCF is then considered to be aﬀected by color blending if the inten-
sity of the red and/or green channel is increased with respect to the background,
i.e., rCF > rBG or gCF > gBG.
C Foreground-background camouﬂage
To determine whether object blob OCF is in camouﬂage with respect to the
corresponding background OBG, the intensity diﬀerences of the two patches are
calculated in grayscale images using Euclidean distance.
d(OCF , OBG) =
{
1
N
N∑
i=1
[OCF (i)−OBG(i)]2
}1
2 ∀ i ∈ O (3.7)
where d(·) is the Euclidean distance between the two blobs. The patch is then
considered to be aﬀected by camouﬂage if d(OCF , OBG) ≤ 10.
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D Nontextured object surfaces
To determine whether object blob OCF in the current frame has a uniform and
smooth surface, texture information is extracted on two levels: pixel level and
object level. Any local texture feature descriptor in the literature, such as LBP
[101], LTP [102], SILTP [103], or a modiﬁed descriptor, as described in Equa-
tion (3.5), can be used to extract pixel-level texture information. In this thesis,
a simpliﬁed version of the LBP described in [101] is used.
For each pixel p in foreground object OCF , its local texture descriptor
T (p) is calculated by comparing the intensity value of p with each of its direct
neighboring pixels qj with j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , J}.
T (p) =
1
J
J∑
j=1
|OCF (p)−OCF (qj)|, ∀ p ∈ OCF (3.8)
where J is the maximum number of neighboring pixels, which can have a value
within the range of 1 to 8, depending on the location of the center pixel. T (p)
is expected to have a small value if the intensities of the neighboring pixels are
similar.
Object-level texture descriptor T (OCF ) is then obtained by averaging
the pixel-level texture descriptors obtained for all pixels in the previous step.
Moving object OCF is considered to have smooth and nontextured surfaces if
T (OCF ) ≤ 5.
Figure 3.12 shows an example of calculating the pixel-level and patch-
level local texture descriptors for a small patch taken from a moving object. The
steps of computing the local texture descriptors for the three pixels highlighted
in green, cyan, and gray are shown in Figures 3.12-(b)-(c). These pixels have
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.12: Computing the texture descriptor T for a small patch P of a moving
object OCF in the current frame; (a) a patch P in the moving object is taken and
magniﬁed, (b) intensity values for all pixels in the patch are given, (c) computing
pixel-level texture descriptor To(p) for three pixels with diﬀerent spatial locations,
and (d) computing pixel-level texture descriptor for all pixels belong to the patch.
The patch-level texture descriptor T (P ) is calculated for the patch.
diﬀerent numbers of neighbors. The pixel-level texture descriptors T (p) are
calculated for all pixels using Equation (3.8). With T (P ) = 1.36 ≤ 5, patch P
is considered to have smooth and nontextured surfaces.
E Dark object surfaces
On the basis of grayscale images with an intensity range of [0, 255], object-blob
OCF in the current frame with mean intensity below 25 is considered to be a
dark object.
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3.4 Summary
This chapter highlighted possible problematic situations present in real-image
sequences and discussed their inﬂuences on distinguishing moving objects from
shadows. These problematic situations are analyzed based on the color and
intensity of the light illuminating the two main regions, i.e., objects and shad-
ows, and the reﬂectance properties of these regions. These problems may cause
substantial misclassiﬁcation problems between shadows and objects.
In the second part of this chapter, various methods were presented to
classify moving shadow detection datasets with respect to these problematic
situations. This dataset classiﬁcation is extremely useful in evaluating the pro-
posed shadow detection methods. In fact, the proposed dataset classiﬁcation is
used in Chapter 6 to organize and classify common datasets for moving shadow
detection.
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Change Detection
4.1 Introduction
Change detection identiﬁes parts of the foreground objects where the appear-
ances diﬀer from the corresponding background. From the perspective of change
detection, an image obtained from a video sequence can be divided into two
complementary sets of pixels. The ﬁrst set contains the pixels corresponding to
foreground objects (people, vehicles, etc.) while the second set complements the
foreground objects and contains the background pixels.
The aim of change detection systems is to distinguish the two sets from
each other and represent the output results as binary masks. The output binary
mask is often referred to as the CDM. Examples of CDMs for various image
sequences are shown in Figure 4.1.
Many issues may cause a failure in any change detection system. These
problems should be considered when developing background subtraction algo-
rithms. Examples of such challenges are shown in Figure 4.2. Such challenges
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(a1) (a2) (a3) (a4)
(b1) (b2) (b3) (b4)
(c1) (c2) (c3) (c4)
Figure 4.1: Examples of change detection masks for four diﬀerent scenarios; (a1 - a4)
background image, (b1 - b4) given frame, and (c1 - c4) change detection masks. The
foreground objects are highlighted in white and the backgrounds are in black.
include global illumination changes, background geometry changes, dynamic
background, background initialization, and noise. In many applications, an
accurate change detection system that is capable of responding to the above
problems quickly is extremely important. In addition, the system should be fast
and computationally inexpensive and have low memory requirements.
This chapter consists of two main parts. In the ﬁrst part, three common
types of change detection methods are brieﬂy discussed, along with their limi-
tations, assumptions, advantages, and disadvantages. In the second part, a new
framework for change detection in image sequences is proposed. More details of
the two parts are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.2: Examples of various challenges for change detection. The object of in-
terests are highlighted in red, high frequency objects are highlighted in blue, objects
caused changes in background geometry are highlighted in cyan, areas directly af-
fected by global change in illumination are highlighted in yellow, and cast shadows are
highlighted in green.
4.2 Existing Change Detection Methods
A wide variety of change detection techniques have been reported in the literature
[104]. These methods can be broadly divided into three main types: optical ﬂow,
frame diﬀerencing, and background subtraction.
Optical ﬂow methods [105, 106, 107], which are based on the optical
ﬂow distribution characteristics of the image under the test, compute the image
optical ﬂow ﬁeld. This process can provide accurate detection results under
various scenarios; however, the large number of required calculations and the
sensitivity to noise limit the real-time application.
In frame diﬀerencing methods [108, 109, 110], the simplest of the three
types, the preceding frame(s) is set as the background image(s) for the subse-
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quent frame. The foreground object in the current frame is then detected by
calculating the diﬀerence between consecutive frames. The method eﬀectively
eliminates most static pixels from an image but always gives unsatisfactory re-
sults in extracting most pixels belonging to a moving object. In addition, high
false positives and false negatives occur in some cases, such as sudden changes
in illumination and fast moving of objects of no interest (e.g., waving trees on a
windy day).
Background subtraction [111, 112, 113] is a common technique used to
detect changes in the background scene for a stationary camera. In background
subtraction methods, the current frame in the video is compared to a static
image (background scene free from moving objects) to extract the pixels whose
intensities have changed signiﬁcantly. In general, the computational eﬀort of
background modeling and subtraction algorithms is slightly higher than that of
frame diﬀerencing, but the performance, in terms of accuracy, is considerably
better.
4.3 Proposed Change Detection Framework
In this thesis, a new change detection method based on background subtraction
is proposed to overcome the limitations and disadvantages of the methods dis-
cussed in Section 4.2 and to address possible scenarios occurring in real scenes.
Figure 4.3 shows a block diagram of the proposed change detection method. A
combination of two feature descriptors, namely, color and global intensity con-
sistency GIC, is introduced to eﬀectively identify background points in image
sequences under global illumination changes and in the presence of image noise.
On the basis of these features, a new adaptive background model is constructed
to automatically adapt to scene changes in a self-organizing manner. The frame-
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the proposed change detection method. The current
frame, background image, and change detection mask are labelled as CF , BG, and
CDM , respectively.
work provides a strong ability to detect most changes (moving objects and their
cast shadows) in the background scene. The processing steps involved in the
proposed method are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
4.3.1 Background Initialization
Background initialization (also called bootstrapping) is a major problem in back-
ground subtraction. A background representation free from moving objects is
often impractical to obtain in real scenarios. A considerable amount of work
has been conducted on problems related to background modeling and updating;
however, little attention has been given to background model representation
[114] [115]. As a common approach in many background subtraction methods,
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a background is initialized by applying a mean/median ﬁlter to a number of
frames reserved for that purpose at the beginning of the sequence. In order
for the background to be estimated precisely, each pixel location should be oc-
cluded by objects by no more than 10% when using the mean ﬁlter and by less
than 50% when using the median ﬁlter. On the basis of these assumptions, the
mean/median ﬁlter is a good choice for estimating the background when a scene
is uncongested; however, problems with using the two ﬁlters arise when the scene
is congested (e.g., traﬃc scene). In this case, a large number of frames is required
to ﬁlter out the foreground objects. A fast and accurate technique is proposed to
address cluttered and congested scenes to overcome this problem. The method
requires fewer frames for estimating the background image and incorporates spa-
tial and temporal consistency to obtain an improved intensity distribution over
time. The steps of the proposed background initialization are explained in the
following.
Let Wi be a block of size X × Y obtained by dividing a given frame into
a number of nonoverlapping, equal-sized blocks. The size of a block can vary
and depends on the scene complexity of the sequence. For congested scenes,
a small size is preferable to avoid including both classes, i.e., background and
foreground objects, in one block. By contrast, a larger size can be selected for
uncongested scenes to accelerate the initialization process. Let P t1i and P
t2
i be
two associated patterns ofWi taken from two consecutive frames at two diﬀerent
time instants t1 and t2, with t2 = t1 + Δt. Four possible conditions can occur
between P t1i and P
t2
i , as shown in Table 4.1. For the ﬁrst condition, the distance
between the two blocks is expected to be too small since the intensity values
of the background pixels do not change substantially in a short period of time.
For the remaining three cases, the diﬀerences in intensity values are expected
to be high as the blocks are occluded by diﬀerent classes (BG or FG) or by
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Table 4.1: Similarity between two patterns for possible conditions.
Condition P t1 P t2 Possibility
1 ∈ BG ∈ BG P t1  P t2
2 ∈ BG ∈ FG P t1 	= P t2
3 ∈ FG ∈ BG P t1 	= P t2
4 ∈ FG1 ∈ FG2 P t1 	= P t2
*BG: Background object, FG: Foreground object, FG1 = FG2
two foreground objects (FG1 and FG2) with diﬀerent patterns. The condition
where the two blocks belong to the same foreground object is invalid since the
two frames are taken at two diﬀerent times with diﬀerence Δt. Considering the
speed of the foreground objects, Δt can be set to a large value for surveillance
scenes and to a small value in highway traﬃc scenes.
Based of the above analysis, a small distance between P t1i and P
t2
i in-
dicates a strong possibility that Wi belongs to the background in both frames.
To take advantage of this fact, the Hausdorﬀ distance H is used to ﬁnd the
diﬀerence in intensities between the two patterns:
H(P t1, P t2) = max{h(P t1, P t2), h(P t2, P t1)} (4.1)
where the two distances h(P t1, P t2) and h(P t2, P t1) are the forward and the
backward Hausdorﬀ distances between the two patterns, deﬁned as:
h(P t1, P t2) = max
pt1∈P t1
{ min
pt2∈P t2
{d(pt1, pt2)}} (4.2)
h(P t2, P t1) = max
pt2∈P t2
{ min
pt1∈P t1
{d(pt2, pt1)}} (4.3)
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where d(pt1, pt2) and d(pt2, pt1) measure the distance between any element in one
pattern to the nearest point in the other.
Given the H distances between every pair of patterns in the two frames,
an initial background model mask of the same size as the sequence frame can be
obtained:
BGM(Wi) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
0, if H(P t1, P t2) ≥ THBG
P t2i , otherwise
(4.4)
where THBG is a distance threshold for distinguishing the two classes. Note that
more the recent pattern P t2i , instead of P
t1
i , is used to model the background.
The initial background model BGM obtained from Equation (4.4) con-
tains a number of foreground blocks whose distance values are above the distance
threshold THBG. These blocks should be replaced by patterns belonging to the
background scene to produce a ﬁnal model of the background scene that is free
from moving objects. This process can be performed by computing the average
of the intensity distribution P ti =
1
X · Y
∑
x,y P
t
i (x, y) ∀ x, y ∈ Pi for a number
of frames t = t2 + 1, t2 + 2, · · · + K1, represented as a histogram with J bins.
Note that K1 is the total frames required for background initialization. To ob-
tain an optimal histogram representation with a minimum number of frames,
the weighted votes between adjacent bins j and j + 1 are interpolated linearly,
as described in [116]:
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
v(j) =
∑
t |P ti − cj+1|, if lj ≤ P ti < uj ∀ j = {1, 2, · · · , J − 1}
v(j + 1) =
∑
t |P ti − cj|, if lj+1 ≤ P ti < uj+1
(4.5)
where cj = (uj + lj)/2 is the value of the center bin j, u and l are the upper
bound and lower bound of the bin, v(j) is the sum of the weighted votes of the
bin, and | · | measures the distance between the mean intensity of the block to
the center bin (a weighted vote of the bin).
Regardless of the scene conditions and complexity, the peak of the weighted
votes in the constructed histogram consistently corresponds to the bin with the
same intensity range as that of the background patterns. Since more than one
background pattern is available, the background pattern Pmi that best represents
block Wi in the background model BGM is the one that gives the minimum dis-
tance of the mean intensity to the value cm of the associated center bin with the
highest score in the histogram:
Pmi = min
t
|P ti − cm| (4.6)
The ﬁnal background image BG can then be produced by updating Equa-
tion (4.4) with the new patterns obtained from Equation (4.6):
BG(Wi) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Pmi , if BGM(Wi) = 0
P t2i , otherwise
(4.7)
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.4: Computing background image for a busy traﬃc scene using the proposed
block-based background initialization method; (a) a frame at t=5 divided into 12×16
blocks, (b) a frame at t=10 divided into 12× 16 blocks, (c) initial background model
obtained by applying Equation (4.4) with estimated area of changes highlighted in
black, (d) the background scene image computed using 20 frames, (e) histogram of
intensity mean of a foreground block highlighted in green in (d), and (f) visualization
of the 20 image patterns used to compute the histogram shown in (e).
The total number of frames, K1, used to estimate the background scene
is based on the scene’s characteristics, including the speed and size of foreground
objects, the scene conditions (clear or congested), weather conditions, and illu-
mination conditions. A larger number of frames K1 is preferable in cases where
the scene is congested, while a smaller number of frames is required to estimate
the background scene in other cases.
Figure 4.4 shows an example of computing the background image for a
busy highway traﬃc scene using the proposed background initialization method.
Given the original frame size of 380 × 480 and setting the size of each block to
30×30, the framesK1 of the sequence are divided into 12×16 equal-sized blocks.
The other major parameters are set carefully to obtain a clean background image.
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For example, the distance threshold THBG is set to 30 to minimize the risk of
including foreground patterns in the initial background model. Furthermore,
setting t1 to 5, t2 to 10, and K1 to 30 provides a good background estimation
since the target objects (vehicles) are moving fast and do not rest in a block
location for more than 40% of the entire length ofK1. Finally, the number of bins
J is set to 32 to accommodate 8 gray-levels from 256 ([0,255]) discrete intensity
levels. With the above parameter settings, Equation (4.4) is applied to detect
background patterns and mask foreground patterns, as highlighted in black in
Figure 4.4-(c), for further processing. The background patterns are estimated
for all masked foreground blocks using histograms of the mean intensity for 20
frames, as shown in Figure 4.4-(d). A histogram of one of the foreground blocks
is shown along with all 20 patterns (used to compute the histogram) in Figures
4.4-(e)(f) for illustration. The background image is successfully estimated using
the proposed method.
4.3.2 Feature Descriptors
Many image feature descriptors can be used to detect changes in the back-
ground scene. A set of two pixel-level feature descriptors, namely, HSV color
information and global intensity consistency GIC information, are used for the
background subtraction method introduced in this chapter. Both features are
extracted using normalized HSV color space and RGB color space. The two
feature descriptors are discussed in greater detail in the following.
A - Color Descriptor
The normalized values of the three channels in HSV color space are used to
extract the color information for pixel p. Compared to other common color
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spaces, such as RGB and YCbCr, HSV color space can successfully cope
with changes in global illumination. In fact, using the normalized values of the
three components in RGB color space to obtain HSV color format can result
in increased capability to recognize background points in scenarios of global
illumination changes. In the following, the process of transforming an RGB
image into HSV color format is discussed, as described in [117].
The RGB image obtained from the incoming frame is transformed into
HSV color space using a T operator, i.e., IHSV = T[IRGB]. The values for each
component, i.e., H, S, and V , are computed as below.
H =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
cos−1
{
0.5 · [(r − g) + (r − b)]√
[(r − g)2 + (r − b)(g − b)]
}
, if b ≤ g
2π − cos−1
{
0.5 · [(r − g) + (r − b)]√
[(r − g)2 + (r − b)(g − b)]
}
, if b > g
(4.8)
S = 1− 3
(r + g + b)
[min(r, g, b)] (4.9)
V =
1
3
(r + g + b) (4.10)
where H ∈ [0, 2π], S ∈ [0, 1], and V ∈ [0, 1]. The values of components r, g, and
b are within the range of [0, 1] and are calculated using RGB color format, as
given below.
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r =
R
255
g =
G
255
b =
B
255
(4.11)
B - GIC Feature Descriptor
Many traditional feature descriptors have been proposed in the literature to
detect changes in images by analyzing the local texture properties. The most
popular texture descriptors include LBP [101], modiﬁed LBP and SILTP [113].
These local texture descriptors often fail to distinguish object patches from the
background when no texture information is available. In addition, these methods
cannot accurately handle sudden changes in global illumination and are often
sensitive to image noise.
To overcome these problems, a new pixel-level texture feature descriptor,
namely, global intensity consistency GIC, is proposed by taking background
candidate points into account. Rather than being conditionally chosen from the
local neighborhood, background reference points are selected globally (discussed
below) and used to assess the intensity consistency of the center pixel over time.
In this way, whether the intensity of a test pixel (center pixel) is maintained
under varying conditions can be investigated. In the following, the GIC feature
descriptor and the technique used to extract this feature are discussed in detail.
Recall the pixel model formula introduced in Equation (3.1) in Section
3.1.1. The intensity of each pixel St(p) in an image plane is a product of the
irradiance term it (the amount of source illumination received by the point) and
the reﬂectance term rt (the amount of illumination reﬂected by the same point):
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St(p) = it(p)rt(p) (4.12)
Let CF (p), BG(p), CF (q), and BG(q) be the intensity values of a test
point, p, and a reference point, q, belonging to a background surface in the
current frame CF and background image BG, respectively. Using Equation
(4.12), the intensity ratio of the two points can be expressed as:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ΔCFp,q =
rCF (p)− Λ1 · rCF (q)
rCF (p)
ΔBGp,q =
rBG(p)− Λ2 · rBG(q)
rBG(p)
(4.13)
where Λ1 =
iCF (q)
iCF (p)
and Λ2 =
iBG(q)
iBG(p)
are the illumination ratios of the two points
in the current frame and background image.
Since the illumination ratio is consistent over time, i.e., Λ1 = Λ2 = Λ,
and the reﬂectance property of a background point does not change over time,
i.e., rCF (p) = rBG(p) and rCF (q) = rBG(q), then ΔCFp,q = Δ
BG
p,q . Thus, Equation
(4.13) can be rewritten as:
rCF (p)− Λ · rCF (q) = rBG(p)− Λ · rBG(q) (4.14)
where
Λ =
iCF (q)
iCF (p)
=
iBG(q)
iBG(p)
, or Λ =
iCF (p)
iBG(p)
=
iCF (q)
iBG(q)
(4.15)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.5: Illustration of global intensity consistency for two points, one is a back-
ground point pb and the other is an object point po; (a) the current frame contains
three diﬀerent background surface shapes A, B, and C (highlighted in green) and one
target object (shape D highlighted in blue) and (b) the background image contains
only the background surface shapes. The reference point q is highlighted in yellow in
both images. Note that po ∈ D in (a) and po ∈ C in (b).
which leads to:
iCF (p) · rCF (p)− iCF (q) · rCF (q) = iBG(p) · rBG(p)− iBG(q) · rBG(q) (4.16)
or:
dCF (p, q) = dBG(p, q) (4.17)
where dCF (p, q) = CF (p) − CF (q) and dBG(p, q) = BG(p) − BG(q) measures
the GIC between two image points over time. According to Equation (4.17),
the intensity diﬀerence between two background points is constant over time,
regardless of their positions in the image or the surface materials they belong
to. The points can be far from each other in 2D image space and belong to two
types of background object material with diﬀerent reﬂectance surface properties.
Due to diﬀerence in surface reﬂectance of the foreground object and the
background (i.e., rCF (p) 	= rBG(p)), GIC does not hold for a background point
occluded by the target object in the current frame. Furthermore, GIC does not
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hold for a background point occluded by a cast shadow because of the dissimi-
larity in the illumination ratios of the two points in the current frame and the
background image (i.e., Λ1 	= Λ2).
An example of global intensity consistency is given in Figure 4.5. The
two points, pb ∈ A (highlighted in red) and q ∈ A (highlighted in yellow),
belong to two diﬀerent background surfaces A and B in the current frame and
the background image. po (highlighted in red) belongs to foreground object D
in the current frame and to background surface C in the background image.
Based on Equation (4.17), the GIC for the background point pb, with respect
to reference point q, is constant over time, i.e., dCF (pb, q) = d
BG(pb, q). For the
object point po, the GIC varies due to diﬀerences in the surface properties of D
and C, i.e., dCF (pb, q) 	= dBG(pb, q).
Eight background candidate points are considered to extract global tex-
ture feature descriptor GIC. These background points are selected globally (dis-
cussed below) and used to check the intensity consistency of the test pixel over
time. In this way, whether the intensity of a test pixel is maintained under
varying conditions can be checked.
The image is ﬁrst divided into 3×3 equal-sized blocks, as shown in Figure
4.6. Let Qs and Qr represent the selected block with index s and the reference
block with index r, respectively. For each of the remaining reference blocks, a
pixel is selected to represent each block and is used to compute GIC of the test
pixel p ∈ Qs. This selection is based on the minimum distance measurements of
the RGB weight components between a given frame and the background image.
Thus, the background reference point qr for each block can be computed as:
qr = min ‖ QCFr (q)−QBGr (q) ‖2 (4.18)
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where q is the index of a pixel in the current frame CF and the background image
BG and qr is the index of the pixel within Qr with the minimum distance.
The intensity distance d(j) between pixel p ∈ Qs and each of the selected
eight background candidate points qr is measured using grayscale images as:
d(j) = |G(p)−G(qr)|, ∀ qr ∈ Qr (4.19)
where G(·) is the gray value of the point and j ∈ {1, 2, 3, ..., 8}. The feature
descriptor GIC for each pixel p is then computed using the ceiling operator .
according to the following:
GIC(p) = 1
8
8∑
j=1
d(j) (4.20)
Since eight background reference points are considered for the GIC oper-
ator, the possible values of the feature descriptor of any pixel GIC(p) is within
the range [0, 255].
Figure 4.6 shows an example of the block labeling and computational
process of theGIC feature descriptor for a test pixel with a gray value of G(p) =
162 in the current frame. TheGIC is computed by comparing the intensity value
of the test pixel (highlighted in green in Figure 4.6 (e)) to that of the reference
points. The average of these intensity comparisons is then rounded up to the
next intensity value level using the ceiling function.
C - Feature Descriptor
The two feature descriptors extracted in Section 4.3.2 - A and B have diﬀerent
scales. Therefore, they must be normalized to have values within the same range.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 4.6: Computation process of GIC feature descriptor; (a) a background image
in RGB colour space, (b) a current frame in RGB colour space, (c) the current frame
in gray-scale. These images are divided into 9 large blocks. The best match pixels for
the reference blocks are highlighted in red. The test pixel is highlighted in green, (d)
indexes are assigned for each block for simpliﬁcation, (e) intensity values for the best
match pixels of the reference blocks, taken from (c), are shown, and (f) computing
processes of the GIC feature descriptor for the test pixel with intensity value of 162
(highlighted in green in (e)). GIC(162)=62.
Thus, the three components of the color feature descriptor are normalized as
below:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
H ′ =
255
2π
·H
S ′ = 255 · S
V ′ = 255 · V
(4.21)
Both features are then combined to form a 4-dimensional feature vector
with a common range of [0, 255]. For simplicity and hereinafter, let HSV T
represent the combined background change detection feature descriptor proposed
in this chapter. Thus:
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(a) (b)
h s v GIC
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100 BG CF
(c)
h s v GIC
0
100
200
300
BG CF
(d)
h s v GIC
0
100
200
300
BG CF
(e)
Figure 4.7: Illustration of HSV T feature comparison for three points belong to dif-
ferent surface normals; (a) the current frame with an object point obj (highlighted in
red), a shaded point sh (highlighted in green), and a background point bg (highlighted
in blue) are selected for testing, (b) the corresponding points in the background image,
(c) the feature bar chart for the background point bg in the two images, (d) the feature
bar chart for the object point obj in the two images, (e) the feature bar chart for the
shadow point sh in the two images.
HSV T (p) = {H ′(p), S ′(p), V ′(p), GIC(p)}· (4.22)
Figure 4.7 tests the performance of the HSV T feature descriptor under
various conditions. Three test points, a background point bg, an object point
obj, and a shadow point sh, are selected at three diﬀerent locations in the scene.
The HSV T feature descriptors of these points are extracted in the current frame
and the background image and are represented in three bar charts, as shown
in Figures 4.7-(c)(d)(e). In these bar charts, the feature dimensions h, s, v, and
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GIC are given on the x-axis, and the feature values are shown on the y-axis. The
background points bg, highlighted in blue and yellow in Figures 4.7-(a)(b)(c),
have similarHSV T feature values in the two images, which indicates consistency
in color and intensity for the two background points over time. For the HSV T
feature descriptors of the object point obj, highlighted in red and cyan in Figures
4.7-(a)(b), the derived feature bars presented in Figure 4.7-(c) show signiﬁcant
diﬀerences in values for h, v and GIC. Meanwhile, they both have a small
amount of saturation due to the large percentage of gray in each background
surface they belong to. The last bar chart, shown in Figure 4.7-(e), compares
the HSV T features of a point occluded by shadows in the current frame and
one belonging to a road surface in the background image. The h component
signiﬁcantly increases when shadows occur due to a temporary color shift towards
blue (this type of shadow is called a chromatic shadow, as discussed in Chapter
3). In addition, the bar graph shows an increase in the GIC feature descriptor
for the shadow point with respect to its corresponding background. This increase
is expected since the intensity of a background point drops when the point is
occluded by shadow.
4.3.3 Background Modeling
The performance of a background subtraction method relies strongly on how the
background scene is constructed and updated. In this section and Section 4.3.5,
background modeling and updating are discussed in detail, as described in [112].
By means of the HSV T feature descriptor, the background is modeled
by mapping each pixel in the background image BG into n × n weight vectors
of the neuronal network1. Thus, the complete set of weight vectors for all pixels
1The same term used as in [112] to avoid confusion in this thesis.
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(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4.8: Background modelling using neuronal networks; (a) an image patch of
2 × 3, (b) the enlarged image by 3 × 3, and (c) weight vector updating for the best
match pixel b9 and its neighbouring pixels. These pixels are highlighted inside the red
square.
of background image BG is represented as neuronal map A with n × Y rows
and n × X columns. Let C × R be the size of the neuronal map and Zp =
(z1, z2, ..., zn.n) be the model for pixel p, which is located at position (x1, y1) in
the background image BG. The assigned weight vector for neuronal map A is
calculated as follows:
A(Zp) = BGHSV T (x1, y1) (4.23)
where Zp = c1 : c2, r1 : r2, c1, c2 ∈ C and r1, r2 ∈ R. The index values for
c1, c2, r1, and r2 are calculated as below:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
c1 = (n · x1)− 2
c2 = n · x1
r1 = (n · y1)− 2
r2 = n · y1
(4.24)
where C = n ·X and R = n · Y .
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Figure 4.8 shows an example of the neuronal map structure for a small
background patch with a spatial size Y = 2 rows and X = 3 columns using
n = 3. The value for each pixel in the background image has been mapped into
3× 3 elements in the neuronal map. As shown in Figure 4.8- (b), the structure
of background image BG appears to be enlarged 3 × 3 times. In this way, the
spatial feature is incorporated into the classiﬁcation process by establishing the
spatial dependencies between neighboring pixels.
4.3.4 Pixel-level Classiﬁcation
In this stage, samples from image sequence are fed to the network. The objective
is to ﬁnd the best match among the corresponding n×n elements in the neuronal
map (background model) to each sample pixel in the incoming frame. In other
words, each pixel in the incoming frame is compared to its model Z to determine
whether an acceptable matching weight vector exists. Based on the Euclidean
distance, the best HSV T weight vector match between pixel pf (belonging to
the incoming frame with index (xf , yf )) and pz (belonging to the background
model with pz ∈ Zf ) can be found as:
d(pf , pz) = ||HSV Tf −HSV Tz||2 (4.25)
where pf = (Hf , Sf , Vf , Tf ) and pz = (Hz, Sz, Vz, Tz) are the HSV T component
values of pixels pf and pz, respectively.
The best matching weight vector candidate zm with an index of pm from
model Zf is the vector that gives the minimum distance d:
zm = argmin
z
d(pf , pz) (4.26)
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where z = z1, z2, · · · , zn2 .
The next step is to determine whether pf belongs to the background scene
or the foreground moving objects. The classiﬁcation is made at the pixel level by
comparing the best matching weight vector candidate zm with a predetermined
threshold THp:
pf =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
Foreground, if zm ≥ THp
Background, otherwise
(4.27)
4.3.5 Background Updating
The updating process in the background model depends on whether pf is clas-
siﬁed as part of the moving objects. If pf belongs to the moving object and is
labeled as foreground, then the background model A remains unchanged. If pf
is classiﬁed as belonging to the background, then the weight vectors in the back-
ground model A are updated according to a selective weighted running average.
To provide more details on how to update the background model, let us
consider a case where the best matching weight vector from model Zf is found
to be zm. If the index for zm in background model A is pm with column and
row indexes cm and rm, the background is updated according to the following
formula:
At(u) = αu,t · vf + (1− αu,t) · At−1(u) (4.28)
where
u = (i, j) : [i = cm − n
2
, · · · , cm, n
2
], [j = rm − n
2
, · · · , rm, n
2
] (4.29)
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pf = {(xf , yf ) : 1 ≤ yf ≤ Y, 1 ≤ xf ≤ X} (4.30)
where αu,t is the learning rate and · is the ﬂoor operator.
Consider the case shown in Figure 4.8-(c) to illustrate the weight vector
updating procedure for a best match pixel and its neighborhoods. In this exam-
ple, the mapping size is n = 3, and the best match for current pixel b is weight
vector b9. The weight vectors within background model A that must be updated
are then b5, b6, c4, b8, b9, c7, e2, e3, and f1; that is, the parts of Zb, Zc, Ze, and Zf
belonging to background model A and representing models for pixels b, c, e, and
f in the current frame are updated.
The learning rate αu,t in Equation (4.28) determines how fast the neuronal
network responds to changes in the scene. Based on experiments, the value for
αu,t is set to:
αu,t =
THα
max(ωu)
(4.31)
where ωu represents the weights in the n × n neighborhood of u and THα is a
predeﬁned learning rate constant.
4.3.6 Region-level Classiﬁcation
The change detection results obtained from pixel-level classiﬁcation are usually
not accurate. Some false positives (pixels that belong to background scene)
appear, and further processes are needed to remove them. In addition, false
negatives (pixels that belong to the moving object) must be recovered. These
misclassiﬁcations are often caused by image noise and other varying conditions
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discussed earlier. A new framework is developed to perform the ﬁnal classiﬁca-
tion at the region level to overcome this problem. The following describes the
steps involved in the ﬁnal region-level classiﬁcation process.
In the ﬁrst step, an optimized implementation of the superpixel image
segmentation described in [118] is applied to divide the current frame CF into
nonuniform V segments, i.e., CF (Sv) = {Sv : v = 1, 2, ...,V}. Any image seg-
mentation method can be used here; however, due to its eﬀectiveness, superpixel
image segmentation is selected in this thesis. The parameters for this segmen-
tation process are set automatically based on the size of the frames. The goal
is to segment the current frame CF into two main regions, namely, foreground
objects and background objects.
Let Sv be a segmented region of the current frame CF that contains N
pixels, where Sv = {pi : i = 1, 2, ......., N}. A test is then performed to count the
number of foreground pixels, M , detected in the pixel-level classiﬁcation stage
that belong to each segment Sv:
M(Sv) =
1
N
N∑
i=1
[pi = 1], ∀ pi = foreground (4.32)
The ﬁnal classiﬁcation is then performed for each segment as follows:
CDM(Sv) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if M(Sv) ≥ THS
0, otherwise
(4.33)
The detected foreground pixels are formed in a binary CDM (1-bit binary
image) of the same size as the input frame. The CDM mask contains two sets
of complementary pixels, black and white: black pixels represent background
objects, while white pixels represent foreground (or moving) objects. In this
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way, each image segment is expected to contain only parts of the foreground
object or parts of its shadow.
4.3.7 Outputs
In addition to the CDM obtained from the previous stage, a set of two other
frames is required for further processing to detect shadows cast by moving ob-
jects. The frames are the current frame segmented into regions and masked
with the CDM and the updated background images segmented into regions and
masked with the CDM. The current frame is in RGB color format and can be
obtained directly from the image sequence. Since the main feature descriptors
for the proposed moving shadow detection are extracted in RGB color format,
the updated background images must be converted back into RGB color space
and have the same size as the input images.
The enlarged background image, i.e., the background model AHSV T , at
each instant time t is mapped back to RGB color space using the color trans-
formation operator T:
AtRGB = T{AtHSV } (4.34)
Only the ﬁrst three components of the feature descriptor HSV T are con-
sidered in this transformation. The original size of the background image can
then be obtained via local spatial averaging:
BG(x, y) =
1
n2
∑
r,c
A(r, c) (4.35)
where (y · n)− 2 ≤ r ≤ (y · n) and (x · n)− 2 ≤ c ≤ (x · n).
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In this way, the updated background image holds the pixel values that
are last considered as background pixels. This conﬁguration helps the shadow
detection algorithm to compare similarities among background and foreground
pixels, which in turn improves the shadow-object discrimination ability.
4.4 Summary
The structure of a scene may diﬀer over time throughout the day for many rea-
sons, including the movement of objects consisting of high-frequency components
(e.g., trees, clouds) and changes in the background geometry. These problems,
along with gradual or sudden changes in illumination, should be considered when
developing background subtraction algorithms.
In this chapter, a new and eﬀective approach to background subtraction
was presented. The background was modeled using a combination of color in-
formation and global intensity consistency measures to tolerate possible changes
in global illumination and noise in natural scenes. Both features are extracted
in HSV and RGB color spaces for each individual pixel. On the basis of the
pixel-level classiﬁcation process, the background model was updated in a self-
organization manner according to a selective weighted running average.
The results of the proposed change detection framework consist of a set
of three frames, including the masked current frame (MCF) in RGB color
format, the RGB updated background image masked (MBG) with the CDM,
and a binary CDM image. In addition, the output of the segmentation process
for the ﬁrst two images is included in the result. These images, along with
their segmentation process, are used for further analysis in the proposed moving
shadow detection method discussed in Chapter 5.
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Moving Shadow Detection
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a new local feature descriptor is introduced to address all the
problematic situations discussed in Chapter 3 by incorporating color and texture
information. Compared to traditional features, incorporating color and texture
information yields a good invariant feature descriptor when problems of local
illumination variation and nontextured object surfaces exist. On the basis of
the new feature descriptors and a reliable model of a sparse representation clas-
siﬁer, a shadow detection framework that eﬀectively extracts moving objects
from their shadows is proposed. Figure 5.1 shows an overview of the proposed
method. In this method, two overcomplete dictionaries, one for objects and
the other for shadows, are constructed from CDM segments. Feature vectors
are generated for image segments using the proposed feature descriptors. The
sparse representation classiﬁer ﬁnds the nearest neighbor by computing a linear
combination of elements from each dictionary. Classiﬁcation is then performed
at the segment level using the similarity between the test image feature vector
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the proposed shadow detection method.
and its best local estimate from each reference dictionary. In the ﬁnal stage of
the classiﬁcation process, the inter-region dependencies among all neighboring
segments are established to include all dark segments in the labeling process.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2, the
initial labeling process is performed to select all possible shadow-like segments
for further processing. A novel matching technique and distance measure are de-
ployed to divide the best match segments and the most distant segments among
the shadow-like segments into two reference dictionaries (shadows and objects).
The sample collection and reference dictionary construction are discussed in Sec-
tion 5.3. The method of extracting a set of useful features is discussed in detail
in Section 5.4. Sections 5.5 and 5.6 provide details of the image segment classi-
ﬁcation based on the proposed model of sparse representation and inter-region
dependencies. This chapter is summarized in Section 5.7.
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5.2 Candidate Shadow Segments
Regions under shadows have lower intensity values than other regions in the
background: the strengths of the light sources around the object determine how
much darker the shadow region is. By contrast, well-illuminated regions usually
have higher intensity values than the background.
To take advantage of these diﬀerences, the foreground segments obtained
from the change detection stage are examined to determine whether their inten-
sity values have increased or decreased with respect to the background. This
initial segment labeling can help accelerate the overall labeling process and is
thus more eﬃcient for real-time applications. The test segment is assigned to one
of two initial categories, namely, object-like segments and shadow-like segments,
based on the intensity measures in the current frame and the background image.
Object-like segments are bright segments for which the intensity levels of most
of the pixels are increased. These segments are directly classiﬁed as objects and
are discarded from the future labeling process. Meanwhile, shadow-like segments
contain relatively dark pixels for which the intensity values have decreased with
respect to the background. These segments are labeled as candidate shadows
and are considered further in the subsequent labeling process.
In addition to the above two initial categories, segments with low intensity
values (below a certain level of the corresponding background) are also labeled as
dark segments. As discussed in Chapter 3, these dark segments often cause large
intraclass variation and lead to misclassiﬁcation due to diﬃculties in extracting
valuable feature descriptors. Dark segments are temporary discarded from the
segment-level classiﬁcation process and are assessed later in the ﬁnal stage of
the region-level classiﬁcation process. The detailed procedure for determining
candidate shadow segments is given in Algorithm 5.1.
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Algorithm 5.1: Candidate shadow segments
Input : Masked current frame MCF , masked background image
MBG, and index v of image segment Sv
Output: Object-like mask OLM , shadow-like mask SLM , and
dark-segment mask DSM
1 For v = 1, 2, · · · ,V
2 Compute intensity means of S
CF
v and S
BG
v
3 If S
CF
v ≥ SBGv
4 SCFv ∈ OLM
5 Else If S
CF
v ≤ THd and SBGv ≤ THd
6 SCFv ∈ DSM
7 Else
8 SCFv ∈ SLM
9 End For
10 Return
To assign a category label L ∈ {OL, SL,DS} to an image segment SCF ,
the mean intensities of the segment in the current frame (S
CF
) and its corre-
sponding background (S
BG
) are computed and compared using grayscale images.
The segment S
CF
is then labeled according to the following formula:
L(SCF ) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
OL, if S
CF ≥ SBG
DS, if S
CF  THd and S
BG  THd
SL, otherwise
(5.1)
where OL, SL, and DS represent the object-like, shadow-like, and dark segment
categories, respectively. THd is a predetermined threshold used to identify dark
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Figure 5.2: Comparison of intensity means of four segments taken from a current
frame and its background image; (a) current frame masked with CDM and divided
into segments, (b) the corresponding backgrounds of (a), (c) intensity means of a bright
object segment (OL) and a dark background segment, (d) intensity means of a shadow-
like object segment (SL) and a background segment having two diﬀerent reﬂection
properties, (e) intensity means of two dark segments (DS) taken from two diﬀerent
surfaces, and (f) intensity means of a shadowed segment (SL) and a background
segment with high reﬂectance properties.
segments and distinguish them from candidate shadows. THd is set to 50 in all
the experiments. The output results from this stage are formed in three binary
masks. The ﬁrst binary mask, the object-like mask OLM, contains all the
segments labeled as objects. The second binary mask, the dark-segment mask
DSM, contains segments with low-reﬂection properties. The ﬁnal binary mask,
the shadow-like mask SLM, accommodates all segments labeled as shadows.
Figure 5.2 shows a current frame and its background representation masked
with the CDM and divided into segments. Four segments are randomly taken
at diﬀerent locations of the current frame for demonstration. For each segment,
the mean intensity is computed and presented in a bar graph. The ﬁrst segment
belongs to a bright part of the walking person in the current frame and to a
dark part of the background surface. Since the mean intensity of the foreground
segment (in the current frame) shown in Figure 5.2-(c) is higher than that of
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the background segment (in the background image), the segment is directly la-
beled as belonging to the target object. For the two segments shown in Figures
5.2-(d)(f), the mean intensities of the foreground segments are lower than their
corresponding backgrounds and slightly higher than 50. Based on Equation (5.1),
these segments - one belonging to the walking person and the other to the cast
shadow - are labeled as shadow-like segments and are passed to the next stage
for further processing. The last segment is occluded by low-reﬂectance surfaces
in the current frame and the background image. The segment is considered to
be dark since its mean intensity is lower than 50 in both images. This segment
is assessed in the ﬁnal classiﬁcation stage.
5.3 Dictionary Construction
In the proposed method, two reference dictionaries, one for objects and the
other for shadows, are involved in the classiﬁcation process. The samples for
these dictionaries are collected from detected image segments in an oﬄine phase
calibration. A single segment is assumed to contain either shadow points or
object points since superpixel image segmentation is used. The process of con-
structing the reference dictionaries, using the collected samples and proposed set
of feature descriptor, is discussed in detail in this section.
To collect the samples for the reference dictionaries, matching by tone
mapping (MTM), as described in [119] and [120], is used to eﬀectively ﬁnd
the best matches under nonlinear tone mapping. Compared to other template
matching techniques introduced in [121], MTM provides high discriminative
capability performance under varying illumination conditions and in the presence
of noise. The MTM pattern matching scheme was originally proposed to
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evaluate the minimum normed distance between a test patch and a candidate
image window under all possible tone mappings. In this thesis, a normed distance
measure is applied at the segment level using a modiﬁed version of the MTM
scheme. In Appendix A, the MTM matching scheme among image segments is
described in detail.
In the beginning of the sample collection process, shadow-like segments
(SL) formed in shadow-like masks SLMs and detected from the previous stage,
as described in Section 5.2, are fed into the sample collection network. The
total number of samples used to construct the dictionaries is based on the num-
ber of CDMs available for each dataset. For simplicity, an additional two
terms, namely, foreground segments and background segments, are used to rep-
resent segments in the current frame and background image, respectively. Using
grayscale format and for all frames with K1 < t ≤ K2, each foreground segment
SCF is compared with its background segment SBG using the MTM distance
measure:
du(S
CF , SBG) =
1
N · var(V BG)
[
‖V BG‖2 −
k∑
j
1
|V j,CF |{V
j,CF · V BG}2
]
,
∀ u ∈ U
(5.2)
where u = {1, 2, · · · , U} is the index of the shadow-like segment in SLM, and
V CF and V BG are N × 1 column vectors for foreground and background seg-
ments. The MTM distance measurements are obtained for all image segments
belonging to the SLM at each time instant. Since the segments in SLM are
automatically divided into nonuniform image segments (as discussed in Chapter
4), the total number of pixels N belonging to each segment diﬀers. The process
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of computing the MTM matching and ﬁnding the best match and distant seg-
ment for each SLM is presented in Algorithm 5.2. The two notations,  and
, denote element-wise multiplication and division, respectively.
The index of the best match, um, among all segments within the CDM
can be determined by ﬁnding the minimum MTM distance measure obtained
from Equation (5.2). Moreover, the index of the most distant segment ud with
respect to its background segment can also be determined by ﬁnding the maxi-
mumMTM distance measure. The two indexes for the minimum and maximum
distances are calculated as below:
um = argmin
u
du(S
CF , SBG) (5.3)
ud = argmax
u
du(S
CF , SBG) (5.4)
Given two segment categories, one for shadows CSH and the other for
objects CO, image segment S
CF
u is assigned to a category as follows:
SCFu =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
CSH , if u = um
CO, if u = ud
(5.5)
Based on Equations (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5), a large quantity of frame
sequences may be needed to form a complete reference dictionary since only
two foreground segments per SLM, with indexes um and ud, are collected to
construct the two reference dictionaries. In many cases, it is impossible to have
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many frames available for training. In addition, taking a large amount of frames
into consideration will result in slowing the process of dictionary construction
and the overall detection process. To overcome these problems, an additional
four segments (two segments with minimum MTM distances and the other two
segments with maximum MTM distances) are collected per SLM to form the
two reference dictionaries.
The result of this stage is the collection of a number of segment samples
for each reference dictionary. These samples are assessed later to extract a set
of valuable feature descriptors per sample, as described in Section 5.4, and are
concatenated to construct the two feature dictionaries.
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Algorithm 5.2: MTMmatching and dictionary sample collection
Input : Current frame masked with SLM , background image
masked with SLM , and index u of image segment Su
Output: L(Su) : S
CF
u ∈ CSH or SBGu ∈ CO
1 For u = 1, 2, · · · , U
2 Convert SCFu to 1D array V
CF
3 Convert SBGu to 1D array V
BG
4 Compute intensity sum of V BG ⇒ V1 := 1 ∗ V BG
5 Compute intensity sum of squares of
V BG ⇒ V2 := 1 ∗ {V BG  V BG}
6 Compute variance of V BG ⇒ var(V BG) := V2 − (V1  V1)
7 For j = 1, 2, · · · , k
8 Generate binary vectors V j,CF
9 End For
10 Set accumulator A := 0
11 For j = 1, 2, · · · , k
12 Compute sum of V j,CF ⇒ |V j,CF | = 1 · V j,CF
13 Convolve V BG with V j,CF ⇒ C1 := V j,CF ∗ V BG
14 Compute C2 ⇒ C2 := (C1 C1)/|V j,CF |
15 Update accumulator A := A+ C2
16 End For
17 Compute du(S
CF
u , S
BG
u ) ⇒ du := (V1 − A) V2
18 End For
19 Find best match with an index um ⇒ um := minimum(du)
20 Find distant segment with an index ud ⇒ ud := maximum(du)
21 SCFum ∈ CSH
22 SCFud ∈ CO
23 Return
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(Backgrounds) (Frames) (Backgrounds) (Frames)
Figure 5.3: Examples of MTM matching results for a number of frames and their
backgrounds. Best match segments are highlighted in green and most distant segments
in red.
Examples of MTM matching results for a number of frames and their
backgrounds are shown in Figure 5.3. Diﬀerent sizes of objects, shadows, and
image segments are used to test the ability of the MTM matching scheme to
distinguish between the two classes. Only SLs are considered in the matching
test. The best match segments, highlighted in green, are successfully detected
by the proposed MTM matching scheme as parts of cast shadows. In addition,
segments with high MTM distance measures, highlighted in red, are labeled as
parts of the foreground objects.
5.4 Feature Extraction
A number of illumination-invariant features can be used to detect shadows in
images. Three powerful features are considered for patches that are occluded by
shadows: local color constancy, gradient orientation, and intensity histogram.
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a new set of feature descriptors that is capable of distinguishing shadows from
objects is constructed by taking advantage of these features. The features are
learned and classiﬁed at the region level to minimize the execution time without
aﬀecting the ﬁnal results. Since superpixel image segmentation is used [118], the
produced image segments contain only parts of the foreground object or parts
of its shadow.
At each time instant, t with t > K1, the masked background imageMBGt
and the masked current frame MCFt are available. For simplicity, the general
notations of Bg and Fg are used to represent the background frame and the
foreground frame at each time instant, respectively. Note that the shadow de-
tection process is discarded if the current frame does not contain any moving
object (i.e., no CDM is available). The goal is to segment the foreground frame
Fg into two main regions, namely, the moving objects and their cast shadows.
Let S = Sv be a segmented region of the shadow-like mask SLM in the
foreground frame Fg containing N pixels. Let p be a pixel in S, i.e., S(p) :
{p = 1, 2, ..., N}. Furthermore, let Ikc (p) be the intensity value of the pixel p
within a range of [0, 255] for a primary color c = {R,G,B} in either the current
foreground frame Fg or the background Bg as determined by k = {Fg,Bg}.
Since the segmentation process produces segments with diﬀerent sizes, the total
number of pixels N may vary by segment. A feature vector F(S) is then derived
for the image segment S, as described below.
5.4.1 Local Structure Descriptor
The textures of background surfaces do not change when shadows occur; how-
ever, the textures of the foreground objects are often diﬀerent from those in the
corresponding background. The most eﬀective method to describe the texture
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properties of a background surface is to determine the intensity diﬀerences among
neighboring pixels. Local binary patterns (LBP) [101] are among the ﬁrst local
texture descriptors designed to model the local texture of object surfaces. LBP
is simple to implement and has proven to be eﬀective in many computer vision
applications, including classiﬁcation. In addition, LBP can easily be extended
to multichannel image applications [122]. However, the method is sensitive to
noise and is applicable only when texture information is available. Local ternary
patterns (LTP) [102], local derivative pattern (LDP) [123], and local gradient
hexa pattern (LGHP) [124] were designed and used for face recognition to over-
come these problems. LTP provides a robust texture descriptor by introducing a
threshold among the local intensity comparisons; however, LTP is not invariant
under linear intensity transformation. Therefore, scaled invariant local ternary
patterns (SILTP) [103] was designed to address global and local illumination
changes.
The problem with these local texture descriptors is that they work only
when texture information is available; moreover, local texture descriptors often
produce undesirable results when neighboring pixels have similar and/or low
reﬂectance properties. Figure 5.4 shows an overall performance comparison of
traditional local texture descriptors under local illumination changes and non-
textured surfaces. In Figure 5.4, two small test patches of 3× 3 pixels from two
diﬀerent locations of the road surface are taken before and after occlusion by
parts of the vehicle and parts of the shadow. The corresponding local texture
descriptors, color-LBP (CLBP) [122], LTP [102], SILTP [103], the proposed
BPLCC, and LDP [123], are shown for comparison. All the values have been
normalized to 255 for a better comparison. In Figure 5.4 (a), CLBP produces
diﬀerent local texture values (with a score of 196 for shadow and 225 for back-
ground), which indicates that the feature descriptor is not eﬃcient under varying
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of popular local texture descriptors, CLBP τ=0P=8, LTP
τ=5
P=8,
SILTP τ=0.1P=8 , LDP
τ=0
P=8, and the proposed BPLCC
τ=5
P=8, under: (a) local illumination
change, and (b) non-textured surfaces.
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illumination. In addition, CLBP fails to distinguish the test patch that belongs
to the vehicle in the given frame from that of the background (CLBP=169
for the object patch and CLBP=167 for the background in Figure 5.4 (b)).
The LDP feature descriptor performs better than CLBP in the scenario of
nontextured surfaces (LDP=56 for the object part and LDP=184 for the cor-
responding background in Figure 5.4 (b)). However, LDP extracts unnecessary
information, which makes it ineﬃcient under changes in illumination. For exam-
ple, LDP produces two diﬀerent local texture values, 191 for shadow and 248
for the corresponding background, for the test patch in Figure 5.4 (a). With a
score of LTP=0 and SILTP=0, the two texture descriptors successfully produce
the same local texture values for the central pixel, which indicates their eﬃcient
performance under varying illumination, as shown in Figure 5.4 (a). However,
the LTP and SILTP feature descriptors fail to distinguish nontextured object
patches from their corresponding background (LTP=0, SILTP=0 in Figure 5.4
(b)).
Therefore, BPLCC, a new joint model of spatial structure feature de-
scriptors based on a simpliﬁed version of LBP combined with interchannel color
constancy, is designed to solve the misclassiﬁcation problems discussed above
and to sustain the classiﬁcation criterion. The proposed BPLCC is eﬀective
under both cases and produces the same pattern for background patches under
various illumination conditions (BPLCC=85 for shadow and the corresponding
background in Figure 5.4 (a)) and a diﬀerent one for patches that are occluded
by objects (BPLCC=77 for object and BPLCC=116 for the corresponding
background in Figure 5.4 (b)).
Let r, g and b represent three new values of pixel p for the red, green,
and blue channels, respectively. The rgb values of p are calculated as
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⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
r(p) =
IFGR (p)
IBGG (p) + 1
,
g(p) =
IFGG (p)
IBGB (p) + 1
,
b(p) =
IFGB (p)
IBGR (p) + 1
·
(5.6)
Note that 1 is added to the denominator to avoid division by zero. This
image transformation takes advantage of the color distribution among the chan-
nels and cancels the eﬀect of the reﬂectance properties. In addition, Equation
(5.6) monitors the changes in the irradiance of pixel p in the three channels over
time. Since the surface structure of the background does not change when a
shadow occurs, the new transformed image gives a luminance ratio in which all
neighboring pixels have similar values. The property of color constancy among
neighboring pixels does not hold for target objects due to the inequality of the
surface reﬂectance of the foreground object and the background.
The next step is to determine whether two neighboring pixels are consis-
tent in intensity, color and texture. This step is accomplished by comparing the
intensity value of the center pixel from one channel with that of the neighboring
pixels from the other channel, as shown in Figure 5.5:
M1(p) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if |r(p)− g(q)| ≤ THcc
0, otherwise
(5.7)
M2(p) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if |g(p)− b(q)| ≤ THcc
0, otherwise
(5.8)
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Figure 5.5: Illustration of proposed inter-channel spatial structure feature descriptor.
(top) a layer with 3 × 3 neighbouring pixels is shown for each channel (Red, Green,
and Blue) and (bottom) accumulated histogram for all pixels in an image segment
with 32-dimensions.
M3(p) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if |b(p)− r(q)| ≤ THcc
0, otherwise
(5.9)
where q is a direct neighboring pixel of the center pixel p. The color constancy
threshold THcc determines whether the two neighboring pixels, p and q, are
similar in color and intensity under illumination changes. The value for the
color constancy threshold THcc is learnt in Chapter 6.
The BPLCC spatial structure feature descriptor can then be applied to
the center pixel p as follows:
ccJ,Θ(p) =
3∑
l=1
J−1∑
j=0
{Ml(p) · 2j}· (5.10)
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where Ml(p) : l = {1, 2, 3} checks the consistency between the two points in
diﬀerent layers, as modeled in conditional Equations (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9), and
j ∈ {0, 1, 2, · · · , J − 1} is one of the eight direct neighbors of the center pixel p,
equally spaced on a circle of radius Θ.
The segment-level BPLCC feature descriptor is thus constructed by con-
catenating the pixel spatial structure feature descriptor cc(p) of all pixels in
image segment S, accumulated as a histogram feature:
BPLCC(S) = {cc(p) : p = 1, 2, ..., N}· (5.11)
The total number of possible values of pixel p in Equation (5.10) is 766
(within a range of [0, 755]); hence, the histogram of BPLCC can be constructed
by setting the number of bins to 32. Each of the ﬁrst 31 bins accommodates 24
levels of possible intensity values, and the last bin accommodates 22 levels.
Figure 5.6 shows the performances of the LBP, LTP, and SILTP feature
descriptors and the proposed BPLCC using two diﬀerent image patches, one oc-
cluded by an object and the other occluded by shadow. The Euclidean distances
ED are computed between the two feature vectors of the patch in the current
frame and the background for comparison. The proposed BPLCC clearly out-
performs the other three operators, with a small ED=0.13 when a shadow occurs
and a large ED=1.12 when the background is occluded by a foreground object.
5.4.2 Gradient Descriptor
The local gradient distribution is a powerful image feature that has been used in
many computer vision applications, including medical image classiﬁcation [125],
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(a1) (a2) ED=1.38 (a3) ED=0.66 (a4) ED=0.53 (a5) ED=0.13
(b1) (b2) ED=0.68 (b3) ED=0.28 (b4) ED=0.36 (b5) ED=1.12
Figure 5.6: Comparison of various feature descriptors for two patches under the test,
one occluded by foreground object (highlighted in red in the current frame (a1) and
blue in the background image (b1)), and the other by shadow (highlighted in green
in the current frame and in yellow in the background image). Euclidean distances are
computed and shown for each method. (a2)-(b2) LBP8,1, (a3)-(b3) LTP
5
8,1, (a4)-(b4)
SILTP 0.18,1 , and (a5)-(b5) the proposed BPLCC.
human detection [126] and shadow detection [127]. The main limitation of the
standard gradient descriptors, such as scale-invariant feature transform SIFT
[128] and [129], is that a pixel’s orientation (magnitude and direction) can easily
be aﬀected by varying the illumination. Furthermore, the eﬀect is severe when
the underlying area of the pixel is illuminated by a directional light source.
On the other hand, the geometric formation of the cast shadow, based on the
location of the light source, can provide additional information to design better
gradient descriptors.
To overcome the drawbacks mentioned above, a new model for local gra-
dient distributions, called LGO, is introduced as a gradient feature descriptor
under varying illumination. In the following, the theoretical basis of LGO and
the feature extraction are explained.
On the basis of the pixel model formula introduced in Equation (3.1) in
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Section 3.1.1, the intensity S(p) of a background pixel p in the underlying scene
can be expressed as a product of the irradiance i(p) and the surface reﬂection
r(p) of the point:
S(p) = i(p)r(p) (5.12)
As discussed in Chapter 3, the irradiance term i(p) can be modeled as:
i(p) = cA + T (p)TDcDcos(θ) (5.13)
where θ is the incident angle of the dominant light source, cD is the intensity of
the dominant light source, cA is the intensity of the ambient light, 0 ≤ TD ≤ 1
is the global light coeﬃcient measuring the amount of light energy available at
each time instant, and 0 ≤ T (p) ≤ 1 is the local light coeﬃcient determining the
amount of light received by the point.
On the basis of Equations (5.12) and (5.13) and under the assumption
that (1) the reﬂectance property r(p) of the point does not change over time and
(2) the light source is far from the object (i.e., θ = 0), the luminance ratio Δ(p)
can be obtained for point p at two time instants:
Δ(p) =
cA + T
′
(p) · TD · cD
cA + T (p) · TD · cD (5.14)
Note that the three components cA, TD, and cD are independent of the
location of pixel p. Equation (5.14) can be further simpliﬁed by considering
cD  cA:
Δ(p) ≈ T
′
(p)
T (p)
(5.15)
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where T (p) and T
′
(p) are two local light coeﬃcients determining the percentage
of the energy received from the dominant light by point p at two diﬀerent times.
Now, let q be a neighboring point to p and assume that both are located
on a shaded line parallel to the direction of illumination when shadows occur.
Based on Equation (5.15), the gradient Δ(p, q) between the two shaded points
can be found:
Δ(p, q) =
T
′
(p)
T (p)
− T
′
(q)
T (q)
(5.16)
Since the two points are close to each other in the background scene, p
and q are expected to receive the same amount of dominant light energy before
shadows occur, that is, T (p) ≈ T (q) = T . Equation (5.16) then becomes:
Δ(p, q) =
1
T
· [T ′(p)− T ′(q)] (5.17)
The geometric location of the shaded point p at the current time de-
termines whether the point receives a higher amount of light energy (from the
dominant and the ambient light sources) than q. The intensity of the dominant
light source within a cast shadow region smoothly increases from the object-
shadow boundary to the outer boundary [108]. In other words, if point p is
located on the outer part of the penumbra and point q is located on the inner
part of the penumbra, then Δ(p, q) > 0, which leads to:
T
′
(p) > T
′
(q) (5.18)
Similarly, the diﬀerence between any two parts of the shadow from the
inner part of the penumbra to the inner part of the umbra gives a positive gra-
dient. Figure 5.7 illustrates this property of the shadow, where the relationship
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Figure 5.7: Luminance ratio analysis for a line scanned along light direction.
among neighboring points within the shadow region can be established according
to Equation (5.18):
T
′
(p4) > T
′
(p3) > T
′
(p2) > T
′
(p1) > T
′
(p0) (5.19)
where p4, p3, p2, p1 and p0 are points located in the outer part of the penumbra,
inner part of the penumbra, penumbra-umbra boundary, outer part of the umbra,
and inner part of the umbra, respectively. The decreasing property of the shadow
transition does not exist among object points due to the inequality of their
reﬂectance with the corresponding background.
The location of the light source in the image sequence is ﬁrst estimated
using [130] to extract this valuable feature model. The gradient features are
then extracted for each color channel independently using RGB format and
then concatenated to form one LGO feature descriptor. An example of the
LGO feature extraction is shown in Figure 5.8.
On the basis of Equation (5.14), the luminance ratio image ΔI is com-
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 5.8: The process of proposed LGO feature extraction; (a) an estimation of
angular direction of the light source L, (b) a magniﬁed section of image segment S
highlighted in yellow with diﬀerent gradient orientations (white arrows) and matching
angle θ, (c) 8-radial section with a starting position of histogram, and (d) the LGO
histogram of S.
puted for each pixel as follows:
ΔI(p) =
IFG(p)
IBG(p) + 1
· (5.20)
ΔI(p) in the resultant image can have a value within one of two ranges, 0 ≤
ΔI(p) < 1 or 1 ≤ ΔI(p) ≤ 255. Since the ﬁrst range corresponds to a very
low gradient magnitude compared to the second range, the values in each image
segment are normalized with a scaler to have the same global mean (the mean
for all the image segments). In this way, we ensure a fair comparison of the
gradient magnitudes and directions.
Next, for each pixel in image segment S, the gradient direction GD(p)
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and gradient magnitude GM(p) are computed as
GM(p) =
√
Δ2X +Δ
2
Y (5.21)
GD(p) = arctan{ΔY
ΔX
} (5.22)
where ΔX and ΔY are the horizontal gradient (the diﬀerence in intensity
between pixels in the previous column and the next column) and the vertical
gradient (the diﬀerence in intensity between pixels in the previous row and the
next row) of the central pixel p. The angle of the gradient direction GD(p) varies
from 0o to 360o, i.e., 0o ≤ GD(p) < 360o.
Segment S is then divided into Ω radial sections based on the direction of
the light source L, each with a directional angle of 2θ, where θ = π/Ω. The ﬁrst
radial section is aligned with the direction of the light source L to cover angles
ranging from L − θ to L + θ and to accommodate the magnitude values of all
the pixels (mainly shadow pixels) that have a similar gradient direction to that
of L. The value of each radial direction is calculated as
Dr(h) =
∑
p∈S
GM(p) if L+ (2h− 3)θ ≤ GD(p) ≤ L+ (2h− 1)θ (5.23)
where h is the index of the radial direction.
The histogram for the LGO features is ﬁnally constructed by concatenat-
ing all the angular directions Dr(h), and the ﬁrst bin of the histogram contains
the magnitude values of all the pixels that have a direction similar to that of L:
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LGO(S) = {Dr(h) : h = 1, 2, ...,Ω}· (5.24)
Because all three primary colors are used in constructing the gradient
model, the total number of bins is 3× Ω.
5.4.3 Intensity Descriptor
The proposed BPLCC and LGO feature descriptors discussed above are ex-
tracted by establishing a spatial relationship between a pixel and its surroundings
without considering the actual intensity values in the image segment. However,
pixel intensity can provide additional information for distinguishing the two
classes. Therefore, an intensity histogram of the segments IH(S) is computed
along with BPLCC and LGO as an additional feature descriptor. For grayscale
format with a range of [0, 255], the total number of bins is empirically set to 16
to accommodate all 16 levels of intensity.
5.4.4 Feature Descriptor
The three features discussed above have varying dynamic ranges; therefore, the
three feature vectors are normalized to a common mean. A linear scaler, which
is computed by dividing the sum of the feature elements of BPLCC(S) by its
feature dimension, is used to align the means of LGO(S) and IH(S) with that
of BPLCC(S). All three features are then combined as the ﬁnal descriptor for
the image segment S:
F(S) = {BPLCC(S), LGO(S), IH(S)} (5.25)
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The dimension of the above segment feature descriptor isH = (32+3×Ω+
16). F(S) is extracted for all shadow-like segments initially formed in the SLMs
at t > K1, including all the shadow-like segments collected for constructing the
reference dictionaries. The process of computing the three feature descriptors
for segment S is given in Algorithm 5.3.
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Algorithm 5.3: The proposed segment feature extraction
method.
Input : A segment S ∈ SLM, foreground frame FG, and
background image BG in RGB colour format.
Output: F(S)
1 Obtain luminance ratio of S between two layers of RGB using
Equation (5.6): Srgb ← T(SFGRGB, SBGRGB)
2 Obtain luminance ratio of S using the same layer in RGB using
Equation (5.20): SΔ ← T(SFG, SBG)
3 Divide the segment S into Ω radial sections using Equation (5.23)
4 Obtain gray-scale format for S: SFGGR ← T(SFGRGB)
5 For p = 1, 2, · · · , N
6 cc(p) ← Compute pixel spatial structure feature descriptor in a
7 3× 3 window centred at p using Equation (5.10)
8 GD(p) ← Compute pixel gradient direction using Equation
(5.22)
9 GM(p) ← Compute pixel gradient magnitude using Equation
10 (5.21)
11 End For
12 Compute histogram of BPLCC for S using Equation (5.11):
BPLCC(S) ← cc(p) : p = 1, 2, · · · , N
13 Compute histogram of LGO for S using Equation (5.24):
LGO(S) ← Dr(h) : h = 1, 2, · · · ,Ω
14 Compute histogram of IH for S using 16 bins:
IH(S) ← SFGGR(p) : p = 1, 2, · · · , N
15 Combine all feature descriptors for S:
F(S) ← {BPLCC(S), LGO(S), IH(S)}
16 Return
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5.5 Segment Classiﬁcation
The second stage of shadow detection is classiﬁcation, where the decision is
based on the derived features. In many shadow detection methods, the classiﬁ-
cation process uses adaptive thresholds [62] without the aid of a classiﬁer, while
other methods use standard classiﬁers to improve the detection results. Widely
used classiﬁers include SVMs [131], Bayesian classiﬁers [132], nearest neighbor
classiﬁers [133], and statistical learning classiﬁers [134]. Compared with other
methods, SVM often performs well for discriminating features of multiclasses.
However, SVM is a monolithic classiﬁer whose performance is adversely aﬀected
by large intraclass variation [135].
The objective of segment classiﬁcation is to assign each image segment
S to one of two image categories: shadow or object. The sparse approximation
method for classiﬁcation, which has proven to be eﬀective in addressing a variety
of classiﬁcation issues [125], is adopted.
Let CSH and CO represent the image categories of shadow and object,
respectively. The image segment S is intended to be assigned a category label
L(S) ∈ {CSH , CO}. Q image segments of category l are assumed to have been
collected and saved in each dictionary reference (as discussed in Section 5.3) to
form the corresponding training set {Sq : q = 1, 2, ..., Q}. A feature dictionary
matrix Dl is then constructed by concatenating the feature vectors in a column-
by-column manner:
Dl = {F(Sq) : q = 1, 2, ..., Q} ∈ RH×Q (5.26)
where F(Sq) is the feature vector with dimension H(H < Q) for image segment
Sq. Two dictionaries are constructed for categories CSH and CO. The number
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of feature vectors Q in a dictionary depends on the size of the training set;
therefore, the dictionaries can have diﬀerent values of Q.
Given image segment S, a sparse-regularized linear model is used to ﬁnd
the best approximation vectorF
′
l (S) for the feature vectorF(S) from the feature
dictionary Dl:
ωl = argmin
ωl
‖ F(S)−Dlωl ‖22 s.t ‖ ωl ‖0≤ E (5.27)
F
′
l (S) = Dlωl (5.28)
where ωl is a sparse coeﬃcient vector with E nonzero elements. The above
optimization problem can be solved by the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP)
algorithm 1 [136].
The diﬀerence between the actual feature vector F(S) and its best ap-
proximation F
′
l (S) in each category l ∈ {CSH , CO} is calculated to determine a
category label for the image segment S:
dl(S) =‖ F(S)−F′l (S) ‖2 σ(ωl) (5.29)
where σ(ωl) is the standard deviation of the nonzero elements in ωl. The above
optimization penalizes a large value of σ(ωl) because it indicates disagreement
among image segments in a feature dictionary.
S is assigned a category label corresponding to the minimum diﬀerence
1The OMP package can be downloaded from: http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/ ron-
rubin/software.html
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obtained:
L(S) = argmin
l
dl(S) (5.30)
The standard form of the sparse-representation-based classiﬁcation dis-
cussed above and used in [125] is often aﬀected by intraclass variation, which
can lead to misclassiﬁcation. A new model of sparse-representation-based classi-
ﬁcation that accounts for more than a single class estimate from the dictionary
of each class is introduced to overcome this problem and to improve the classi-
ﬁcation results. A multi-independent sparse representations is used instead of a
single representation; thus, the class of the segment under test is assigned by de-
riving a standard model of the probability of occurrence among the independent
class assignments.
In practice, the sparse-regularized linear model used in Equation (5.27)
and Equation (5.28) is iterated j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J} times to ﬁnd the J best approx-
imation vectors F
′
l,j(S) for the feature vector F(S) from each dictionary. After
each iteration, the two dictionaries are updated by removing the elements that
have been selected as a class feature representation by the previous iterations.
The classiﬁcation is then performed using Equation (5.29) and Equation (5.30),
and the result is mapped to {0, 1} for each class, where Cl(S) = 1 if S ∈ Cl
and Cl(S) = 0 otherwise. The ﬁnal classiﬁcation of S can thus be obtained by
maximizing the number of occurrences of each independent class:
L(S) = argmax
l
J∑
j=1
Cl,j(S) (5.31)
The proposed multi-independent sparse-representation-based classiﬁca-
tion (MSR) reduces the risk of misrepresentation of feature similarities among
categories and provides a robust class estimate of the segment under test. Figure
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Figure 5.9: An example of segment-level classiﬁcation for a test image segment oc-
cluded by shadow in the current frame.
5.9 illustrates the overall classiﬁcation process for a shadow patch taken from
the current frame. Two classes of image segments, one for objects (highlighted
in red) and the other for shadows (highlighted in green) are shown along with
a test image (belonging to the shadow class). Feature vectors are generated
for image segments using the proposed feature descriptors. The classiﬁcation is
performed using similarity measures between the test image feature vector and
its best local estimate from each reference dictionary.
5.6 Region-level Classiﬁcation
The ﬁnal step is to establish inter-region dependencies among all neighboring seg-
ments to assign a class to each segment labeled as dark in Section 5.2. The idea
of inter-region dependencies is based on the process of region-growing segmen-
tation. The process is repeated until no more region dependencies exist among
neighboring segments. In many region-growing methods, a homogeneity test is
performed to determine whether the features (such as mean intensity, edges, and
textures) of any two neighboring regions are similar. The diﬀerences in feature
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descriptors of the two regions are compared with the standard deviations of the
two regions to determine whether to merge or split the two regions. Since useful
features cannot be extracted from a dark segment, the feature-based test fails
to assign correct labels to the segment. Alternatively, examining the spatial
connectivity (also called connected components) between adjacent segments is
a good way to achieve higher labeling accuracy. Spatial connectivity can be
applied to the internal boundary points that the region shares with surrounding
regions.
Let Sd be the dark segment under test, and let So and Ssh be segments
belonging to the moving object and shadow, respectively. The aim is to ﬁnd all
possible paths (if any exist) from Sd to So and Ssh through the boundary shared
by the two regions. The total number of boundary points that Sd shares with
each class is then used to determine whether the region belongs to a class:
L(Sd) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
CO, if |Bo| 	= 0 and |Bo| ≥ |Bsh|
CSH , if |Bsh| 	= 0 and |Bsh| > |Bo|
Undeﬁned, otherwise
(5.32)
where |Bo| is the total number of boundary points between the test segment
Sd and the object segment(s), i.e., |Bo| = So ∪ Sd. |Bsh| is the total number
of boundary points between the test segment Sd and the shadow segment(s),
i.e., |Bsh| = Ssh ∪ Sd. The classiﬁcation process for a segment with no shared
boundaries with So and Ssh is skipped to proceed to the next segment.
To detect boundary pixels between two adjacent segments, morphological
dilation followed by the logical AND operation can be performed between the
two segments to determine the region of intersection. The number of boundary
points between the test segment and all neighboring segments belonging to the
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Table 5.1: Possible conditions associated with region growing.
|Bsh| |Bo| |Bd| Case L(St)
=0 =0 > 0 St is surrounded by Sds only Undeﬁned (skip)
=0 > 0 =0 St is surrounded by Sos only
Object
=0 > 0 > 0 St is surrounded by Sos & Sds
> 0 =0 =0 St is surrounded by Sshs only
Shadow
> 0 =0 > 0 St is surrounded by Sshs & Sds
> 0 > 0 =0 St is surrounded by Sshs & Sos Object if |Bo|  |Bsh|
> 0 > 0 > 0 St is surrounded by Sshs, Sos, & Sds Shadow if |Bo| < |Bsh|
* |Bd| = Sd ∩ St is the total number of boundary points between the test segment
and a dark segment Sd.
same class can then be computed. The whole process of labeling dark segments is
performed iteratively and is terminated when all undeﬁned segments are labeled.
The labeling process of the dark segments is given in Algorithm 5.4.
Table 5.1 presents all possible conditions that can occur in the proposed
region-growing method. A category label is assigned to the test segment St based
on the given conditions.
Figure 5.10 shows a magniﬁed section of the segmentation classiﬁcation
of a frame obtained in the previous stage of the proposed method. The section
shows a case in which a test segment St is surrounded by more than one labeled
segment from each class. The segment also shares some boundary points with
two other dark segments Sd1 and Sd2. In the ﬁrst iteration, the test segment St
is classiﬁed as part of the shadow since it shares most of its boundary points
with shadow segments Ssh1, Ssh2 and Ssh3 (the results are shown in Figure 5.10-
(b)). In the second iteration, Sd1 is labeled as an object since it shares some
boundary points with So1, while Sd2 is labeled as shadow as it is surrounded by
the connected border of shadow segments St and Ssh3 (the results are shown in
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.10: An example of the process of region-level classiﬁcation. (a) a test image
segment St surrounded by a two object segments So, three shadow segments Ssh, and
two dark segments Sd, (b) the classiﬁcation result after ﬁrst iteration, and (c) the
classiﬁcation result after second iteration.
Figure 5.10-(c)).
5.7 Summary
This chapter presents a novel method for detecting moving shadows under possi-
ble problematic situations. In this method, two illumination-invariant features,
namely, BPLCC and LGO, are introduced along with the intensity histogram
IH. These features are extracted from image patches and are used to construct
two overcomplete dictionaries for objects and shadows, respectively. Samples
for the two reference dictionaries are collected by applying a matching by tone
mapping MTM pattern matching scheme on shadow-like segments. Given a
new image patch, its best approximation for a number of iterations is found
from each dictionary. For each iteration, an independent class assignment is
performed by ﬁnding the distance from the reference dictionaries. The patch
is then assigned to a class based on its probability of occurrence. In the ﬁnal
stage of the proposed method, spatial connected component labeling is applied
to assign a class to dark segments.
The three proposed feature descriptors are selected carefully to extract
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Algorithm 5.4: Region-level classiﬁcation
Input : Dark segments Sd in DSM mask, object segments So in
object segment mask OSM , and shadow segments Ssh in
shadow segment mask SSM
Output: F(Sd)
1 Set: number of iterations= number of dark segments D
2 For Itr = 1, 2, · · · , D
3 Initialize: z = 0
4 For d = 1, 2, · · · , D
5 Compute Mask(Sd) with the same size of DSM containing
6 only dark segment Sd
7 Mask(Sd) ← Apply morphological dilation on Mask(Sd)
8 Compute |Bo|: |Bo| ← Mask(Sd) ∩OSM
9 Compute |Bsh|: |Bsh| ← Mask(Sd) ∩ SSM
10 If |Bo| = 0 and |Bsh| = 0
11 z ← z + 1
12 Else If |Bo|  |Bsh|
13 F(Sd) = CO
14 Else |Bo| < |Bsh|
15 F(Sd) = CSH
16 End If
17 End For
18 If z = 0
19 Break the For loop
20 End If
21 End For
22 Return
valuable information under possible problematic situations that occur for shad-
ows. For example, BPLCC detects micro patterns of the underlying surface
structure using a new joint model of LBP and interchannel color constancy.
Thus, the BPLCC feature descriptor can distinguish the two classes, objects
and shadows, in situations where texture information is not available. On the
other hand, the LGO feature descriptor can distinguish the two classes in cases
of chromatic shadows or color blending. In addition to BPLCC and LGO, the
intensity of individual pixels in the segment, IH, provides additional support for
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the labeling process and overcomes the problem of camouﬂage.
In Chapter 6, the overall performance of the proposed shadow detection
method and the feature descriptors is evaluated individually with respect to the
problem domain and compared with the performance of other state-of-the-art
algorithms. Furthermore, the performance of the overall proposed framework
is evaluated and compared with that of a number of well-known algorithms
proposed for shadow detection.
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Results and Discussion
6.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 presented a background subtraction method for creating CDMs for
further processing. Chapter 5 presented a method to detect moving shadows
from these CDM under possible problematic situations discussed in Chapter 3.
In this chapter, overall results from both methods are presented in rela-
tion to the research aims developed in Chapter 1. These results are analyzed
and evaluated using manually segmented ground truth images. Three main ex-
periments are conducted to evaluate the methods and features proposed in this
thesis. The ﬁrst experiment tests the accuracy of the proposed complete frame-
work (change detection and shadow detection) in the presence of problematic
situations. In addition, the results from the proposed framework are compared
with those obtained by three popular state-of-the-art moving object detection
methods. In the second experiment, the proposed moving shadow detection fea-
tures, BPLCC and LGO, are examined and compared with the most popular
image feature descriptors. In the ﬁnal experiment, the proposed shadow detec-
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tion method (the proposed feature descriptors and the multi-independent sparse
representation classiﬁer) is evaluated in terms of shadow detection rate, shadow
discrimination rate, accuracy, and stability. In addition, the quantitative perfor-
mance of the proposed shadow detection method is compared with that of the
current state-of-the-art moving shadow detection algorithms.
All the experiments in this chapter, including the implementation of all
the methods, features, and the production of the results, were conducted using
a PC running MATLAB on an AMD FX(tm)-8150 Eight-Core Processor at 3.6
GHz with 16 GB RAM.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, technical
details of the datasets are brieﬂy discussed in Section 6.2. The ﬁve main eval-
uation metrics used to evaluate the performance are introduced in Section 6.3.
Section 6.4 explains the methods involved in determining the major parame-
ters used for the proposed method. In Section 6.5, pixel-level qualitative and
quantitative results from the proposed framework are analyzed and evaluated.
In Section 6.6, the segment-level qualitative and quantitative performance of
the proposed BPLCC and LGO feature descriptors is analyzed, evaluated, and
compared with that of the most popular feature descriptors. Section 6.7 provides
an extensive qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results of the proposed
moving shadow detection method and the most common and recent works in the
area. Finally, a summary of the results is presented in Section 6.8.
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion
6.2 Datasets
Three publicly available datasets containing eight challenging sequences for in-
door and outdoor environments are used in the experiment. The technical details
of these sequences are shown in Table 6.1. These sequences are classiﬁed with
respect to the associated problematic situations discussed in Chapter 3.
To initialize the background model, construct the reference dictionaries,
and learn the parameters, the datasets are divided into three groups, with each
group having a diﬀerent number of frames. The ﬁrst group contains the ﬁrst
K1 video frames from the whole datasets and is used to obtain the background
model. The second group of datasets contains K2−K1 video frames taken from
the whole datasets and is used to construct the two reference dictionaries. A
number of frames is taken from the ﬁrst K2 video frames of each dataset to learn
the major parameters. The last group of datasets, which contains most of the
frames from the entire datasets, is used to test the overall proposed method.
More details about these sequences are given below.
  Campus :
This sequence shows an outdoor environment with various moving object
classes and sizes. The sequence represents a condition where shadows are
relatively large and weak due to the presence of multilight eﬀects. Campus
is publicly available to download from [24].
  Cubicle:
Cubicle shows people walking in a quiet room with stable light conditions.
The sequence represents a strong camouﬂage problem between parts of the
walking people and the background. Cubicle is chosen to assess the ability
of the proposed method under this problematic situation. This sequence,
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including input frames and ground truth, is available to download [25].
  WBS :
WBS is a video of a shopping mall corridor where people are walking alone
and in groups, entering and exiting side shops. The sequence is challenging
because of shadow color blending, which results from strong background
reﬂection. This sequence, including input frames and associated ground
truth images, is available to download [24].
  PPL:
The sequence PPL is an outdoor sequence that contains people walking
under a large shaded area. This sequence is due to the presence of strong
chromatic shadows, foreground-background camouﬂage, and nontextured
dark surfaces. This sequence can be downloaded from [25].
  Seam:
Seam shows another outdoor environment where a camera is mounted
in front of a building to record people’s activities during a sunny day.
Distinguishing moving objects from their shadows is a challenging task
in this sequence due to foreground-background camouﬂage, nontextured
surfaces, and dark surfaces. This sequence, including input frames and
ground truths, is available to download [27].
  HwyI :
This sequence represents noisy and heavy traﬃc conditions where large
and strong shadows cause multiple vehicles to be combined into a single
CDM. The sequence contains all the problematic situations except shadow
color blending. This sequence can be downloaded from [24].
  HwyIII :
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HwyIII provides another example of a traﬃc scene with various problem-
atic situations. The sizes of the vehicles and their shadows are relatively
smaller than in HwyI. This sequence, including input frames and aground
truth, is available to download [24].
  Bungalows :
This sequence is recorded with a low-angle camera mounted on the side of
the road. The sequence contains large vehicles passing in front of the cam-
era. Bungalows is a good example of nontextured surfaces and chromatic
shadows. This sequence can be downloaded from [25].
6.3 Evaluation Metrics
Five quantitative metrics, namely, recall, precision, shadow detection rate (η),
shadow discrimination rate (ξ), and accuracy, are used in the performance eval-
uation [23][112]. The ﬁrst two quantitative metrics are adopted to measure the
accuracy of the proposed change detection method:
Recall =
TPCD
TPCD + FNCD
(6.1)
Precision =
TPCD
TPCD + FPCD
(6.2)
where recall measures the percentage of detected true positives TPCD compared
to the total number of true positives in the ground truth, that is, the sum of all
the pixels correctly detected as changes in the background (TPCD) and the pixels
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incorrectly detected as background (FNCD). Precision gives the percentage of
detected true positives TPCD compared to the total number of pixels detected
by the method, i.e., the sum of all the pixels correctly detected as changes in the
background (TPCD) and the background pixels incorrectly detected as changes
(FPCD).
The last three quantitative metrics evaluate the proposed moving shadow
detection method with respect to the ground truth. The metrics are computed
as below:
η =
TPS
TPS + FNS
(6.3)
ξ =
TPO
TPO + FNO
(6.4)
Accuracy =
TPO
TPO + FNO + FNS
(6.5)
where the shadow detection rate (η) measures the percentage of shadow points
(TPS - number of true positive shadow points and FNS - number of false negative
shadow points) that are correctly detected as shadows (TPS), and the shadow
discrimination rate (ξ) measures the percentage of object points (TPO - number
of true positive object points, and FNO - number of false negative object points)
that are correctly detected as objects (TPO). Accuracy is adopted in conjunc-
tion with the shadow detection rate and shadow discrimination rate to evaluate
the overall performance of the proposed moving shadow detection method with
respect to foreground moving objects. This evaluation metric is necessary since
the main aim of change detection and shadow detection is to extract target ob-
jects from their shadows and from the background scene. Accuracy is measured
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as the ratio of correctly detected object points (TPO) to the sum of the number
of actual object points (TPO) (taken from ground truth), the number of object
points incorrectly detected as shadows (FNO), and the number of shadow points
incorrectly detected as objects (FNS).
In addition to the above ﬁve quantitative metrics, another important met-
ric, namely, detection stability, is considered for each shadow detection method.
Stability monitors the detection accuracy over time and determines whether the
accuracy is relatively constant. In terms of moving shadow detection, high de-
tection accuracy for certain conditions (or frames) and low accuracy for others
is unacceptable. Detection stability is computed as below:
Stability = 1− max (Accuracy)−min (Accuracy)
100
(6.6)
where max (Accuracy) and min (Accuracy) are the maximum and minimum
detection accuracies obtained for a number of frames in the sequence. Stability
is used to evaluate the shadow detection methods proposed in Section 6.7.3.
6.4 Parameter Settings
Eleven major parameters are used to determine the overall accuracy of the pro-
posed moving shadow detection: number of frames K1 used to model initializa-
tion, distance threshold THBG, size of the neuronal network mapping n, best
match threshold THp, learning rate THα, segment level threshold THS, color
constancy thresholds THcc, number of radial sections Ω, dictionary size Q, sparse
constant E, and number of iterations J . Various settings of these parameters
are assessed in the experiments. Note that selecting inadequate parameters may
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result in low performance of the proposed method. The main parameters are
discussed below.
  Number of frames K1:
The number of frames K1 used to initialize the background image in the
proposed change detection method is set based on the scene’s character-
istics and the number of static initial frames available for each sequence.
To estimate the reference background BG, K1 is set to 60 for Campus,
Cubicle, PPL, and Seam since these scenes are uncongested. Sequence
WBS is a crowded scene; hence, K1 is set to 260 to ensure that the back-
ground is clear from moving people. For the three traﬃc scenes, HwyI,
HwyIII and Bungalows, K1 is set to 40, 45, and 120, respectively.
  Distance threshold THBG:
Based on the analysis, the distance threshold THBG used in Equation (4.4)
(Section 4.3.1) is set to 30 for all sequences to avoid including foreground
patterns in the background initialization.
  Size of the neuronal network n:
The size of the neuronal network mapping n used in Equation (4.24) (Sec-
tion 4.3.3) is set to 3× 3 for all sequences to minimize the computational
complexity.
  Best match threshold THp:
The threshold THp used in Equation (4.27) (Section 4.3.4) determines
whether the best matching pixel pm with weight vector zm belongs to a
foreground object or background scene. Since the HSV T feature descrip-
tor is normalized to a common range of [0, 255], zm can have any value
within the range of [0, 510]. In the experiment, lower values of THp are
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chosen for congested sequences to allow the method to detect more fore-
ground points in the current frame. By contrast, higher values of THp are
chosen for uncongested sequences to ensure that the background model is
maintained. Thus, THp is set to 50 forWBS, HwyI, HwyIII, and Bungalows
and to 120 for the remaining uncongested sequences.
  Learning rate THα:
The learning rate THα used in Equation (4.31) (Section 4.3.5) is set to
0.05 for sequences Campus, WBS, and Bungalows since the background
points are occluded by the same (or similar) foreground pattern for more
than a frame. Meanwhile, THα is set to 0.01 for the remaining sequences.
  Segment level threshold THS:
The segment level threshold THS used in Equation (4.33) (Section4.3.6)
in the ﬁnal classiﬁcation is set to 0.6. Thus, a segment is classiﬁed as
foreground if more than 60% of the total pixels are labeled as foregrounds
in the previous stage of the algorithm.
  Color constancy threshold THcc:
In Figure 6.1 (top), the main parameter for BPLCC, namely, the color
constancy threshold THcc (used in Equations (5.7), (5.8), and (5.9) in Sec-
tion 5.4.1), is learned separately using 1890 image segments from the ﬁrst
K2 frames of the datasets. The selected parameter is considered to be
global since diﬀerent scene conditions are considered. A THcc to 0.2 main-
tains a good balance between the shadow detection rate and the discrimina-
tion rate in all the datasets. Higher values than THcc = 0.2 provide better
shadow detection results (more pixels are detected as shadows); however,
the higher values lead to more misclassiﬁcation because most object pixels
with dark surface reﬂectance and low texture properties are classiﬁed as
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shadows (see shadow discrimination rate in Figure 6.1(top)).
  Number of radial sections Ω:
Figure 6.1 (bottom) shows the eﬀects of using diﬀerent numbers of di-
rectional angles Ω for computing the gradient features, as formulated in
Equations (5.23) and (5.24) (Section 5.4.2). The results indicate that set-
ting Ω to 8 (i.e., θ =
π
Ω
) provides satisfactory detection results for all the
datasets.
  Dictionary size Q:
A total of K2 − K1 frames are taken from each dataset to construct the
reference dictionaries. Taking small segments into consideration, a total of
816 object segments (CO=816) and 672 shadow segments (CSH=672) were
collected from each dataset. For both classes, the size of the dictionary is
much larger than the feature dimension (Q  H).
  Sparse constant E:
Based on the experimental analysis, setting the sparse constant E, which
is used in Equation (5.27) in Section 5.5, to 10 achieves a good balance
between the classiﬁcation accuracy and computational eﬃciency. Note that
the size of each dictionary should be suﬃciently large such that at least 10
image segments can be sparsely selected.
  Number of iterations J :
The number of iterations J used in Equation (5.31) (Section 5.5) for the
ﬁnal classiﬁcation is set to 3 to provide good classiﬁcation accuracy be-
tween the two categories. A larger number of iterations could be selected;
however, J=3 is adequate to achieve good detection results with low com-
putational eﬀort.
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6.5 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework
The performance of the overall proposed change detection method and proposed
shadow detection method is evaluated under various environments using all the
datasets listed in Table 6.1. Three well-known and comprehensive shadow de-
tection methods are examined: the method proposed by Lenone et al. [137]
(GABOR), the method proposed by Maddalena et al. [112] (SOBS), and the
method proposed by Amato et al. [62] (LCC). These methods are described in
greater detail in Section 6.5.1. The qualitative performance and quantitative
performance on each dataset are discussed in Section 6.5.2. Finally, the quanti-
tative performance of all the methods with respect to all problematic situations
is analyzed in Section 6.5.3.
6.5.1 State-of-the-art of Comprehensive Methods
Many moving object detection methods have been proposed; however, only a few
include moving shadow detection as the ﬁnal main stage of the overall system.
Three well-known methods that provide all the required stages for detecting
shadows are selected for comparison in this thesis. The recommended parameters
speciﬁed in each reference paper are used to ensure a fair comparison.
The ﬁrst method selected for comparison was proposed by Leone et al.
[137]. In the method, the intensity ratio and adaptive background diﬀerence are
used to detect changes in background scenes. To detect shadow points in the
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CDM, the similarities between texture feature descriptors, initially extracted
using standard Gabor functions, are examined. This method is selected for
comparison since standard Gabor functions are used instead of special-purpose
feature descriptors.
The second method selected for comparison was proposed by Maddalena
et al. [112]. The method works at the pixel level to detect changes in the
background and eliminate shadows. In this method, self-organization through
neuronal networks is used to ﬁnd the best match of the current sample pixel
belonging to the incoming frame. The method is a good example from the pixel-
based category of methods and, hence, is used for comparison in this thesis.
Amato et al. [62] proposed a moving shadow detection method based on
local constancy detection. Four similarity measures, namely, angular similarity,
intensity similarity, angular neighborhood similarity, and intensity neighborhood
similarity, are used to detect changes in the background. Moreover, the gradient
constancy and local color consistency are analyzed to detect shadow points. This
method is selected for comparison as it belongs to the region-based category of
shadow detection methods.
6.5.2 Qualitative Performance
In this section, the qualitative performance of the methods is analyzed and com-
pared using frames taken from all the sequences given in Table 6.1. Two types of
morphological operation [117], namely, 2D hole ﬁlling and area opening, are ap-
plied to enhance the ﬁnal change detection results obtained from all the methods.
The 2D hole ﬁlling morphological operation is applied to ﬁll small holes within
the detected foreground objects. Meanwhile, the area opening morphological
operation is used to remove all small blobs detected as foreground.
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Figure 6.2 shows a frame containing a soft achromatic shadow and rela-
tively stationary background scene from the Campus dataset. The selected frame
tests the ability of each method under global illumination changes, nontextured
surfaces, and camouﬂage. The associated background frame, the change de-
tection ground truth image (CDM Ground Truth), and the ground truth (GT)
image for shadow detection are given for comparison. The detection results of
the GABOR method [137], the SOBS method [112], the LCC method [62], the
proposed change detection method and the shadow detection method are shown
for comparison. The frame-level quantitative performance, including the num-
ber of true positives for shadow points (TPs), the number of false negatives for
shadow points (FNs), the number of true positives for object points (TPo), the
number of false negatives for object points (FNo), and the accuracy, are also
presented.
The performance of all the methods is very good for this frame since the
frame contains only one problematic situation (e.g., some parts of the red vehicle
are smooth and textureless). With an accuracy of 95.4%, the performance SOBS
is higher than GABOR (accuracy of 85.1%) and LCC (accuracy of 88.4%) for this
frame as the method strongly relies on color information (HSV color format) to
distinguish the three classes: foreground objects, background, and shadows. By
incorporating texture information with color, the proposed method achieves high
accuracy (95.4% of the total object points are correctly detected as foreground
objects). Some background surfaces (e.g., parts above the car in Figure 6.2 (h))
are detected as foreground by the proposed change detection method. However,
these misclassiﬁed parts are correctly detected as shadows in a later stage of the
proposed shadow detection method (see Figure 6.2-(i)).
Table 6.2 shows the quantitative performance of the methods in terms
of recall, precision, shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination rate, accu-
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(a) Frame #152 (b) Background (c) CDM Ground Truth
(d) GT (e) GABOR (f) SOBS
(g) LCC (h) Proposed CD (i) Proposed framework
Figure 6.2: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence Campus. Foreground objects and shadows are highlighted in red and
green, respectively.
Table 6.2: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence Campus.
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 88.1 90.7 69.7 95.9 84.9 8
SOBS [112] 96.0 96.7 92.5 98.7 93.4 18
LCC [62] 91.7 93.4 81.7 97.2 88.7 14
Proposed 97.4 98.5 96.7 98.2 95.1 10
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racy, and execution time for 230 frames from the sequence Campus. The results
shown in Table 6.2 indicate that the proposed framework, with an overall av-
erage accuracy of 95.1%, outperforms state-of-the-art algorithms in the case of
nontextured surfaces. In terms of execution time, the proposed framework pro-
duces 10 frames per second, which is slower than the SOBS and LCC methods.
However, the proposed method can still be considered to be eﬃcient for real-time
applications. One way to increase the method’s capability is to reduce the frame
size (the original frame size is 288× 352) without aﬀecting the ﬁnal results.
Figure 6.3 shows the results of the methods for a frame taken from the
second dataset, Cubicle. In this example, the capability of the methods is tested
under the existence of foreground-background camouﬂage (strong camouﬂage
between parts of the walking person and the background surfaces). The per-
formance of GABOR is higher than that of SOBS and LCC since the method
depends heavily on extracting microtextures via standard Gabor functions. With
a total of 2427 object points correctly detected and an accuracy of 92.5%, the
GABOR method is the closest to the proposed framework, which has an accuracy
of 92.8%.
Table 6.3 presents the average quantitative performance of the methods
for 308 frames from the sequence Cubicle. The proposed framework achieved
high overall accuracy, correctly detecting 92.9% of the foreground objects. With
an execution time of 9 frames per second, the run-time eﬃciency of the proposed
method is slightly better than that of the GABOR method but lower than that
of the other two methods.
The performance of the methods is further examined and analyzed on
another challenging dataset aﬀected by the problem of shadow color blending.
Figure 6.4 shows the results of the methods for a frame taken from the WBS
dataset. In this scene, the background surface has high reﬂectance that, in turn,
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(a) Frame #1666 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.3: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence Cubicle.
Table 6.3: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence Cubicle.
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 96.2 99.2 98.3 93.2 92.5 7
SOBS [112] 86.8 95.9 87.7 86.5 82.4 17
LCC [62] 94.9 100 100 88.7 88.6 12
Proposed 96.7 99.9 99.8 93.1 92.9 9
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(a) Frame #1250 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.4: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence WBS.
Table 6.4: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence WBS.
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 87.7 94.5 87.7 87.3 80.8 7
SOBS [112] 75.6 86.4 56.7 82.5 71.1 16
LCC [62] 78.8 89.2 70.9 82.7 72.6 12
Proposed 91.8 95.3 89.1 93.7 89.3 9
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causes most parts of the foreground object to be reﬂected back. As a result, the
colors of these reﬂected object parts and parts of the cast shadows are mixed,
causing color blending, mainly in the umbra region of the shadow.
For this typical example, SOBS and LCC achieve similar accuracies of
70.9% and 72.4%, respectively. Compared to SOBS and LCC, the accuracy of
GABOR is high (80.7% of the object points are correctly detected). With an
accuracy of 87.0%, the performance of the proposed framework is much better
than that of the other three methods since the proposed method takes advantage
of the gradient distribution among neighboring points.
Table 6.4 shows the overall quantitative performance of the methods on
568 frames taken from the sequence WBS. The proposed framework achieved
higher overall accuracy (89.3% of the foreground objects are detected correctly).
With an execution time of 9 frames per second, the run-time eﬃciency of the
proposed method is slightly higher than that of the GABOR method but lower
than that of the other two methods.
As discussed earlier, shadow color blending is a problem associated with
regions of shadow that are easily misclassiﬁed as moving objects. Therefore, the
most important evaluation metric in this case is the overall shadow detection
rate (η). As shown in Table 6.4, the overall shadow detection rate of SOBS is
the lowest (η = 56.7%) because SOBS performs pixel-level analysis and strongly
depends on the color feature, causing misclassiﬁcation of most shadow points
due to color blending. The shadow detection rate for LCC (η = 70.9%) is better
than that of SOBS as the method performs region-level analysis and conducts
classiﬁcation on large regions. With η = 87.7% and η = 89.1%, respectively,
the GABOR and proposed methods eﬀectively address the problem. Taking
the execution time into account, the proposed method is a better choice than
GABOR.
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(a) Frame #785 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.5: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence PPL.
Table 6.5: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence PPL
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 71.2 78.2 73.8 71.5 71.6 7
SOBS [112] 78.3 74.0 76.2 78.4 78.5 16
LCC [62] 84.5 82.3 85.6 84.6 85.1 12
Proposed 87.6 86.9 88.7 89.2 88.4 9
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(a) Frame #99 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.6: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence Seam.
Table 6.6: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence Seam
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 86.6 99.0 98.1 76.3 75.2 8
SOBS [112] 91.2 99.8 99.2 86.9 87.3 18
LCC [62] 91.6 99.3 99.2 87.9 87.7 13
Proposed 95.3 97.8 98.7 90.4 91.2 10
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Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the detection results of the methods for a frame
taken from PPL and Seam, respectively. For these two sequences, the eﬃ-
ciency of the methods is examined under the existence of three problematic
situations: foreground-background camouﬂage, nontextured surfaces, and dark
surfaces. These problems inﬂuence the foreground object region; therefore, some
of these regions may be incorrectly classiﬁed as shadows. Meanwhile, the eﬀects
of these problem on shadow regions are almost negligible; thus, the shadow de-
tection rate is ignored. For this particular example, no shadow points of the
walking person are captured by the camera; therefore, the true positives and
false negatives for shadow points are zero.
According to the results shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, the LCC method
achieves better accuracy than the GABOR method and the SOBS method. Most
foreground points (TPo = 5967 of 7060 for PPL and TPo = 1434 of 1632 for
Seam) are correctly detected by LCC. Among the methods, GABOR performs
worst, with accuracies of 71.2% for PPL and 75.2% for Seam, as the method is
unable to extract the required texture information from the foreground object
regions aﬀected by dark and nontextured surfaces. For example, the dark parts
of the walking persons in Figures 6.5 (c) and 6.6 (c) are misclassiﬁed as either
parts of the background or shadows.
Compared to that of the state-of-the-art methods, the accuracy of the
proposed framework is high for the two frames. As shown in Figures 6.5 (f)
and 6.6 (f), a total of 96.2% of the object points in the frame taken from the
PPL sequence and 94.1% of the object points in the frame taken from the Seam
sequence are correctly classiﬁed as foreground objects.
Tables 6.5 and 6.6 provide further evidence of the accuracy of the proposed
framework under the three problematic situations mentioned above. A total of
186 frames from the sequence PPL and 87 frames from the sequence Seam are
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(a) Frame #393 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.7: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence HwyI.
Table 6.7: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence HwyI
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 87.7 97.0 94.1 82.3 78.6 8
SOBS [112] 79.1 90.8 80.0 78.6 69.3 18
LCC [62] 85.8 87.5 63.5 96.9 87.1 13
Proposed 92.6 96.9 92.8 92.8 87.8 10
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(a) Frame #1954 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.8: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence HwyIII.
Table 6.8: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence HwyIII
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 72.2 98.5 96.8 59.2 58.3 8
SOBS [112] 90.0 99.1 97.3 86.2 84.7 18
LCC [62] 89.4 92.5 81.3 95.4 87.8 13
Proposed 92.4 99.3 98.7 89.4 88.9 10
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(a) Frame #823 (b) GT (c) GABOR
(d) SOBS (e) LCC (f) Proposed
Figure 6.9: Qualitative shadow detection results for GABOR [137], SOBS [112], LCC
[62], and the complete proposed shadow detection framework, for a frame taken from
the sequence Bungalows.
Table 6.9: Methods quantitative performance for the sequence Bungalows
Methods
Change Detection
Evaluation
Shadow Detection Evaluation
Execution
Time
(Frames/sec)
Recall
%
Precision
%
Shadow
detection
rate (η %)
Shadow
discrimination
rate (ξ %)
Accuracy
%
GABOR [137] 79.1 98.9 97.2 70.8 70.1 7
SOBS [112] 82.7 98.6 96.2 76.7 75.3 17
LCC [62] 91.2 96.7 97.1 90.4 88.7 11
Proposed 93.0 97.9 93.7 92.3 90.7 9
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used for these quantitative comparisons. Notably, the execution times (frames
per second) of the proposed framework are lower than those of the SOBS and
LCC methods; however, the overall performance is higher than that of all the
state-of-the-art methods.
The performance of the methods is further analyzed for the last three
sequences of Table 6.1. Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 show the detection results of
the methods on three frames taken from the traﬃc sequences HwyI, HwyIII,
and Bungalows, respectively. The performance of the methods is assessed under
a combination of three problematic situations: chromatic shadows, foreground-
background camouﬂage, and nontextured object surfaces.
For these frames, the accuracy achieved by the LCC method and the
proposed method are much higher than those of the other methods. The LCC
method correctly detects a total of 82.0% of the foreground objects for HwyI,
86.3% of the foreground objects for HwyIII, and 92.9% of the foreground objects
for Bungalows. Therefore, LLC and the proposed framework are the preferred
methods to detect moving vehicles in traﬃc scenes. The reason for the high
performance of the LCC method is the ability to detect and eliminate shadows
in cases of chromatic shadows.
Despite the existence of these problems in the sequences, the proposed
method successfully distinguishes the three classes: foreground objects, shadows,
and background. As shown in Figures 6.7 (f), 6.8 (f), and 6.9 (f), most object
patches are correctly classiﬁed as objects, and almost all shadow patches are
successfully classiﬁed as shadows. Some misclassiﬁcation occurs due to strong
camouﬂage between parts of the moving objects and their corresponding back-
grounds.
Tables 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 summarize the overall quantitative performances
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of the methods. A total of 245 frames from the sequence HwyI, 180 frames
from the sequence HwyIII, and 468 frames from the sequence Bungalows are
considered in this comparison. With overall average accuracies of 87.8% for
the sequence HwyI, 88.9% for the sequence HwyIII, and 94.7% for the sequence
Bungalows, the proposed framework outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms
in the presence of the three main problematic situations mentioned earlier. In
addition to the proposed framework, the LCC method achieves high accuracy,
as expected.
6.5.3 Quantitative Performance
Table 6.10 shows the pixel-based average performance of the methods in terms
of the accuracy with respect to the problematic situations. The execution time,
in frames per second, for the methods is also given. A total of 2272 frames from
all sequences are used for these quantitative comparisons.
Table 6.10: Overall accuracy performance and execution time for the comprehensive
methods.
Methods GABOR [137] SOBS [112] LCC [62] Proposed framework
Chromatic shadow (%) 69.6 76.9 89.1 88.9
Colour blending (%) 80.7 71.1 72.8 89.3
Camouﬂage (%) 79.6 77.6 80.4 91.2
Non-textured surfaces (%) 74.2 80.4 79.1 92.5
Dark surfaces (%) 70.7 78.0 73.6 86.4
All problematic situations (%) 74.9 76.8 79.0 89.6
Execution time (frames/sec) 8 18 14 10
The accuracy per problematic situation is calculated using the quanti-
tative results obtained from the associated datasets (the datasets identiﬁed as
having problematic situations in Table 6.1). For example, to calculate the accu-
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racy for the SOBS method under the problem of chromatic shadows, the average
accuracy obtained for the sequences PPL, HwyI, HwyIII, and Bungalows in Ta-
bles 6.5, 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 is calculated.
As shown in Table 6.10, the accuracies of the LCC method and the pro-
posed framework are much higher than those of the other methods in scenarios
with chromatic shadows. For outdoor environments, LCC and the proposed
framework are the preferred methods for detecting shadows since the shadows
in such cases are usually chromatic. This result is conﬁrmed by the accuracies
achieved by the two methods in Table 6.10.
The performance of the methods with reference to color blending is eval-
uated using the sequence WBS only. The accuracies of the SOBS and LCC
methods are the lowest (less than 73%). With an accuracy greater than 89%,
the proposed framework shows its capability in addressing this problem.
With respect to the problem of foreground-background camouﬂage, the
performance of the GABOR, SOBS, and LCC methods is similar, with the LCC
method having a slight advantage (accuracy of approximately 80.4%). Mean-
while, the proposed framework achieves a high accuracy of approximately 91.2%.
The average accuracy for cases with camouﬂage is obtained using all the se-
quences except for Campus.
For nontextured surfaces and dark surfaces, the accuracy of the GABOR
method is the lowest among the methods, as expected. The LCC method has
slightly higher accuracy than GABOR: a total of 79.1% and 73.6% points are
correctly classiﬁed under these environmental problems. Meanwhile, the overall
performance of the SOBS method is adequate in the presence of these problem-
atic situations (average accuracies of 80.4% and 78.0% are reported for nontex-
tured surfaces and dark surfaces, respectively). Relative to that of SOBS, the
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accuracy of the proposed framework is at least 6% higher for both problems, pro-
viding further evidence of the eﬃciency of the proposed framework in addressing
these problems.
The quantitative results shown in Table 6.10 provide further evidence of
the ability of the proposed framework in the problematic situations. The pro-
posed framework achieves the highest average accuracy (approximately 89.6%),
followed by the LCC method (79%), SOBS method (76.8%), and ﬁnally the
GABOR method (just below 75%).
In terms of average execution time, the proposed framework can produce
10 frames per second, which is slightly faster than the GABOR method (8 frames
per second) and slower than the LCC (14 frames per second) and SOBS (18
frames per second) methods. The execution time, the only limitation of the
proposed framework, can be improved by decreasing the frame size.
6.6 Evaluation of Features
In this section, the qualitative and quantitative segment-based classiﬁcation ac-
curacy is analyzed using a number of popular state-of-the-art feature descriptors
and the feature descriptors proposed for shadow detection in this thesis.
All sequences provided in Table 6.1 are used to evaluate the performance
of each feature descriptor. The features are extracted using ground truth CDMs
provided by the referenced link associated with each dataset.
To prepare the segments for feature extraction, the CDM binary image is
ﬁrst applied to the current frame and the background image. Superpixel image
segmentation [118] is then performed to divide the masked current frame into
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nonuniform segments. Finally, the features are extracted as described by the
referenced papers.
For a fair comparison, the same datasets and reference dictionary sizes
were used for all the feature descriptors. Furthermore, the feature classiﬁca-
tion for all the feature descriptors is conducted on two levels, segment-level
classiﬁcation and region-level classiﬁcation, as described in Chapter 5. The pro-
posed multi-independent sparse representation classiﬁer is used for the segment-
level classiﬁcation. For region-level classiﬁcation, the inter-region dependencies
among all the neighboring segments are considered, as described in Section 5.6.
The technique behind each of the popular feature descriptors used for
comparison in this experiment is brieﬂy discussed in Section 6.6.1. In Section
6.6.2, the segment-level qualitative performance for all the features is evaluated.
Finally, the segment-level quantitative performance with respect to the identiﬁed
problematic situations is discussed in Section 6.6.3.
6.6.1 State-of-the-art Features
A number of popular feature descriptors are considered for comparison in this
section. Most of these feature descriptors are suitable for shadow detection
due to their capability to distinguish objects and shadows under varying local
and global illumination conditions. The feature descriptors include LDP [123],
CLBP [122], LTP [102], SILTP [103], and LGHP [124]. For the experimental
settings, the number of neighboring pixels was set to P=8 for all feature de-
scriptors. For CLBP, Equation (5.6) in Section 5.4.1 was revised so that each
channel from the current frame is divided by the corresponding channel in the
background frame. The intensity values for each channel were then normalized
and converted to YIQ color values. The parameters for CLBP were set accord-
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ing to [122]. For LTP and SILTP, theRGB color images were ﬁrst converted to
grayscale images; then, the current frame was divided by the background. The
neighboring thresholds for the LTP and SILTP operators are based on images
with intensities of [0, 255]; therefore, the resultant image was normalized to have
intensities in the range of [0, 255]. Finally, the thresholds were set to CLBP=0,
LTP=5, SILTP=0.1, LDP=0, and LGHP=0 (for all directions), as reported
in their reference papers. The details of each method are given below.
  Local derivative patterns LDP:
LDP [123] was proposed to encode directional pattern features using higher-
order local derivative variations. Compared to those of the ﬁrst-order local
pattern used in LBP, LDP is able to extract detailed discriminative fea-
tures that can be useful for identifying patterns under varying illumination.
The LDP operator labels the center pixel in a 5 × 5 patch by comparing
two derivative directions at two neighboring pixels and concatenating the
results into a 32-bit binary sequence. This feature descriptor is examined
since it can extract texture information from smooth surfaces.
  Opponent-color local binary pattern CLBP:
CLBP [122] is a combination of color and texture introduced as a good
local feature descriptor compared to LBP. A set of six feature descriptors
is extracted from individual channels and from each pair of color channels
using RGB color format. To extract features for individual channels,
the center pixel in a 3 × 3 patch is compared to the neighboring pixels
in a similar manner to LBP. The center pixel taken from one channel
is compared to the neighboring pixels from the other channel to extract
color and texture information. Thus, the dimension of the CLBP feature
descriptor is six times that of the monochrome LBP histogram. This
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feature descriptor is used for comparison since it is based on a combination
of color and texture.
  Local ternary patterns LTP:
LTP [102] was originally proposed to extract texture information for face
detection and recognition. The LTP descriptor is extended from LBP by
simply adding a small oﬀset value for comparison. Given a 3 × 3 patch,
the 8 neighbor pixels are quantized to zero, +1, or -1, according to their
gray-level diﬀerences compared to the center pixel. Each ternary pattern is
then split into its positive and negative LBP codes using a coding scheme.
  Scaled invariant local ternary patterns SILTP:
LTP provides a robust texture descriptor by introducing a threshold for
local intensity comparisons. However, LTP is not invariant under a linear
intensity transformation. To overcome this problem, SILTP [103] was pro-
posed to handle illumination variation, soft shadows in particular. SILTP
can be extracted in a similar manner to that of LTP. The simple diﬀerence
is that SILTP introduces a scale factor to validate the comparing range,
which results in the SILTP operator being encoded with two bits rather
than one.
  Local gradient hexa pattern LGHP:
The LGHP introduced in [124] is an extension of LDP. However, LGHP
captures more texture details than LDP by taking advantage of the rela-
tionship among the reference pixel and its neighboring pixels at diﬀerent
distances in diﬀerent derivative directions.
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Figure 6.10: Qualitative shadow detection results using diﬀerent features for a frame
taken from Campus, Cubicle, WBS, and PPL. Foreground objects are marked in red
and shadows are marked in green. Results are best viewed in color.
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Figure 6.11: Qualitative shadow detection results using diﬀerent features for a frame
taken from Seam, HwyI, HwyIII, and Bungalows.
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6.6.2 Qualitative Performance
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the results of a frame from each of the sequences
provided in Table 6.1. These results are obtained by using LDP [123], CLBP
[122], LTP [102], SILTP [103], LGHP [124], LGO, and BPLCC. Ground
truth images are also given to improve the comparison.
The LDP feature descriptor [123] provides satisfactory results in distin-
guishing object parts from their background in diﬀerent scenarios. As shown in
Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (third row), most of the object parts have been correctly
classiﬁed as objects. However, LDP extracts excessive textural detail, which
adversely aﬀects the method when classifying segments under varying illumina-
tion. For example, many shadow segments are incorrectly detected as parts of
moving objects in Figure 6.10 (third row).
CLBP [122] detects more shadow segments than does LDP because the
method utilizes a spatial relationship among neighboring pixels within a small
patch. Except for those that are located under a strong chromatic shadow,
for example, the results for PPL in Figure 6.10 (fourth row) and HwyI and
Bungalows in Figure 6.11 (fourth row), most shadow segments are correctly
classiﬁed as shadow by CLBP. The method, however, fails to detect object
parts in scenes with strong foreground-background camouﬂage (for example, the
results for Campus and PPL in Figure 6.10 (fourth row)) or nontextured and
dark surfaces (for example, the results for PPL and Bungalows in Figures 6.10
and 6.11 (fourth row)).
At the same time, LTP [102] and its invariant version SILTP [103] pro-
duce similar results because both rely on only intensity diﬀerences among local
neighboring pixels based on grayscale images. However, SILTP correctly de-
tected more shadow segments as shadows and fewer object segments as objects
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than did LTP. This diﬀerence is clearly evident by comparing the results ob-
tained from the two feature descriptors for PPL and Bungalows in Figures 6.10
and 6.11 (ﬁfth row) and (sixth row). The reason for this misclassiﬁcation is that
the similarity measure used by SILTP has a wider threshold than LTP, which
causes large intraclass variation that aﬀects the results.
The LGHP feature descriptor [124] correctly detects more object seg-
ments than do the above feature descriptors since the method captures texture
information across diﬀerent derivative directions at diﬀerent angular widths.
This fact is clearly noted in the results obtained for PPL and Bungalows. How-
ever, LGHP extracts unnecessary information, which leads to failure in recog-
nizing background segments under extreme illumination changes. Consequently,
many shadow segments are misclassiﬁed as objects, as shown in Figures 6.10 and
6.11 (seventh row).
The results from the proposed LGO are considerably better than those of
all the above feature descriptors since the dominant light direction is estimated
and incorporated into the gradient information. Most segments are correctly
labeled in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (eighth row) while maintaining a good balance
between the two main components: shadow and object.
Compared to all the above features, the proposed BPLCC provides good
results for the problematic situations discussed in this thesis. BPLCC recog-
nizes most of the shadow segments under chromatic shadows, as shown in the
results obtained for HwyI, PPL, and Bungalows in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (ninth
row). In addition, most of the object segments were successfully detected under
strong foreground-background camouﬂage and nontextured and dark surfaces
(all results in Figures 6.10 and 6.11 (ninth row)).
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Figure 6.12: The performance of popular features and the proposed features versus
shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination rate, and accuracy.
6.6.3 Quantitative Performance
Figure 6.12 shows the overall segment-level quantitative performance in terms
of the shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination rate, and accuracy for each
of the above feature descriptors. A total of 2574 frames from the last group of
datasets are used in this comparison.
With an average shadow detection rate of 87.5%, average shadow dis-
crimination rate of 89.5%, and average accuracy of over 88.6%, the proposed
color constancy feature BPLCC signiﬁcantly outperforms all the other feature
descriptors, which suggests that shadows and objects are better characterized
by incorporating color and texture information from neighboring pixels than by
using grayscale local texture and standard gradient descriptors.
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6.7 Evaluation of Shadow Detection Methods
In this section, the quantitative and qualitative classiﬁcation accuracy of the pro-
posed shadow detection method, in terms of the shadow detection rate, shadow
discrimination rate, and detection accuracy, is analyzed and compared with that
of ﬁve well-known moving shadow detection methods: a region-based aﬃnity
propagation method (AP [138]), a joint-histogram-based method (JH [139], a
region-based local color constancy method with adaptive thresholds (LCC [62]
- this method is used again for comparison due to its accuracy), a feature-based
method with statistical learning (SL [134]), and another feature-based method
with SVM [131]). These techniques are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. These
methods were selected for comparison since they use diﬀerent feature descriptors
and classiﬁers.
To obtain the best results, the relative size threshold (λ) used in LCC
[62] is set to 0.01 for sequences with small shadows (Cubicle, WBS, and HwyIII )
and to 0.04 for the remaining sequences (see Table 6.1 for more details on shadow
sizes). For all other methods, the major parameters are set according to their
reference papers.
The methods are evaluated at the pixel level with respect to each sequence
provided in Table 6.1 and each problematic situation discussed in Chapter 3.
For fair comparison, the ground truth CDMs are used for all methods,
including the proposed shadow detection method. In this way, the task for the
methods is to distinguish the two classes: shadows and objects. In the following,
the qualitative and quantitative performance and the stability of the methods is
discussed.
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Figure 6.13: Qualitative moving shadow detection results of all compared methods for
a frame taken from the ﬁrst four datasets in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.14: Qualitative moving shadow detection results of all compared methods for
a frame taken from the last four datasets in Table 6.1.
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6.7.1 Qualitative Performance
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the shadow detection results for the proposed shadow
detection method and the other ﬁve methods: a region-based aﬃnity propagation
method (AP [138]), a joint-histogram-based method (JH [139], a region-based
local color constancy method with adaptive thresholds (LCC [62]), a feature-
based method with statistical learning (SL [134]), and another feature-based
method with SVM ([131]).
A challenging frame from each dataset is shown in the ﬁrst row of Figures
6.13 and 6.14. The ground truth images are given in the second row. The shadow
detection results of the AP [138], JH [139], LCC [62], SL [134], SVM [131]
and proposed shadow detection methods are shown in the third, fourth, ﬁfth,
sixth, seventh, and eighth rows, respectively. The results are evaluated based on
the problematic situations discussed in Chapter 3.
The performance of the ﬁrst two methods, the AP [138] and JH [139]
methods, is satisfactory only in the case of camouﬂage between the foreground
and background surfaces (see the results of the two methods for Cubicle in
Figure 6.13). However, the two methods fail to detect shadow regions aﬀected
by chromatic shadows (many false detections occur in the shadow regions in the
results of the two methods for PPL, HwyI, and Bungalows in Figures 6.13 and
6.14) and shadow regions aﬀected by color blending (shadow regions misclassiﬁed
as objects in the results obtained by AP for WBS in Figure 6.13), and they
fail to detect object regions with dark and low-texture properties (many object
points were misclassiﬁed as shadows in the object regions in Figures 6.13 and
6.14). The main reason for the misclassiﬁcation by the two methods is that they
strongly rely on either texture information (AP) or gradient information (JH)
for classiﬁcation. In many cases, texture or gradient information is not available,
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as discussed in Chapter 3.
Similar to the above two methods, the detection results of the LCC
method [62] are acceptable for indoor environments, where almost all the shadow
points are correctly classiﬁed as shadows (see the result obtained for Cubicle in
Figure 6.13). In addition, LCC performs better than AP and JH in outdoor
environments in the presence of chromatic shadows (see the results for all outdoor
frames shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14 (ﬁfth column)) since LCC is designed
for that purpose. However, the method cannot provide accurate results in other
cases, such as shadow color blending (the results of LCC for WBS in Figure
6.13) and dark and low-textured areas. For example, pixels that belong to the
persons in the frame of PPL in Figure 6.13 are misclassiﬁed as parts of shadows.
The reason for this misclassiﬁcation is that LCC strongly relies on gradient
constancy measurements, which are obtained from subregions of the luminance
ratio image and are used to distinguish shadows from objects. However, object
regions with low-reﬂectance properties or/and smooth surfaces often produce
low gradient constancy and are, in turn, misclassiﬁed as shadows by LCC.
The shadow detection results obtained from the SL method [134] and
SVM method [131] are slightly better than those of all the above methods,
except for the result obtained for Bungalows, where the size of the shadow is
too small to be recognized. Most of the shadow regions in Figures 6.13 and
6.14 are correctly detected by SL and SVM. However, the SL method fails to
preserve object points in cases of strong camouﬂage between the foreground and
background regions. This ﬁnding is notable in the results obtained for the frames
of Cubicle and WBS in Figure 6.13, in which many object regions that belong
to walking persons are misclassiﬁed as shadows. In addition, nontextured and
dark surfaces result in object misclassiﬁcation for SL, as shown in the results
obtained for PPL in Figure 6.13. Despite some object misclassiﬁcations observed
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in the results of PPL, HwyI, and Bungalows, the SVM method provides better
results than does SL when detecting object parts in all cases.
Compared to that of the above ﬁve methods, the average performance
of the proposed method is outstanding. The propose method provides accurate
results in detecting the actual size of the foreground object and detecting the
shadow points under identiﬁed problematic situations for shadows. However,
a few false detections are observed. For example, some small shadow patches
are misclassiﬁed as objects in WBS in Figure 6.13 due to the presence of ex-
treme color blending in the background. In addition, some small object patches
in PPL, HwyI, and Bungalows are misclassiﬁed as shadows due to the very
low reﬂectance of these patches. Except for these misclassiﬁcations, the overall
qualitative results for all the other scenarios are signiﬁcant, with almost all the
patches correctly classiﬁed and no false detections.
Figures 6.15 and 6.16 show further evidence of the improvement of the
proposed shadow detection method. The two regions, foreground objects and
their shadows, are successfully separated in various challenging situations.
6.7.2 Quantitative Performance
The quantitative performance of the shadow detection methods is compared us-
ing a total of 1809 frames selected from the third group of datasets. Because
diﬀerent classiﬁcation levels are used in these methods, the classiﬁcation accu-
racy is measured for individual pixels instead of image patches, as shown in
Equations (6.3), (6.4), and (6.5).
Figure 6.17 shows the pixel-based classiﬁcation accuracy in terms of the
shadow detection rate and shadow discrimination rate on each dataset. The
quantitative results from all the methods are similar for the ﬁrst two sequences -
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Frames GTs Results
Figure 6.15: Qualitative moving shadow detection results of the proposed method.
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Frames GTs Results
Figure 6.16: Qualitative moving shadow detection results of the proposed method.
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Figure 6.17: The pixel-based classiﬁcation accuracy, in terms of (a) Shadow detection
rate (η %) and (b) Shadow discrimination rate (ξ %), of AP [138], JH [139], LCC [62],
SL [134], SVM [131], and the proposed moving shadow detection with respect to all
sequences provided in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.11: Average quantitative performance for all shadow detection methods being
compared in this experiment.
Methods AP [138] JH [139] LCC [62] SL [134] SVM [131] Proposed
Chromatic shadow 77.2 80.1 87 77.6 82.8 94.9
Colour blending 79.4 83.1 78.3 76.4 86.7 93.1
Camouﬂage 81.7 83.5 85.6 81.7 86.6 94.6
Non-textured surfaces 81.8 83.8 86.1 81.7 85.6 93.9
Dark surfaces 77.6 80.5 84.2 78.1 84.3 91.4
All problematic situations 79.5 82.2 84.3 79.1 85.1 93.6
Outdoor environments 80.5 83.4 87.0 80.6 86.4 93.2
Indoor environments 85.8 89.5 86.1 85.3 91.2 94.1
Execution time (frames/sec) 21 18 16 14 14 13
Campus and Cubicle - since these sequences present only two problems: foreground-
background camouﬂage and nontextured surfaces. However, the proposed shadow
detection method produces superior results for the other datasets, especially for
WBS, PPL, and Bungalows.
Figure 6.18 shows a quantitative comparison of the methods for each
problematic situation. The two quantitative metrics, i.e., shadow detection rate
and shadow discrimination rate, are calculated using the quantitative results
obtained from the associated datasets (the datasets identiﬁed as having the
problematic situations in Table 6.1). The average performance of each method
is also calculated for comparison. In addition, the methods are examined against
outdoor and indoor environments.
As shown in Figure 6.18 (a), the proposed shadow detection method suc-
cessfully detected more than 93% of the total shadow points under various condi-
tions. In terms of the shadow discrimination rate, the proposed method obtained
a high rate, with over 92% of the total object points correctly classiﬁed as ob-
jects, as shown in Figure 6.18 (b).
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Figure 6.18: The pixel-based classiﬁcation accuracy, in terms of (a) Shadow detection
rate (η %) and (b) Shadow discrimination rate (ξ %), of AP [138], JH [139], LCC
[62], SL [134], SVM [131], and the proposed moving shadow detection with respect to
shadow problematic situations.
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Table 6.11 shows the average accuracy of the methods compared in this
experiment. Clearly, as reported in Table 6.11, the proposed joint feature de-
scriptor combined with theMSR classiﬁer demonstrates an ability to address all
these problems, outperforming the other ﬁve methods with an average accuracy
of approximately 93.6%.
The computational eﬃciency of the proposed method is slightly lower
than that of all the other methods, including SVM. An average of 13 frames
per second is achieved using diﬀerent frame sizes (the frame sizes are reported
in Table 6.1), which is considered to be adequate to fulﬁll the requirements of
real-time applications. In addition, it is worthwhile to trade a small amount of
computational eﬃciency for the advantage of accurate detection.
6.7.3 Stability
A constant high detection accuracy over time and maintain stability are often
desired. Therefore, the stability of the performance of the shadow detection
methods has been examined using Equation (6.6). A highly stable shadow de-
tection method should have diﬀerence between the minimum and maximum
detection accuracies of close to zero. In practice, a method can be considered
to be stable if the diﬀerence between the two accuracies is no more than 15%,
giving a detection stability above 85%.
Figure 6.19 shows the accuracy over a number of frames taken from three
sequences: Campus, PPL, and HwyI. The detection accuracy for eight randomly
selected frames from the sequence Campus is shown in Figure 6.19 (a). All
methods achieve high stability, with detection stabilities of 90.4% for AP, 90.6%
for LCC, 91.5% for JH, 93.2% for SL, 94.8% for SVM, and 98.0% for the proposed
method.
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Figure 6.19: Stability of shadow detection methods using a number of samples from
the sequences; (a) Campus, (b) PPL, and (c) HwyI.
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Based on Figure 6.19 (b) (the results for the sequence PPL), SL, AP,
and JH are the most unstable methods, with detection stabilities of 51.2%, 58%,
and 68.6%, respectively. For the SL method, minimum and maximum detection
accuracies below 33% and just above 81% are recorded. For the AP method,
minimum and maximum detection accuracies of 32% and 74% are obtained.
Finally, a minimum accuracy of 49.9% and a maximum accuracy of 81.3% are
obtained for JH.
Compared to the above three methods, the LCC and SVM methods
achieve high detection stabilities of 85.3% and 88.1%, as shown in Figure 6.19
(b). Meanwhile, the proposed methods can be seen as being more stable (92.8%)
given the very low diﬀerence between the maximum and minimum detection ac-
curacies when compared to those of the other methods.
For the last sequence, HwyI, all the methods are stable since the detection
accuracy does not diﬀer signiﬁcantly between the lowest and highest rates. As
shown by the chart in Figure 6.19 (c), the proposed shadow detection method
is most stable, with a stability of 92.8%. The second most stable method is JH,
with a stability rate of 91.0%. The lowest stability is 88.8%, which is achieved
by the LCC method.
6.8 Summary
In this chapter, the results of the proposed change detection method and the
proposed moving shadow detection method were presented and discussed. The
proposed methods and state-of-the-art methods were compared on well-known
shadow detection datasets and the possible problematic situations discussed in
Chapter 3. The chapter can be divided into two main parts: experimental setup
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and method evaluation.
The experimental setup consists of the used sequences, the evaluation
metrics, and the parameter settings. Eight well-known indoor and outdoor mov-
ing shadow detection sequences, namely, Campus, Cubicle, WBS, PPL, Seam,
HwyI, HwyIII, and Bungalows, were used to evaluate the methods. The technical
details of these sequences, including the associated problematic situations, are
summarized in Table 6.1. Six evaluation metrics, i.e., recall, precision, shadow
detection rate, shadow discrimination rate, accuracy, and detection stability,
were used to evaluate the methods on these sequences. Finally, the major pa-
rameters involved in the proposed methods were discussed in detail.
To evaluate the methods, three intensive experiments were conducted on
the overall framework proposed in Chapters 4 and 5, the feature descriptors
proposed for shadow detection in Chapter 5, and the moving shadow detection
proposed in Chapter 5. The performance of the methods and feature descriptors
was discussed based on the qualitative and quantitative results. Manually labeled
ground truth images were used for all qualitative and quantitative comparisons.
The results showed that the proposed overall framework (the change de-
tection and shadow detection), the proposed feature descriptors (the BPLCC
and LGO), and the proposed shadow detection method performed well under
various problematic situations associated with shadow detection.
The ﬁrst experiment was conducted to evaluate the performance of the
proposed comprehensive framework with respect to all sequences and the ﬁve
main problematic situations. In the experiment, the proposed comprehensive
framework performed better than three well-known methods: GABOR, SOBS,
and LCC. The proposed framework achieved a high average accuracy of 89.6%
under all possible problematic scenarios, an improvement of at least 10% com-
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pared to the state-of-the-art comprehensive methods. The proposed framework
can produce approximately 10 frames per seconds, which is slower than the
SOBS and LCC methods; however, the proposed method can still be used for
real-time applications.
In the second experiment, the performance of the proposed feature de-
scriptors (BPLCC and LGO) was evaluated and compared with that of a num-
ber of popular state-of-the-art feature descriptors: LDP, CLBP, LTP, SILTP,
and LGHP. The evaluation was performed at the segment-level using the same
datasets and reference dictionaries initially selected for this experiment. The
results indicate that the proposed BPLCC feature descriptor performed well
in terms of shadow detection rate (η = 87.5%), shadow discrimination rate
(ξ = 89.5%), and average accuracy (88.6%) compared to the proposed LGO
feature descriptor (η = 78.8%, ξ = 82.7%, and accuracy=80.7%), which was the
best of the current state-of-the-art feature descriptors. Therefore, incorporat-
ing the color and texture information of the neighboring pixels yields a better
feature descriptor that is capable of distinguishing shadows and objects under
diﬀerent environments.
The overall ability of the proposed shadow detection method under the
identiﬁed problematic situations was evaluated in the ﬁnal set of experiments.
The quantitative and qualitative performance of the proposed shadow detec-
tion method in terms of the shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination rate,
and detection accuracy was compared with that of ﬁve popular moving shadow
detection methods: a region-based aﬃnity propagation method AP, a joint-
histogram-based method JH, a region-based local color constancy method with
adaptive thresholds LCC, a feature-based method with statistical learning SL,
and another feature-based method with SVM. For all these methods, the major
parameters were set based on their reference papers.
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The AP and SL methods achieved a similar average accuracy of 79% under
all problematic situations. Meanwhile, the experimental results show that the
JH, LCC, and SVM methods performed better than the AP and SL methods on
individual problematic situations. The average accuracy results of these methods
were 82%, 84.3%, and 85.1%, respectively. The average accuracy of the proposed
shadow detection method under all problematic situations was 93.6%, which is
8.5% higher than the best state-of-the-art method (accuracy of SVM is 85.1%).
In terms of the performance of the methods with respect to the type
of environment, the LCC method (accuracy of 87%), SVM method (accuracy
of 86.4%), and proposed method (accuracy of 93.2%) are the best choices to
detect moving shadows in all outdoor environments. For indoor environments,
the best choices are the JH method (accuracy of 89.5%), SVM method (accuracy
of 91.2%), and the proposed method (accuracy of 94.1%).
With reference to the execution time, the proposed moving shadow detec-
tion method produced approximately 13 frames per second, which is below the
execution time of the state-of-the-art methods (AP: 21 frames per second; JH:
18 frames per second; LCC: 16 frames per second; and SL and SVM: 14 frames
per second). However, the results of the proposed method are much better than
those of all the state-of-the-art methods. As discussed earlier, the computational
eﬃciency of the proposed shadow detection method can be improved by selecting
a smaller frame size, which would not aﬀect the overall accuracy of the method
since the proposed features are learned locally.
The performance of the shadow detection methods was further evaluated
for detection stability. The results obtained for eight samples of the sequences
Campus, PPL, and HwyI show that SL (minimum stability of 51.2%), AP (min-
imum stability of 58%), and JH (minimum stability of 68.6%) are among the
most unstable methods in terms of maintaining a constant accuracy. The de-
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tection stability rates obtained by LCC and SVM are high, with a minimum
stability of 85.3% recorded for LCC and 88.1% for SVM. The proposed method
achieved a minimum stability of 92.8%, which is more than 4% higher than that
of SVM (the most stable of the state-of-the-art methods).
According to the above discussion, the methods proposed in this thesis,
i.e., the change detection method proposed in Chapter 4, the moving shadow
detection method proposed in Chapter 5, and the feature descriptor proposed in
Chapter 5, have addressed the main aim speciﬁed in Chapter 1.
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Conclusion and Future Work
7.1 Conclusion
In this thesis, possible environmental problems in shadow detection systems,
including chromatic shadows, shadow color blending, background-foreground
camouﬂage, nontextured surfaces, and dark surfaces, are addressed. A novel
comprehensive framework for moving shadow detection is developed to address
these problems using a new set of powerful feature descriptors that can be di-
rectly extracted from the processing frame without a priori information about
the scene.
The proposed framework is divided into two main stages: change detec-
tion and moving shadow detection. In the ﬁrst stage, a new and eﬀective back-
ground subtraction method was proposed using a combination of two feature
descriptors, color and global intensity consistency GIC, to eﬀectively identify
background points under varying global illumination changes and in the pres-
ence of image noise.
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On the basis of the pixel-level classiﬁcation process, the background model
was formed and updated in a self-organized manner and according to a selective
weighted running average. The output of this stage consists of the segmented
current frames, the CDMs, and the updated background images segmented into
regions.
In the second stage, a novel segment-based moving shadow detection
method was proposed to overcome possible problematic situations associated
with shadows. A set of two powerful illumination-invariant features - BPLCC
and LGO - were used to extract valuable features from image segments, includ-
ing those collected in the two reference dictionaries. By means of the sparse
representation classiﬁer, classiﬁcation was performed at the segment level by
exploring similarities between the new test image feature vector and its best
local estimate from each reference dictionary. To achieve better accuracy in the
output results, inter-region dependencies among neighboring segments were es-
tablished to include all dark segments in the labeling process and to enhance the
ﬁnal shadow detection result.
The major advantage of the proposed BPLCC feature descriptor over the
traditional state-of-the-art feature descriptors is the ability to distinguish shadow
and the object classes from each other in cases with foreground-background cam-
ouﬂage and nontextured surfaces. The proposed LGO feature descriptor takes
advantage of the geometric formation of the shadow to design a better gradient
descriptor than that of the traditional state-of-the-art feature descriptors.
For classiﬁcation, a multi-independent sparse representation is used in-
stead of a single representation to overcome the problem of intraclass variation,
which often leads to misclassiﬁcation. The new multi-independent sparse classi-
ﬁer model depends on more than a single class estimate from the dictionary of
each class, which, in turn, increases the classiﬁcation accuracy.
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Three set of experiments were conducted to assess the performance of
the proposed comprehensive framework, the feature descriptors, and the moving
shadow detection method. Eight challenging sequences in indoor and outdoor
environments were used in these experiments; each sequence contained at least
one of the problematic situations discussed earlier.
In the ﬁrst set of experiments, the performance of the overall framework
was evaluated and compared with that of three popular methods. The experi-
mental results show that the proposed framework can handle various problems
associated with image processing, including global illumination changes, image
noise, and possible problematic situations related to shadow detection. An over-
all accuracy of 89.6% was achieved. The accuracy of the proposed approach is
at least 10% higher than that of the best state-of-the-art method (LCC), with
an accuracy of 79%. In terms of computational eﬃciency, the proposed method
produces fewer frames per second (an average of approximately 10 frames per
second) than the other methods; however, the overall performance of the pro-
posed method is much better.
The performance of the proposed feature descriptors - BPLCC and LGO
- was evaluated and compared to ﬁve well known feature descriptors. The ex-
perimental results show that the proposed BPLCC and LGO feature descriptors
outperformed the state-of-the-art feature descriptors in terms of shadow detec-
tion rate (approximately 87.5% of shadow segments were correctly detected by
BPLCC and approximately 78.8% of shadow patches were correctly detected
by LGO), shadow discrimination rate (approximately 89.5% of object segments
were correctly detected by BPLCC and approximately 82.7% of object segments
were correctly detected by LGO), and average accuracy (approximately 88.6%
for BPLCC and approximately 80.7% for LGO). These results indicate the im-
provement of the two proposed feature descriptors compared to the best state-
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of-the-art feature descriptors (SILTP with a shadow detection rate of 76.7%;
LGHP with a shadow discrimination rate of approximately 80% and an accu-
racy of approximately 73.4%).
Finally, the performance of the proposed moving shadow detection was
evaluated under possible problematic scenarios and compared with ﬁve popular
moving shadow detection methods. The experimental results illustrate the su-
perior performance of the proposed method in terms of the shadow detection
rate, shadow discrimination rate, accuracy, and stability. The improvements
helped the proposed method to successfully detect shadow points, resulting in
an accuracy of 94.9% for chromatic shadows, 93.1% for shadow color blending,
94.6% for foreground-background camouﬂage, 93.9% for nontextured surfaces,
and 91.4% for dark surfaces, for an average accuracy of 93.6% under all prob-
lematic situations, which is 8.5% higher than that of the best state-of-the-art
method (SVM, with an average accuracy of 85.1%).
Although the average frame rate (13 frames per second) was lower than
that of the current state-of-the-art methods (due to the computational complex-
ity of the multi-independent sparse representation classiﬁer), the results show
that the additional time comes with a great reward.
The stability of the methods was ﬁnally examined with respect to the
accuracy for a number of frames from the sequences. The results show that
the proposed method achieved a stability ranging from a minimum of 92.8%
to a maximum of 96.8%, indicating that the method is more stable than the
state-of-the-art methods.
In conclusion, the aim of this thesis has been achieved by the proposed
methods. The proposed methods achieve high performance in terms of the
shadow detection rate, shadow discrimination rate, detection accuracy, and sta-
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bility. This research has shown that a combination of multi-feature descriptors,
speciﬁcally designed for shadow detection, yields good detection results under
various scenarios with environmental challenges.
7.2 Future Work
The experimental results from the region-based method developed in this thesis
show its robustness in diﬀerent scenarios. The set of the two main feature
descriptors, BPLCC and LGO, has shown the ability to handle the identiﬁed
problems for shadows. Therefore, the method can be extended and presented in
a new framework to eliminate background segments in a given frame aﬀected by
global illumination changes. Thus, the two stages of lower-level tasks, namely,
object detection and shadow detection, can be combined to detect the actual
size of a moving object in less processing time.
The BPLCC feature descriptor has been tested for shadow detection in
this research study; however, the descriptor can be used in other computer vision
applications, such as face detection and recognition, action recognition, and scene
analysis. These applications would provide an additional opportunity to further
evaluate this feature descriptor.
The accuracy achieved by the overall shadow detection method was im-
pressive. The only limitation of the proposed method was its speed (frame rate),
which was slightly slower than that of the other methods due to using the multi-
independent sparse representation classiﬁer that required more time to ﬁnd the
best matches from each reference dictionary. The speed may be improved by
reducing the frame size or by reducing the number of samples from each refer-
ence dictionary. Alternative solutions would be to use a time-eﬃcient feature
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classiﬁer instead of the proposed sparse representation classiﬁer or to learn the
proposed feature descriptors using a deep neuronal network to automatically
recognize background-scene image patches under these problematic situations.
On the basis of the above discussion, this research could be extended
in various directions, including applications of the proposed feature descriptors
and improving the speed of the overall method without aﬀecting the average
accuracy.
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Appendices
Appendix A: MTM Matching
Let S be a segment containing N pixels taken from a grayscale image, and let
i be the index of a pixel in S, i.e., S(i) : i = {1, 2, · · · , N}. The image segment
S can be represented as a column vector V of dimensions N × 1. Let j be an
index of a bin αj : j = {1, 2, · · · , k} obtained by dividing the intensity levels L
into k bins. Thus, αj is a vector that contains all the values within a range of
[(j − 1) · L
k
, j · L
k
).
The total number of bins k can be determined based on the number of
intensity levels L available in V . k may have any value within the range of [1, L],
i.e., k = 2a : a = {0, 1, 2, · · · , log2(L)}.
By means of the slice transform SLT technique described in [140], k slice
binary vectors are produced from the column vector V , each representing the
entries of V corresponding to the jth bin. The intensity value of each pixel i ∈ V
is determined according to the following formula:
V j(i) =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if V (i) ∈ αj
0, otherwise
(A.1)
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An approximated grayscale vector V ′ to that of the original column vector
V can then be obtained from a linear combination of k slice vectors:
V ′ ≈
k∑
j
V j · αj (A.2)
A larger number of bins results in a better approximation of the original
column vector V . In fact, an identical version of V can be achieved by setting
all discrete values of L as individual bin values, i.e., k = L. Equation (A.2) can
then be written as:
V ′ =
k∑
j
V j · αj (A.3)
where αj in Equation (A.3) contains all the values within the range of [(j−1), j).
The binary slice vectors are concatenated to form a slice matrix M with
dimensions RN×k. Each element of the slice matrix M is represented as mij :
[i = {1, 2, · · · , N}, j = {1, 2, · · · , k}], and the weights assigned to each bin
αj : j = {1, 2, · · · , k}. Thus, Equation (A.2) can be represented as:
V ′ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
m11 m12 . . . m1k
m21 m22 . . . m2k
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
mN1 mN2 . . . mNk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
α1
α2
...
αk
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(A.4)
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Figure A.1: Formation of the slice transform SLT matrix for a small segment with
4 gray values. The column vector V is obtained by scanning the image segment S
row-by-row. The column vector is then mapped into a collection of 4 binary slices,
each represents one gray-level (one bin). These binary slices are then used to form the
SLT matrix with a dimension of 11 samples and 4 features (bins).
Using a diﬀerent weight vector β to that of α results in another image
segment (column vector) with a constant tone mapping of V :
W ′ =M · β (A.5)
where β has the same length as α. W ′ is a version of V constructed using the
SLT matrix of V and a new weight vector β.
Figure A.1 shows the steps for producing binary slices and a SLT matrix
M for a small image segment containing 11 pixels and 4 gray-level values. The
image segment is ﬁrst transformed into a N × 1 column vector V . Given 4 gray
levels for V , the gray value for each pixel in V is then mapped into a collection
of 4 binary column vectors V j : j = {1, 2, 3, 4}. These binary column vectors
are used to form a slice matrix M with dimensions R11×4.
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Figure A.2: Construction steps of an image segment W ′ using the SLT matrix of S
and a diﬀerent weight vector β.
Figure A.2 illustrates the steps for constructing a grayscale image segment
using Equation (A.5). The image contains 11 pixels with 4 gray levels, which
are the weight values of the bins in β.
Given a new image segment organized in a column vector W with the
same size and grayscale levels as those of V , the similarity between V and W
can be computed using the MTM distance measure described in [120]:
d(V,W ) = min
β
||M(V )β −W ||
Nvar(W )
(A.6)
where W ′ =M(V )β, as described in Equation (A.5), and var(W ) is the sample
variance of W , which is used along with the sample size N to normalize the
distance. var(W ) is computed as follows:
var(W ) =
N∑
i
W (i)2 − 1
N
[
N∑
i
W (i)]2, ∀ i ∈ W (A.7)
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Solving the optimization problem presented in Equation (A.6) for all pos-
sible values of β yields:
d(V,W ) =
1
N · var(W )
[
‖W‖2 −
k∑
j
1
|V j|{V
j ·W}2
]
· (A.8)
where ‖W‖2 and |V j| represent the sum of square intensity values for all pixels
i ∈ W and the sum of ones in a binary slice vector V j, respectively.
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Appendix B: Other Common Datasets
(a) backdoor (b) busStaion
(c) hallway (d) highway
(e) highwayII (f) laboratory
(g) PETS2006 (h) intelligent room
Figure B.1: Other common sequences used to evaluate moving shadow detection meth-
ods. The sequences backdoor, busStation, highway, and PETS2006 can be downloaded
from [25] and the sequences hallway, highwayII, laboratory, and intelligent room can
be downloaded from [26].
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